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February 2, 1961

The Under Secretary 
to the Government of India, 
Ministry of Labour-^ Employment, 
New Delhi.

Dear Sir, 
Re: Sonus Commission Terms.• •

In response to your letter No. 
UC-9(41)/61 dated February 1, 1961, 
this is to inform you that the AITuC 
will be represented in the preposed 
meeting by the following representatives:

Shri S.A.Dange .. Delegate

Shri K.G.Sriwastava .. Adviser

* Yours faithfully,

' ’ (> ' I________

(K . C . Sri wa sta va ) 
SECRETARY.-



GOVERNMENT OF INO IA » 
MINISTRI OF LABOUR & EMPLOIMENT

1 " FEB 1961

EXPRESS LETTER

FROM: LABOUR, NEW DELHI.

TO : THE GENERAL SECRETARI , /
ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS/ 
A , ASHOK ROAD , NEW DELHI. /

NO.LC-9(41)/61
4

DATED NE'4 DELHI,THE 1ST FEBRUARI ,1961.

REFERENCE MINISTRI 'S LETTER DATED 28TH

J ANU ARI 1961 (.) GRATEFUL EXPEDITE NA-IE 3 OF

DELEGATE(S)/ADVISER(S) ATTENDING MEETING TO

CONSIDER TERMS REFERENCE BC .US C®MISSION AT

NEvOELHI ON TENTH FEBRUARI 1961 (.)

( T.C. GUPTA ) 
for Under Secretary.



'I n JAH

telegram
STATE ' EXPRESS

LC-9(41)/61 REFERENCE MINISTRY TELEGRAM 

TWENTYFIRST (.) MEETING CONSIDER TERMS REFERENCE 

BONUS COMMISSION WILL BE HELD NEW DELHI TENTH 

FEBRUARY (.) LETTER FOLLOWS (.)

_______________ ___________________ LABOUR__________ _
Not to be telegraphed: ।

. . 'E-v' IA
( T.C. GUPTA1 P— 
SECTION OFFICER.

No.LC"9( 4D/61
Government of India

Ministry of Labour & Employment

Dated New Delhi, the 2£th January’61.

Copy by post in confirmation to :-

The General Secretary 
Trade Union Con?

-b Ashok Hoad, Now Delhi. ° re s s 5
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NO.LC-9(41)/61 
Government of India 

Ministry of Labour & Employment

From

Shri R.C. Saksena,
Under Secretary to the Government of India.

To

All Central Employers1 and 
Workers’ Organisations.

Dated New Delhi, the 2Sth January , 1961.

Subject:- Meeting with employers’ and workers' 
organisations - New Delhi - 10th February’61.

Sir, ,

I am directed to refer to this Ministry's 
letter dated the 6th January, 1961 and to say that 
the meeting of the representatives of Employers’ 
and Workers' Organisations represented on the 
Standing Labour Committee to discuss and settle 
the terms of reference of the proposed Bonus 
Commission, fixed for the 30th January 1961, has 
had to be postponed at the request of certain 
Organisations. It would now be held at New Delhi 
on the 10th February, 1961. The meeting will 
commence at 11,30 A,M. in Committee Room ’A’ 
North Block. The Labour Minister will also be 
meeting the employers’ and workers’ representatives 
informally on ‘ the 10th February, 1961 in Room No. 
13$) North Block as indicated below

Meet in g with - 9 <00 AtM. to 10.00 A.M.
V/ ork e r s

Meeting with - 10,00 A.M. to 11,00 A.M.
Employers

Y ours faithfully , 
/ /

( R.C. SAKSENA )
UNDER SECRETARY.
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, STATIC ORDINARY

(1) HINDMAZDUR BOMBAY (2)
I

(3) EMFERaTION BOMBAY . (4)

LC-9UD/61 REFERENCE

:• -d

UNITED TRADE UNION CQE2iESL 
249 BOW BAZAR STREET CALCUTTA d

AIMOR BOMBAY

MINISTRY TELEGRAM DATED

FIFTH (.) MEETING EMPLOYERS' WORKERS' REPRESENTATIVES

DISCUSS AND SETTLE TERMS OF REFERENCE BONUS AND 

COMMISSION WILL BE HELD NEW EELHI THIRTIETH JANUARY

INSTEAD TWENTYSEVENTH (.) LETTER FOLLOWS (.)

LABOUR.
Not to be telegraphed;

No.LC-9(4D/61
Government of India

■

Dated New Delhi, the 6th January I96I

Copy also forwarded for information to:-

(1) T - General Secretary, Indian National Trade Union Congress, 
* Janpath, New Delhi.

(2F The General Secretary, All India Trade Union Congress, 0} 
4, Ashok Road, New Delhi.

(3) The Secretary, All-India Organisation of Industrial 
Employers, ’Federation House’, New Delhi.

(T.C. Guptk)
Section Officer
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FOREWORD

'Flic INTUC periodically brings out booklets and brochures 
on various subjects connected with the trade union movement 
and on economic problems so that the trade unionists and the 
working class can equip themselves in organising and running 
sound, genuine and democratic trade union movement in India.

The present booklet, which deals with questions and 
principles of fixation of bonus, has been written by Shri G. D. 
Ambekar, a veteran trade unionist, who is well-known both at 
home and abroad for his depth and knowledge of various trade 
union subjects.

The question of bonus agitates the minds of millions of 
workers in the country and causes a lot of heart-burning and 
dissatisfaction affecting production to a considerable extent 
in the various sectors of our economy. The present booklet 
primarily deals with the history of bonus dispute in the city of 
Bombay and places a rational approach to the'solution of the 
vexed problem of bonus.

1 hope the booklet will prove useful to the trade union, 
workers and to all those interested in understanding the concept 
of the most controversial subject of the principles of bonus 
fixation.

New Delhi
January 10, 1961.

S. R. Vasavaoa 
General Secretary



AUTHOR'S NOTE

in (his booklet an attempt is made to briefly 'trace the 
history of the bonus disputes, particularly in the Cotton 
Textile Industry in Bombay and to analyse the principles 
involved in the fixation of quantum of bonus. As it is 
the Full Bench Formula of the Labour Appellate Tribunal 
that is presently holding the field in regard to the 
principles of bonus fixation, special emphasis has been 
laid in this booklet on the various interpretations, and 
clarifications put on the provisions of this formula and 
to sec how far the working of this formula has fulfilled 
its original intention of doing social justice to the 
workers and the industries. ♦

G. D. Ambekar 
Bombay
January 10, 1961.



1. INTRODUCTION

Bonus used lo be paid al a uniform rate to textile workers 
in Bombay during and for few years after the First World War 
and thereafter it was stopped due to war boom being over. Al that 
time it was recognized that a share had to be given to the 
workers in the improved conditions of the industry and- there
fore, a uniform bonus was paid irrespective of the individual 
mill’s capacity. The practice of giving a share to the workers in 
the improved trading conditions of the industry continued 
during the period of Second World War also and uniform bonus 
was declared by the Textile Industry in Bombay till 1945. In 
1946 some of the objectionable conditions attached lo the pay
ment of bonus were removed by the Industrial Court and 
uniform bonus depending on the profits of the industry as a 
whole was declared for the years 1947 and 1948 also. Bonus was 
not only recognized as an industrial claim but was also 
recognized as a deferred wage till the workers reached a living 
wage standard. It was also recognized by the Industrial Court 
that only after the workers had attained the living wage, bonus 
would partake the character of profit sharing.

For the first time, the question of rehabilitation cost was 
raised by the mill owners in the bonus dispute for the year 1948. 
It was in the bonus dispute for 1949 that the Industrial Court 
for the first time exempted three mills from paying bonus on 
account of losses incurred by them. At was on this award both 
the parties went in appeal to the Labour Appellate Tribunal. The 
Labour Appellate Tribunal while confirming the award of the 
Industrial Court also evolved a formula for deciding the quantum 
of bonus which is now popularly known as the Lull Bench For-
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inula. Thus foi the lit st tunc the award disturbed the well 
established practice, custom and tradition by departing from the 
principles of uniform bonus for the industry as a whole.

Ever since the Formula was evolved various Tribunals and 
Courts interpreted the said Formula in dillerent manner on 
\arious ‘prior charges' and in many cases particularly in Bombay 
when surplus left after providing for the prior charges did not 
justify the award of bonus, inspite of very high prolits 
resulted in discontentment amongst workers. As a matter of 
fact, the nature of profit is such that a substantial portion of it 
accrues not as a result of the contribution of the labour or 
industry, but due to extraneous factors like Government policy, 
market conditions, law of supply and demand etc. The profits 
accrued as a result of the operation of latter factors is in the 
nature of unearned profits on which industry should not have a 
claim. Besides among the components of cost only the worker 
is not given the fair price of his labour and the prolits therefore 
accrue as a result of not paying labour fairly. As such as long 
as the workers have not attained a living wage or till the lowest 
paid workers get the minimum wage as now accepted in the 
15th Session of Indian Labour Conference the bonus should 
partake the character of deferred wage and must be determined 
on the general improved conditions of the industry as a whole. 
Simply because bonus is given a place in the LAT formula after 
the other prior charges it cannot change the fundamental charac
ter ©f bonus as a deferred wage. Moreover under the Bombay 
law also, bonus is wage (since it becomes payable) and is treated 
as an additional remuneration. Therefore from any point of view 
bonus has to be considered as a deferred wage and will stand 
above all other priorities. Justus wages cannot be determined 
on the individual mills’ (units) capacity to pay and workers can
not be deprived of wages simply because the individual mills are 
not making profits or even making losses the workers’ claim 
must remain a charge on the industry because the workers' needs 
have higher priority in the scheme of social justice at least till 
the workers get wage on the basis of minimum wage structure. 
Even the committee on profit-sharing recommended that to 
begin with profit sharing on an industry-cum-locality basis 
should be tried out in the textile industry in Bombay, Ahmeda-
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bad and Sholupur. In a recent judgement (Ahmedabad Gratu
ity) even the Supreme Court has observed that even bonus 
disputes can be settled on an industry-wise basis and have been 
so settled.

No doubt, the Supreme Court has opined that the Labour 
Appellate Tribunal formula has on the whole worked satisfactor
ily and in the majority of cases, industrial disputes arising 
between employers and their workmen in regard to bonus have 
been settled on the basis of this formula but this opinion has 
been given without appreciating all the circumstances and full 
facts not having been placed before the Supreme Court. Most of 
the appeals which went before the Supreme Court were of the 
employers. Very few cases went in appeal before the Supreme 
Court on behalf of workers because of the delay and cost 
involved and the cases which have gone before the Supreme 
Court were not of an industry as a whole but (he tribunals have 
applied the Supreme Court judgements in individual units to 
industrywide cases. Even so the Supreme Court had noted that 
the formula in its rigid form had become unworkable from the 
point of view of labour in Bombay.

Moreover, EAT formula was not evolved after hearing 
all the industries and their workmen but the same was made 
applicable to all the industries in the whole country. In this 
context it is relevant to quote the observation made by the 
Supreme Court on the question of the revision of the LAT 
formula. It observed that the,“plea for the revision of the 
formula raises an issue which affects ali industries; and before 
any change is made in it, all industries and their workmen 
would have to be heard and their places carefully considered. 
It is obvious that while dealing with the present group of 
appeals, it would be difficult, unreasonable and inexpedient to 
attempt such a task. That is why we think that labour's claim 
for bonus should be decided by Tribunals on the basis of the 
formula without attempting to revise it.’' [(’1959.1. ILT 641 (662) )|

. Now coming to the merits of LAT formula it provides:—

I. Statutory depreciation.
2. Taxes at current rates.
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3. Provision for rehabilitation..
4. Fair return on Capital.
5. Provision for fair return on Reserves employed as 

Working Capital.

After all these prior charges are met, claim for bonus 
would arise. In the textile industry in the past, the practice of 
the Tribunals and Courts v?as to aMird the whole surplus as 
bonus to the workers but the Supreme Court has now observed 
that after paying all these prior claims in full even al the 
present ideas of social justice, the industry should have a fur
ther share in the balance as against its earlier finding in the 
Muir Mills Case.



II. DEPRECIATION

No consistent policy has been followed in regard to depre
ciation charges. Originally, only the actual depreciation charged 
by the industry was taken into account. Subsequently the 
LAT allowed full depreciation on all counts such as normal 
and multiple shift depreciation, initial and additional deprecia
tion and also the development rebate as allowed tinder the 
Income Tax Act irrespective of whether the industry charged 
full or any depreciation or not, or whether they diverted the 
profits into dividends or not. This was again changed 
by (he bull Bench of LAT in the U.P. Electricity case 
where they held that initial or additional depreciation or 
development rebate should not be included for purposes ol 
prior charges as these were granted on considerations other 
than of social justice and fair apportionment which formed 
the basis of (he bull Bench formula. The controversy as to 
whether initial and additional depreciation should be allowed 
or not has been set at rest by the recent judgement of th.. 
Supreme Court but now a new idea has been incorporated as 
to what forms the normal depreciation as a prior charge and 
that is ‘notional normal depreciation’. It might be a correct 
approach to charge only ‘notional normal depreciation' provid
ed the Income-Tax depreciation represents only normal wea. 
and tear of the machinery which will come to roughly 2 to 4 
percent on machinery depending upon whether the machinery 
works one shift or two shifts or more and 11 percent to 2 percent 
on buildings also on similar considerations. But till now the 
employers have already been given depreciation on the basis of 
LAT formula and as such if the ‘notional normal depreciation’ 
has to be calculated and justice to be done now. it would
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mean reopening of all the past bonus disputes. Moreover, it 
is not possible to work out the ‘notional normal depreciation' 
of each Unit in respect of machinery ever since the date of the 
purchase of that machinery. Therefore, only the normal 
depreciation on the written down value according to the 
Income-Tax Act excluding additional or initial depreciation or 
any other kind of extra depreciation including development 
rebate should be allowed. Moreover, if only the normal wear 
and tear and obsolescence are taken into consideration, the 
present rate of normal statutory depreciation would have to be 
reduced by half and rationalised on the basis of shifts worked 
provided this half is actually charged by the industry. In the 
case of these industries where depreciation of all kinds and 
development rebate has been allowed in the past such might 
be fit cases for denying depreciation as a prior charge at least 
for some years to come.

6



111. TAXES

The present practice of calculation of taxes ata uniform 
rate is not correct as taxes arc not uniform for all levels of 
profits. Moreover, the notional formula till now being applied 
had resulted in allowance being made for taxes as a prior 
charge even though the company was not to pay taxes for the 
.particular year. In this connection it may further be pointed 
out that taxes cannot be a prior charge before payment of 
bonus. Taxes can only be a prior charge after the proper 
bonus is ascertained and deducted from the gross profits and 
only on the balance taxes will have to be charged. Moreover, 
only such taxes should be allowed as to retain with the industry 
only the amount just sufficient for the payment of dividend and 
return on reserves. In addition even if taxes were allowed as 
a prior charge only the income-tax should be taken into 
account and not other taxes.
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IV. REHABILITATION

1 ic formula envisages that the rehabilitation requirements
of the industry are to be met only by the present generation
of workers during whose time the industry is going to be 
rehabilitated and not by anybody else. This has resulted in 
some employers putting forward inflated claims in the name of 
rehabilitation. A number of units have wiped out their 
reserves without rehabilitating the machinery and have ultimately

marginal orbecome loss making units. Actually for the
reasons stated below the whole of the requirements of the
industr not be allowed to be recovered only from the 
profits of the industry, as such a heavy burden will substantially 
diminish the quantum of bonus payable to workers and in many 
cases may even result in denying bonus to them.

(1 ) Second World War created conditions which not* 
only pushed up replacement costs but also brought in extra- 
ordiuajry huge profits and it was expected that the profits.would 
be set apart to rehabilitate the machinery. But this has not 
happened.

2) Then there is another aspect of rehabilitation. No 
new machinery which is going to be replaced can be an exact 
replica of the machinery to be replaced. The new machinery 
which will be giving higher production or requiring reduced 
employment even for the same production. Therefore, the 
employers while bringing in new machinery will be saving in 
the wage cost for the future, at the same time the present 
workers who have extended their cooperation resulting in huge * 
profits will not only face some inevitable unemployment but
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will get further dissatisfied in consequence of due and proper 
bonus being denied to them because of the industry's require
ments of rehabilitation being taken wholly from the profits of 
the industry and nothing being left for the future generation 
which is to reap the benefits of the rehabilitation. Thus the 
workers arc likely to face some unemployment and toss of 
amount utilised as rehabilitation.

(3) The notional character of the formula does not 
enable the courts to compel the employers to utilise the money 
kept as reserves for rehabilitation. In practice rehabilitation 
reserves arc utilised for other purposes and whenever the 
industry finds itself in need of money for rehabilitation, it has 
to take loans from out side. The loans carry with it liability 
to pay interest and repayment which in its turn diminishes the 
profit further.

(4) The contention that the entire amount required for 
fchabilitation should not be met from profits is supported by 
the economists who arc of the opinion that the gap between 
the original prices and the replacement cost might be too big 
to be bridged by yearly provisions out of profits alone. The 
Working Party appointed for the Cotton Textile Industry and 
other Committees appointed by the Government have held 
similar views. Even the industry recognised this fact which is 
seen from its own attitude in practice and actions and thtir 
views expressed before various bodies.

(5) Moreover, for purposes of calculating the require
ments of rehabilitation the percentage of the actual realisation 
of the resale value of the machinery which is rehabilitated to 
the value of the new machinery installed in its place should be 
taken as the basis for the estimate of the resale realisation and 
Che percentage of the breakdown value as hitherto should not 
be the basis. Similarly, in calculating the rehabilitation 
requirements account should be taken of the 25 percent 
rehabilitation allowance which is given under the Income Tax 
Act. The rebate is given to be retained by the Industry with
out paying any tax on them and therefore to this extent it 
should be considered as a contribution by the Government for

9



the rehabilitation of the industry and the rehabilitation 
requirements should therefore be calculated at 75 percent of the 
total requirements.

(6) b 
industry in

the case of rthabilitation the behaviour of the 
e past and the present is also a material factor

lor consideration. No claim for rehabilitation should lie if the 
industry has frittered away the huge profits made as a result 
of the very contingency creating the need for extra amount 
over depreciation for rehabilitation. If it has frittered away its 
resources eVen after it was forewarned, the industry does not 
deserve any sympathy for its needs of rehabilitation. The 
industry which has wiped away its reserves by mismanagement, 
inefficiency! fraud or by frittering away in huge dividend, need 
not be given any consideration for its needs of rehabilitation 
as its capacity to utilise such allocations for proper rchabilita*
tion cannot be guaranteed. If inspite 
lions huge amounts can be deemed to 
accumulated after payment of actual
decided b' , the Supreme Court, that 

of the above considera- 
have been allowed to be 
taxes and dividend as 
is 6 percent, on equity

shares, and as per contract on preference and similar shares, 
such amounts should be taken into consideration while deciding
any claim for rehabilitation.
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V. RETURN ON RESERVES -USED AS 
WORKING CAPITAL

Another item of prior charge mentioned in the LAT 
formula is (he return on reserves used as Working Capital. 
'The reserves are accumulated out of Cdmpany’s past profits. 
These past profits have also come out of labourers’ contribution 
and morally belong to labour. Therefore if any return is to be 
allowed on the reserves, such return should go to the workers. 
But legally it is the company's money used for the Company's 
own benefit. The idea of a fair return as understood in the 
Bonus formula is that some third parly has to be paid his due 
share from the profit. There has to be for this purpose the 
relationship of a debtor and creditor, which is absent in respect 
of return on reserves. In view of this, interest on reserves used 
as Working Capital should not at all be paid.

Even if for the sake of argument it is assumed that reser
ves arc entitled to interest in the name of return, the question is 
what should’ be that rate of interest ? The idea of granting 
interest on reserves used as working capital arose out of the fact 
that if the company had invested all its reserves outside they 
would have earned interest. The position that now arises is 
that if the company had invested these reserves elsewhere then 
the company would have been required to borrow Working 
Capital at a higher rate of interest. Therefore what the 
Company actually loses is the difference between the interest 
which it would receive on its reserves if invested outside and 
the interest which it will have to ’pay on loans borrowed for 
Working Capital. Only to this extent of the difference the claim 
of the industry for a return on its reserves used as Working



Capital can be justified. This difference is normally 2 percent. 
But this return is granted after deduction of taxes. Thus a 
return of 2 percent free of income tax means a return of little 
over 4 percent. Ultimately the industry gets a return of 4 percent 
subject to tax which is not in consonance with the basis ot 
granting return on reserves used as Working Capital, further 
this interest should also be •adjusted towards rehabilitation 
requiretnents and to that extent yearly rehabilitation quota, 
should be reduced.
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VI.’ RETURN ON DEPRECIATION 
FUND

Depreciation is already an item of cost being the value of 
wear and tear of the machinery and as such is free from tax. 
But as the wear and tear takes a long time and cannot be re- 

^covcrcd in one year it is allowed to be retained with the indus
try for ultimate replacement when the machine or building is 
fully worn out. Therefore, it is not a reserve in the strict sense 
of the word. However, the Courts and Tribunals have generally 
treated depreciation fund when actually employed as working 
capital al par with other reserves and have opined that deprecia
tion fund docs not differ in any material respects from any other 
reserves. But to allow return on depreciation on the ground 
(hat it is being utilised as working capital is to allow a double 
return on an item of cost. Though depreciat ion is retained with 
the industry till it is utilised in replacing the machinery it can
not take away its character as an item of expense. Moreover, 
depreciation can never be regarded on any consideration as a 
reserve available for working capital because depreciation is 
built up against machinery. To the extent machinery is 
depreciated and not replaced it looks as if depreciation is free. 
But what actually happens in a proper balance sheet is that 
depreciation releases not the reserves but the paid-up-capital, 
debentures and loans making the block from being locked up 
in the block. Therefore the real function of depreciation is to 
release the original Capital or Debentures and loans which 
originally made up the block and not the reserves from being 
locked up in the block. 7he block is generally made up of 
paid-up capital, loans, dcbcntrucs etc. Therefore after freeing 
the loans and debentures, depreciation also releases the paid-up
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capital for business purposes. And to allow interest on 
depreciation on the ground of its being utilised as working 
capital is to allow double dividend on that portion of the paid- 
up capital which is released by depreciation. One is regular 
dividend and the other by way of return on reserves used as 
working capital. For the above reasons no return should be 
allowed on reserves used as Working Capital, and that in any 
case, depreciation cannot be considered as a reserve entitled to a 
return as it would be clear from what has been stated above 
that depreciation cannot be utilised as working capital.

14
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VIL DIVIDEND

Six percent dividend has been taken as a fair return on 
paid-up capital. This return is given before taking the workers 
to a fair wage level and therefore what the shareholders arc 
given is not the real return and their share out of the profits 
of the industry but arc paid before the workers have had 
their fair wages. Apart from these considerations 6 percent 
return on paid-up capital is after deduction of all taxes. Even 
if it is assumed that the Tribunals wanted 6 percent dividend 
to be paid tax-free which comes io over 9 percent to the 
shareholders subject to taxes, for the notional calculation of the 
bonus formula taxes al 51 percent were calculated. This means 
that the Industry was really given 12 percent return subject to 
taxes. No one can say that this 12 percent is not exhorbitent. 
Even taking into consideration the factors of risks involved, 
12 percent subject to taxes is an exhorbitant rate of interest. 
Therefore ordinarily for a fair return on paid-up-capital the 
shareholders can claim only a rate slightly higher than that of 
the guilt-edged securities.

Then there is the question of dividend on bonus shares. 
Bonus shares came to be introduced as a result of public 
criticism of huge dividends and Government controls. It would 
outwardly appear that the industry is not paying huge dividends 
when bonus shares-come to be issued as fully paid up. The 
combined effect of 6 percent on paid up capital and 2 percent 
on reserves used as Working Capital has been a very unhealthy 
one. Such of the good industrialists who refused to increase 
paid-up-capital disproportionately ajid did not want to over 
capitalise the industry and acted in the interest of the industry
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are being penalised by being given only 2 percent on the 
reserves used as Working Capital. While such of the employers 
who have converted their reserves into bonus shares are entitled 
to get higher return by being allowed dividend on these bonus 
shares and arc thus required to pay less bonus to the workers. 
This has resulted in discrimination in favour of over-capitalised 
industries. In fact, bonus according to the Full Bench formula 
thus depends on the manner in which the particular employer 
behaves and not on merits of the concern.

The working of the formula in the last few years however 
shows that on many issues the Courts have not evolved any 
definite principles though in some cases broad outlines have 
been laid down for fixing the quantum of bonus. The courts 
have als'o lost sight of the fact that in industrial arbitration 
there is scope for a wide element of discretion in view of the 
absence of established criteria for settling disputes and also 
the fact that they can take into consideration modern trends of 
social thought and be in the vanguard of legislation. The 
elasticity and flexibility that has been brought into the inter
pretation of the formula has done injustice to the labour and 
social justice if at all it is said to have given, is given to the 
industry both at the cost of society and labour. As the working 
of the formu a has belied all hopes of ensuring and achieving 
industrial peace, it is high time that the formula is revised in 
the light of the foregoing analysis. It is hoped that the Bonus 
Commission appointed by the Government of India will con
sider the various aspects of'Bonus including the industry-cum- 
region basis and will evolve a suitable and equitable formula, 
which is simple enough to be understood by the workers and 
works in the interest of both the Industry and Labour and 
gives a content of satisfaction to both.
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General Secretary:- S. A. Dange M. P.

a m q a \ n t c> n
Dalavi Building Panel. 

BOMBAY 12

Date J anuary 28 196 1

Dear Comrade Sriwastav

I had sent you a letter by about the middle of 
December requesting you to give one information regarding 
Bonus Commission etc. Possibly you were too busy with the 
work of the annual conference at that time.

I am sending herewith a copy of my lecter to the 
Central Minister for Labour. Please see if the contents 
of the letter are of any use to the A.I.T.U.C.
representative on the Standing Committee which is to meet 
on 30th January, 1961 to consider terms >f reference of 
the Bonus Commission.

Please send me a copy of the draft terms of 
reference circulated by the Labour Ministry. Please give bl 
us also a detailed report of what transpires at the Standing 
Committee.

We have not given up our idea to hold an all 
industries City Bonus Conference. On the contrary our 
decision has been reinforced by the appointment of the 
Commission. We hope to receive your help in the 
preparations of papers to be placed before the conference.

Com. K.G. Sriwastav, 
Secretary,
All India Trade Union 

Congress,
4 Ashok Road, 

NEV/ DELHI.

Yours fraternally,

'V'
/ Y. V. C

S E C R
h a v a n / 
E T A R Y.
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preparatory committee cf Bombay cm aomrs confem^e

Convener* Care* Mumbai Giranl Kamgar Union,
X.V. Chavan. Dalvi Building, Parel, Bombay 12,

January 28, 1961. 
/v® I 3 ; IG(

Hon. Shri G.L. Nanda, 
Minister for Labour & Planning, >
Government of India, /
It L W D E L HI, \ /

X /
Subject# Terr.s of reference of the propos >d 

bonus Commlsnlon.

Sir,
Wg welcome the appointment of the Bonus Commission and 

with regard to the terms of rnforenc® of this Commission wc 

the following suggestion for your sympathetic consideration and 
for the consideration of the Standing Committee of the Tripartite 
Labour Conference* 
SUGGESTIONS#

!• Th© terms of reference should contain a clear, mention of 
the admitted fact that the minimum wages settled by the Wage Boards 
for Cotton Textile Industry, the Cement Industry and the Sugar 
Industry and also by th® Second Pay Commission, fall far short of 
th© minimum fair wag© agreed upon at the 15th Tripartite Labour 
Conference. Tho torms of reference should further contain a clearn 
policy directive that in view of low wage level, it is thought fair 
la the interests of nodal justice that the workers’ claim on the 
gross profits of the industry, in th® form of annual Bonus should 

get higher priority.

2. Th© terns of reference should also contain a statement to 
the o.foot that the Commission was being appointed as a result of the 

» i 
extreme discontent expressed by labour against the very unsatisfactory 

bonus resulting from the present Bonus formula laid down by tho Full 

Bench of the Appellate Tribunal and endorsed oy the Supreme Court* 

and with a view to revise the formula in such a way as to increase 
the share of labour in profits and to give the labour claim of bonus



Contd. -2- Preparatory Committee of Bombay City 3otiug 
Conforence.

3, Th® terms of reference should also include a directive to 
the Commission to cover the employees of ‘ industrial and comoraial 
undertakings in public sector, in their Investigations.
4. The Commission should be asked to report within six months
from tho data of communication of the terms of reference to the 
Commission* 
brief notes ori m mjca&.moH>,

Suggestions (1) and (2) are necessitated by the fact that 
the bonus demand has bean subject of seoreo of decisions of th® 
Supreme Court, the highest judicial tribunal of the country. The 
present Ideas about the order of priority of various charges on 
profits and about labour’s share in profits have beoo&e fixed to the 

point of rigidity -as a result of repeated fornil at ion and of beixMT. 
Ivorked out in detail time and again. Those ideas have boon almost v
•sanctified by repeated endorsements by th® Supreme Court. Thore** 
i'oro, if any ch&ngn in the Bonus Formula at present holding the 
field, is desired as a matter of social justice, the decision has 
to bo a political one, on Governmental level.

With regard to the su ,gostlon (.3) it Is submitted that as 
bonus has camo to be by now recognised as a rightful claim of 
employees and as bonus is being paid in almost all the sizable 
undertakings in private sector and has thus come to constitute a 
part of existing wago level, the same can no more be denied to 
cmployeor? working in employments other than in tne private sector. 
Especially strong is the case of employees of Industrial and 
ponnaereiial undertakings owned by Governments or Semi-Government 

bodies. Refusal to pay bonus or to Increase quantum of bonus to 

employees of undertakings which wora formerly owned privately but 
were later nationalised, on th© plea that the undertakings were not 
being worked for profits aivmore, had given rise to discontent and 

disputes in concerns like Life Insurance Corporation, The State 

Bank of India, the Reserve Bank of India, the Bombay Electricity 
Supply and Transport. It is true that the right of employees



Contd* -3- Preparatory Committee of Bombay City Bonus 
uonferenzso*

The need lor timo limit has boon demonstrated by the 

inordinately long time taken by all the Wago Boards and the Second 

Pay Commission to submit their reports#

Yours faithfully*

Copies toi

1) Secretary, 
Standing Committee, 
Indian Labour Conference

(Tripartite)
N E W DE L H !♦

2) Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress,
h e w d e l h i#

3) Secretary,
United Trade Union Congress,

4) Seorotary, 
Hind Maadoor Sabha#



February 2, 1961

Dea r Com. C ha van,

Many thanks for your letter No.1237/61 
dated January 28, 1961 .

The meeting on February 10, (January 
30) meeting was postponed, 'will discuss 
terms of reference to the bonus Commission 
and also may take the question of perso
nnel up for discussion.

The draft terms of reference is 
enclosed.

I have in mind calling of a meeting 
of representatives of unions in various 
States, specially those who deal ’with the 
question of bonus, after the terms of 
reference and other preliminaries are 
finally settled. In that meeting, we would 
discuss the issues and prepare a memorandum 
in detail, Je will let you know the venue 
and date of the meeting.

Ji th gr e e t in gs,
Yours fraternally,

i

Com. Y.V.Chavan, (K .G .Sriwastava)
Secretary, SECRETARY.
N’umbai Girani Kamgar Union, 
Dalvi Building, Parel, 
Bornbay ] 2 .



BONUS COMMISSION

Terms of Reference * amended draft‘(AITUC)

1. To consldor in relation to vorlanen (as defined in tho 
Industrial Disputes Act) in industries and establishments 
of both prlvito and public sectors, the question of 
payment of bonus on consideration of profits and losses 
and roccnnon i principles for computation of bonus and 
methods of payment*

2. To dotown .Ine tho extent to which bonus based on 
profits should b$ influenced by the prevail Ing wago level* 

3» To rocqnrend how tho prior charges should bo 
calculated aid to do ton: Ine other conditions under 
which lx>nus payments based on profits should bo made.
4. To consider whether the bonus duo to workers, beyond 
a specified amount, should bo paid in Vie form of National 
Savings Certificates or in any other form.
5* To consider whether there should bo lover mid upper 
limits for distribution in one year-and, if so, the 
manner of carrying forward profits and losses over a 
proscribed period.
6* To suggest nn appropriate machinery and method 
for tho settler; ent of I»nus disputes, and 
7. To make meh recommendations regarding Vic 
question of Bonus based on profits as tho Camiisnion 
deems mil table.



BOMBAY STATE BANK EMPLOYEES FEDERATION 
Khand elwal Bhavan , 1st. Floor, 

, 166, Dr.D. Naroji Road,Foixt
BOMBAY,29.6.1961

URGENT . 7
To :ALL UNITS. .

Dear comrades,
Bonus issue in banks - Private & Public 

sectors,

Units must have already received the Circular No.35/61 
issued by the AIBEA on 25th Septr.1961 in respect of Bonus 
reference.

2, Units are aware that since the reference of bonus issue 
to the Natiorial Tribunal (Bank Disputes) is not linked to any 
particular year and ’also no quantum, and more particularly 
the reference does not include the otate Subsidiary Banks 
and the State Bank of India, the bank employees all over the 
country observed a protest day on 13th November,I960 against 
the kind of vague and meaningless reference by the Government.

3. The Central Committee of the AIBEA at its meeting held 
in Bombay on 14th and 15th instant considered the entire 
matter afresh in the revised context including the appoint
ment of a Bonus Commission by the Government of India.

4. The. Central Committee, after discussion, decided that 
the AIBEA should make all out efforts to see that the entire 
bonus issue in the banking industry - both public and private 

ssectors - should be referred to the Bonus Commission, and 
accordingly decided to move the Government of India in the 
matter.

5. The Central Committee has called upon all units to 
send telegrams and also write letters to the Labour Minister 
Govt,of India, requesting him to include the banking industry 
- ‘public and private sectors - in the reference to the Bonus 
Commission. The Central Committee has also called upon units 
to write letters to the Central Trade Union organizations 
in respective States requesting them to support our demand 
at the ensuing 19th Tripartite Indian Labour Conference to 
be held at Bangalore,

6. The AIBEA has already addressed a letter to the Labour 
Minister in this connection a copy whereof has already been 
attached to the abovementioned circular of the AIBEA, The 
AIBEA has* also written to the Central Trade Unions at their 
all-India headquarters to supoort the demand for inclusion 
•of the banking industry - public and private sectors - in 
the Bonus Commission,

7. Our Federal ion has already sent the following telegram 
to the Labour Minister:-

” & nINDLY INCLUDE BANKING INDUSTRY BOTH PRIVATE AND 
PUBLIC SECTORS IN THE REFERENCE TO BONUS COMMISSION

All our units are requested immediately to send similar telegram 
to the Labour Minister and send a 'copy of the same to us 
and to the AIBEA camp office at Bombay, have also sent 
letters to the Labour Minister and the Central Trade Unions 
as per copy attached to tills circular. All our units are 
requested to immediately write similar letters to the Labour 
Minister, and to the Central Trade Unions with a copy of each 
such letter to be forwarded to us and to the AIBEA camo office.

VM,th greetings, v „ , ,° ' lours comradely

Enc : GttyT, Secretary,•



18. For the aforesaid reasons, inter alia, it is submitted 

that in any terms of reference to be fixed for the purpose of 
the proposed Bonus Commission, Banks should be excluded from its 

purview.



eneral Secretary, Indian National Trade Union Congress
J Mazdoor Manzil, Panel Village.PAREL,Bombay.

The General Secretary, Hind Mazdoor Sabha, (Bombay) , Servants of 
India Society Homo,Prathna Samaj, Bombay.

The General Secretary,Maharashtra Rajya Trade Union Committee 
of AITUC, Dalvi Bldg.,Poibavdi, Parel,• Bombay.

The General Secretary,United Trade Union Congress, Kavarana 
Man. ion,Irene Road, Bombay.

Dear friend,
Inclusion of banking industry - both private and 
public sectors - in the reference to tjie

POku5 GUllitScION

Re understand that the ensuing 19th Tripartite Indian 
Labour Conference, to be held at Bangalore in the 2nd week of 
October,1961, will discuss kk mJ finalise the terms of 
reference to the Bonus Commission rmd he industries to be 
coveted by the reference.

2 In this connection we have to inform you that:-

(a)

(b)

(c ]

(d)

in the past although there were all India adjudications 
in the banking industry, the bonus issue in the banking 
industry was not adjudicated upon due to the anomalous 
provision in the Banking Companies, Act;
due to the tireless efforts of the bank employees and 
their national organization the All India Bank Employees 
Association, the Government brought in an amendment to 
section 10 of the Banking Companies Act whereby bonus 
would be considered as an industrial dispute;
even after such an amendment was made, the Government, 
Cor a long time, did not •‘•t all r<fer the pending bonus 
disputes for adjudication;
when the Sastry 'Ward ms terminated by the ba Me employees 
and fresh charter of demands were submitted on the Banks 
and the Government in the month of April 1959, 
the Government, instead of honouring the promise given 
by the labour Minister to appoint a Commission, appointed 
a National Tribunal on 21st March,I960, but the terms of 
reference did not include Bonus;
Thereafter,due to the insistent pressure brought by the 
bank employees and their national organization the All 
India Bank Employees Association, the Governmentmade a 
reference to the same National Tribunal in respect of 
bonus in the following manner 

”BONUS - Principles and conditions under which payable, 
qualification or eligibility and method of computation, 
after making provision for all matters for which provision 
is necessary by or under- any of the Acts applicable to 
Banks or which are usually provided by the Banks”.
Apart from the fact that the reference j.s itself very 
vague and does not cover bonus for any particular year 
and also the quantum, the Government did not include 
the State Bank of India and the various State Subsidiary 
Banks thus taking the entire public sector of bank 
employees out of the purview of the bonus reference.
before making 1 he above reference, the Government, with 
a view to frustrating the efforts of the bank employees 
to get nroper bonus, effected an amendment to the 
Banking Companies Act by introducing a*Section 34-A to 
the said Act whereby an inviolable right was given to any 
Bank Management not to disclose the profits and the real 
capacity of the Bank be? tore a Tribunal and if the

2



• Tribunal wanted to know such profits it may ask the 
Reserve Bank of India which, after considering sound 
banking principles and many other factors, may inform 
the Tribunal as to what amount out of the said secret 
reserves could be taken up into consideration to assess 
the capacity to pay or no amount to be considered also. 
The effect of this amendment is that even the figures 
that mi^ht be given by the Reserve Bank will not give a 
full picture of any Bank and the Tribunal cannot question 
the correctness or otherwise of the figure that.may be 
supplied by the Reserve Bank of India,

(g) Thus it will be seen that by making such a vague and 
narrow reference to the National Tribunal and also 
excluding the public sector banks - the hopes of the bank 
employees to settle the long standing pending bonus 
dispute are being frustrated by the Government;

(h) All out efforts on the part of the bank employees and 
their organization even to get an amendment of the present 
Bonus reference to the National Tribunal and to get 
inclusion of the public sector banks' were turned down 
by the Government without assigning any cogent reason 
whatsoever.

2. Recently the Government of India announced that the terms 
of reference to the BONUS COMMISSION will also include Public 
Sector Commercial Establishments, but so far the public sector 
establishments in the banking industry have not been included 
in the reference.
3. * While all other Industries will be included in the Bonus 
Commission, you will see that u section of the banking industry 
is being covered by a vague and narrov’ reference before the 
present Bank Tribunal and another section has not yet been 
included either before the Tribunal or before the Commission.
4- . It is in this context and in the interest of having one 
forunfwith wider scope to decide the Bonus issue, that the bank 
employees’ organization approached the Government of India 
with a request to include the BANKING INDUSTRY - public and 
private sectors - in the .reference before the BONUS COMMISSION. 
The All India Bank Employees Association and its units have 
plready written to the Labour Minister of the Government of 
India in this connection, stating that since the pending Bonus 
reference has not yet been heard by the Bank Tribunal, it would 
be in the interest of all concerned to include the entire 
banking industry before the Bonus Commission.
5. The All India Bank Employees Association has also written 
to the all India neadouartors of all Central Trade Union 
organizations seeking Lheir support in helping the bank 
employees of the country to take up their bonus problems before 
-the Bonus Commission along with all other workingmen. The 
All India Bank Employees Association has appealed to the Central 
Trade Union organizations who will be meeting in the ensuing 
19th Tripartite Indian Labour Conference at Bangalore on 7th 
October,1961, to prevail on the Government and the employers 
for inclusion of the banking industry - both private and public 
sectors - in the Bonus Commission.

o, it may be noted that the Bankers are opposed to the 
inclusion of the Banking Industry before the Bonus Commission. 
This clearly shows that’ the Banks are not interested to get such 
an important dispute resolved.
7. . We,therefore,request you kindly to see that your represen
tatives attending the 19th Tripartite Conference . support the 
demand of the bank employees of the country for inclusion of the 
banking industry - public and private sectors - in the Bonus

.......... 0 so Hint the ] onr oendi n<r bonus rlir.niitn -in t.h o hnnUinrr



issue of all workers.
B. Hoping to hear from you and thanking you in the meantime,

With greetings,
Yours fraternally,

Ed. P.K.Menon 
General Secretary.

Copy of lol,ter sent to the Labour Minister
Shri Gulzarilal Nanda. Minister for Labour & Employment, 
Govt.of India, NE' DEfi-il,
Dear Sir, 

re:Bonus Commission - inclusion of banking 
.-Industry i n the refprunee to_ -

We confirm having sent you the following telegram
” KINDLY INCLUDE BAKING INDUS TRY BOTH PRIVATE AND PUBLIC 
SECTORS IN THE REBEKENfE TO BuN'lj COMMISSION”

2. Ln this connection, our national organization, the All India 
Bank Employe-es Association, has addressed you per letter of 
16th September 1961 requesting you kindly to include the 
public and private sectors of the Banking Industry in the 
reference to the Bonus Commission appointed by the Govt.
3. You will appreciate that while the .reference to the 
Bonus Commission will have vry v ide scope and will not be 
fettered by what -is or is not settled by the Suprene Court of 
India, such are not the powers invested in a Tribunal, m d, 
with the legal limitations that now' exist, the interests of 
the bank employees could be oct ter served only by giving them 
an opportunity to* agitate their claims for bonus before the 
Bonus Comm is s ion.
4. The Bonus .re''"renee at present pending before the 
National Tribunal (Bank Disputes) does not cover the State 
Bank of India and the State subsidiary Banks; the reference 
is not in terms with the demand of the bank employees, ami 
since it does not cover payment, of bonus for particular years 
or specific /quantum, lou are also aware that our national 
organization the All India Bank Employees Association had 
addressed letter's in this connection to you requesting you to 
amend the reference accordingly, but so far the Government 
has not acceded, to this request. From thb recent reports in 
the press it is learnt that the Government are seriously 
considering the inclusion of the public sector commercial 
establishments in the reference to the Bonus Commission. This 
would entitle the inclusion of the State Subsidiary Banks and 
the State Bank of India in the reference to the.Bonus 
Commission.
5. It is for the above reasons,therefore,we appeal.to you to 
please include the entire banking industry - both public and 
private sectors - in the reference before the Bonus Commission 
appointed by the Government of India.
6. Since the hearings on the pending bonus issue before the 
National Tribunal (Bank Disputes) has not yet started,we would 
urge Mpsx you to expedite the inclusion of the entire hanking 
industry - public and private, sectors - in the reference to 
the Bonus Commission at the forthcoming Indian Labour 
Conference at Bangalore.

, Yours faithfully,

, Sd/- P.K. Menon



COPY of letter addressed by ^IBEu to the Labour Minister, Gdvt.
••■v ?of India, Nev/ Delhi on the 16th September, 1961. S

;.. . . ./. L/ ' - •
Dear Nandaji, ’ ;l,"v '

I take the opportunity of congratulating you for the decision 
'to include the-Public Sector undertakings within the Reference to the 
Bonus Commission.

2. I understand that the Bonus Commission would he principally 
entrusted with the task of deciding the concept, of profit sharing 
bonus and'recommend a formula, for the various industries’referred to 
it> < I also understand that the ‘ said Commis sioh will not be fettered, 
by ahy''settled- concept' or formula and that the. scope and jurisdic
tion'1 Of "•■the!. Bonus Commission’would be wide enough to go beyond the 
concept on which is based the. full Bench Formula of L.L.T.‘I-of 1950.

i: ■ ; . ,
, m3. Karn informed that the Government has decided to refer to 

the'Commission all the important industries, together with all the 
Public Sectdr -Commercial undertakings, excluding, however, specified 
Public utility•• services. ' , s, _• , . .

. o . . . •. ■ y; ■ ■ / * ■. ,
■ /; •t;4> o wish to draw your attention that the Government of India 
by an' order.-No. SO-2384 dated 22nd September, 1960 referred the Bonus 
dispute in the Banking industry to the National Industrial ..Tribunal 
and the terms of Reference read Las under: '• .

"Bonus - Principles and conditions under .which payable, 
qualification for eligibility and method of computation ' 
•after milking provision for all matters for which provi
sion is necessary by or under any of the Lets applicable to 
the Banks or which arc usually provided by the. Banks."

However, the State Bank of India and the State Subsidiary 
Banks havn not been included in the. said Reference before the 
National Industrial Tribunal. • , • .

5- My Organisation, the xtll India Bank Employees Association, 
approached your Ministry for inclusion in the said Reference to 
the National Tribunal, the State Bank of India and the State . * 
Subsidiary Banks-by their1 letter No. 53(V)/6G/5623 dated 8th Novr. 
1960. In reply we were informed by the Government by their letter 
No. 10/153/60-LRIV dated 17th April, 1961 that the Government was 
unable to accede to the request of referring the issue of profit 
sharing.bonus of any Public Sector undertaking.

ci l-r’ 1 '■ •*

6. YoU’Will agree that the scope of the present adjudication 
is circumscribed by ,the decided concept of profit sharing bonus on 
which is based the Full1Bench Formula as approved and settled by 
the Supreme Court. I fail to understand why the workers in the 

.Banking Industry should be sbjected to the limitation of the concept 
of profit sharing bonus and thus be deprived of the benefit by the' 
emergence of any new concept which the works of all other industries
would be entitled to.

will 
porat 
Commi

7. I draw your attention to another peculiar situation that 
arise in Banking Industry as a result of your decision to incor- 
e the Public Sector Commercial Establishments before the Bonus 
ssion. The Private Sector Banking Companies would be before



J
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-2-
the National Tribunal having limited jurisdiction, i. Lil other 
industries and other Public Sector commercial establishments 
will bo before the Bonus Commission having a wider jurisdic
tion.^ i. ■ / i'l ••

8, But the State Bank of India and the State Subsidiary 
banks will remain excluded from both the forums. Now the Govern 
ment having decided to afford the workers of the Public Sector
Commercial Establishments, an opportunity to agitate the issue 
of profit sharing Bonus before the Bonus Commission, the exclu
sion of the State Bank of India and the State Subsidiary.Banks 
should not arise. .In case you decide to include only the State" 
Bank and State Subsidiary Banks in the Reference before-the 
Bonus Commission, another; anomoly will arise. Wilest the wage . 
structure and service conditions of the employees in both the 
Public and Private‘Sectors in the Banking industry will be decided 
by one adjudicating machinery, in respect of Bonus, there will 
emerge two forums with different scope and jurisdiction.

9. Under these circumstances so as not to cause hardship 
to any section of Lie Bank employees, the Banking Industry 
including its public sector should' be referred to the Bonus 
Commission. *1 may inform you that the hearing on the Bonies 
issue pending before the National Industrial Tribunal (Bank 
Disputes) has not yet started.

>

ms

10. I am confident that you will very kindly accede to 
the inclusion of the Banking Industrymy revest for th 

its Public Sector the Bonus Commission.
including

V/ith kind regards.

.n

Yours truly, 
(Sd) PiOHLT Kall, MBJ- ihi pHlT

To
Shri Gulzari Lal Nanda, 
Hon’bio Minister for Labour 
Government of India, 
NEW DELHI—----- n---------- -----

General Secretary,

J

& Employment,

?>

J > \ fit
■

I 'I



Dea

Govt of
appointment of a Bonus Commission wit- '■

are

of the letter dated 22nd September 19G1 
addressed by The All Lidia Bank Employees’ 

Association, to the General Secretaries, of- 
All India Trade Union Congress, Uni_ted Trades Union 
Congress, Indian National Trade Union Congress 
and Hind Mazdur Sabha

Friend,

We are glad that because of your earnest persuasion the 
India lias agreed for
to lay down certain formulae in respect of various industries. We 
also thankful to you for having made the Govt, agree to refer vdthin 
its scope the question of profit-sharing bonus in respect of Public 
Sector commercial under takings.

We wish to bring.to your notice a peculiar situation in the - 
Banking Industry. The Govt, of India has referred the Bonus Dispute 
in the Banking Industry to a National Tribunal and the terms of re
ference read as under:-

"Bonus - Principles and conditions under which payable, qualifi
cation for eligibility a nd method of computation, after making 
provision for all matters for which provision is necessary by or 
under any of the Acts applicable to the Banks or which are usually 
provided for by Banks." 

■
Strange enough that the cases of State Bank and State Subsidiary

Banks have not been included and the reference does not relate to
Bonus -for any particular year.

We understand that the Bonus Commission will be entrusted with the 
task of deciding fhe concept of profit sharing bonus and recommend for 
mulea for various industries referred to it, and also it will not be 
fettered by any settled concept or formula and its scope and”- 
jurisdiction would be wide enough t o go beyond the full Bench formulae 
of the L.A.T. We hope you will agree with us that there cannot be 
any reason why the Banking Industry should be deprived of such benefit 
Secondly, as the Govt, has agreed to refer the cases of Public Sector 
Commercial undertaking why the employees of State Bank a nd State Sub
sidiary Banks should be excluded from the scope of any forum..

We have already made representation to the Honourable Labour 
Minister requesting him to include the Banking Industry with its pub
lic sector in the reference before the Bonus■Commission. As the issue 

• “k ■ I

a- s

of the Bonus Commission and its terms of reference are going to be 
finalised in the 19 th Indian Labour Conference to be held on 10th and 
11th October 1961 at Bangalore we shall be much obliged if you will 
kindly see that the Banking Industry with its public sector is also 
-referred tot he Bonus Commission. We are confident that
nisation as usual will help us in this matter.
\

With greetings,

£ F rate r na 1 ly your

(Prabhat Kar) 
General Secretary. tr

your orga

1
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From

To

; IMMEDIATE. -
w. ---------------------- ' , <2_______ ■
i , • ' No.LO-9(49)/61 < \ .ij

^Government of India \ -
t Ministry of Labour & Employment

Shri B. R* Khanna, 
Under Secretary to the Government of India*

All Central Employers and Workers* 
Organisations.

Dated New Delhi,the
Subject:- 19th Session 

9th and 10th
of the Indian Labour Conference * Bang al or e- 
Ootoher,1961*

Sir,
I am directed to refer to thia Ministry*a letter dated the 

11th August,1961, and to say that the 19th session of the Indian 
Labour Conference will commence at 10*A*X* on the 9th October, 1961, 
in the 1 Banquet Hall*, Vldhana soudha, Banaglore* The Labour 
Minister would also be meeting informally the Employers* 
Workers* representatives attending the Conference in the*Conference 
Hall* first floor, Vldhana Soudha, on tho 7th October,1961, as 
Indicated below:-

Meeting with Employers* 3*30 P.m4 ,
Mooting with Workers 4.30 P.M.

2. Arrangements for the stay of the employe rs/workers delegates 
and advisors will be made by the Mysore Government, if required. 
Their requirements, if any, with information whether vegetarian 
or non-vegetarian meals will be preferred, may kindly be intimated 
Immediately to the State Government (Shri L. Lingihh, I.A.S., Labour 
Commissioner, 5-Infantry Road, Bangalore*!)• If any asistance is 
required for tho employers/workers delegates and advisers in the 
matter of booking of return journey by rail or by air, this may 
also be intimated to the State Labour Commissioner, Shri Llngiah.
3* It is requested that a copy of the communication addressed 
to the Mysore, Government may be forwarded to this Ministry also*

Yours faithfully

(B* R* Khanna)
Under Secretary.
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Gram : BANKWORKER

I Phone : . n •: * I

United Bank of India Employees' Association
REGD. 

(CENTRAL
No. 2316

COMMITTEE )
ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO BE ’ 

ADDRESSED TO GENERAL SECRETARY

Hef. No..CC/0/^

20, STRAND ROAD, 
CALCUTTA-1.

The General Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress, 
C/0. 19th Indian Labour Conference, 
BAN GALO RU,

Dated October 5, ....196 1.

Dear Frlendi
You are aware that the All India Bank ©nployoes* 

Association has been urging on the Government of India 
on our behalf for Inclusion of flanks both In private and 
public sector in the reference of the Bonus Commission 
which has been appointed fbr deciding on the Bonus Issue 
in respect of other Commercial undertakings.

The reference on Bonus made by the Government of 
India to National Industrial Tribunal (Bank Dispute a) 
Bombay In respect of Banks from which the State Bank of 
Indi® and the Reserve Bank of India has been excluded 
has been considered useless because of the vagwr.2CU -w£ 
th© Inference and arbitrary division between the Public 
Sector and the private rector in the Banking Industry.

We appx'oach you to us© your good offices and 
influence for a favourable decision for inclusion of the 
Bonus case of Bank employees In the reference of the 
Bonus Commission in the ensuing Indian Labour Conference 
at Bangalore and eventually acceptance of same by the 
Government of India.

Yours'truly
/ A f IH 
ir.

GENERAL SfCRFTAHY
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CENTRAL COMMITTEE
20, STRAND ROAD, CALCUTTA

TpIa ( Gram : BANKWORKER ' Dated, October 5, 1961
1 ( phone : 22-1151

CI RCUL AR NO . CC/46/61

TO ALL BRANCH & .STATE UNITS,

(For favour of Circulation)
I

Dear Friend:
I

The Al BE A in course of the two meetings of its Central 
Committee held on 21.9.6C and October i960 discussed the Bonus 
reference before the N.I.T. Bombay which was in the following 
language :

' ’’Bonus - principles and conditions under which 
payable, qualification for eligibility and method of 
computation, after making provision for all matters 
for which provision is necessary by or under any of 
thaact'J anvlicaolo to the Banks or which are usually 
provided by the Banks.”

and expressed its complete dis-satisfaction against such general 
reference without mentioning for decision of the Tribunal the 
quantam payable for particular years by different Banks.
The non-inclusion of the cases of the State Bank of India and the 
Reserve Bank of India was also considered aS a glaring omission 
as that would create a cleavage between the Bank employees in the 
private sector and the public sector.

A Bonus Commission has in the meantime been appointed to 
decide the Bonus claims of employees in Commercial undertaking 
in the private and the public sector excluding Banks. In the 
context of the apnoincment of this Commission the AIBEA has already 
been moving with the government for inclusion of Banks both in 
private and public sector in the Bonus Commission. The final 
decision in this respect is likely to emerge from the 19th Indian 
Labour Conference to be held at Bangalore in the second week of 
October next.

I , ,

With a view to create public opinion and bring necessary 
pressure on the government for inclusion of Banking Industry in 
the reference of the Bonus Commission the AIBEA has directed its 
units to take the following steps :■

■ . (1) Sending telegram to Labour Ministry,
Government of India.

(2) Letter to the Labour Ministry with copies 
to AIBEA Camp office at Bombay.

(3) Letters to all Central Trade Union Organisations.

We give below the conies of telegram and letters sent by 
us in the above connection. t

1 • Cony, of ,our Telegram to the Labour Ministry, Government of
India, New Delhi,

P. T.



liOmlOOSBA.- I "■ «w
f' dy.w.v . • • *

’’BONUS REFERENCE-N.I.T. UNACCEPTABLE SPECIALLY
FOR ITS VAGUENESS AND NONINCLUSION OF STATE
BANK AND RESERVE-BANK URGING INCLUSION BANKS
IN BONUS COMMISSION REFERENCE' . , . , 1

<L 'M- <’ 1 l/ '-
2. Cony of our letter to Labour Ministry, Governmenc of India,
New Delhi,

To Dated, October 5, 1961
The Hon’ ble Minister for Labour &

Employment,
Government of India,
New Delhi, ' v ’ >

Dear Sir: .

. We understand that the Government of India has appointed a 
’•Bonus Commission’ and have decided to refer to it all the important 
industries together with all the Public sector Commercial undertakings, 
excluding, however specified public utility services, to {decide the

, concept and formulae of profit sharing bonus and recommend the same 
for.the various industries referred to it.

p.‘‘ • i । 1 ' >

r,r . In this connection we would refer that the Govt, by an 
Order.in i960 has.referred the Bonus issue of the bank employees 
before the National Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes) but in the. 
said reference the employees working in the State Bank of India and 
State Subsidiary Banks have been excluded from its’scope. Insnite 
of repeated representations by the A.I.B.E. A. the Govt, refused to 
include the State Bank and State Subsidiary Banks in the said Bonus' 
Reference.

I ' ip " ' .
Now having the Government decided to appoint the.Bonus 

Commission both relating to Industries in' public and private Sector, 
we would urge upon you to withdraw the Bonus reference, relating to' 
Banking Industry before the National Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes) 
and Include the Banking Industry to be referred before the Bonus 
Commission. We also urge upon you to include the.State Bank of India 
and State. Subsidiary Banks in such reference before the Bonus ' \
Commission and thus afford opportunity to the Workers in the Banking 
Industry as a whole to . have the benefit of the formulae relating to 
profit-sharing bonus, jointly with the workers and employees in other- 
public and private Sector industries.

We hope that you will accede to this reasonable request of 
ours and will;do the needful a: requested in the letter of A.I.B.E. A. 
dated 19th September, 1961 addressed to you.

r . Yours faithfully,

t 'U’ ’ Sd: Tara Das
general secretary

3. Cory of our letter to the Central Trade Union Organisations,. *

Dear Comrades, Dated, October 5, 1961

You are aware that the All India Bank Employees’ ?Association 
has been urging- on the G-overnment of India on our behalf for inclusion 
of Banks both in private and public sector in the reference of the 
Bonus Commission which has been appointed for deciding on the Bonus 
Issue in respect of other-Commercial undertakings.

The reference on Bonus made by the Government of India to



to Nation al Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes), Bombay,., in respect 
of’Banks from which the State Bank of India and the Reserve Bank of 
India'has- been excluded has been considered useless because of the 
vagueness'of the Reference and arbitrary division,, between., the .Public 
Sector-and the Private Sector-in .the Banking Industry.
' ' - ■ " ■ ' ' ’ ' -:7' '• ' ' . .; ‘ . .. lt‘ ,

’ We* approach you to user your good officesahd influence 
for a favourable decision for inclusion of the Bonus case of Bank 
employees in the reference of the Bonus Commission in the ensuing

, Indians Labour;Conference at Bangalore and eventually.acceptance of 
same/by.Ithe Government of India. "• Z. . ™

4. t ’-o' ' ’ ’ ■ ' • '/^ ’■ /• *
* A.l.T.U.C. ■ , ’ ’ Yours faithfully, »

U.T'.U.C*
H.M* S.
I.N.T.U.C.

Sd: Tarn Das . 
general secretary

... ^>-r •? • ■ . ''V -'Z 5 1 '
'We also give below the cony of letter sent by; A.I.B.E. A.

to the Labour Ministry,. Government of India, New Delhi.

’’Dear Nandaji: Dated,*' September 16, 1961
■ . . . ■' x-x : . ■■ * /

I .take, .the .opportunity of congratulating you for the decision 
to include ;th'e. Public Sector r,undertakings within the Reference to v

' the Bonus Commission. • x .

2. I understand that the Bonus Commission’would-be principally 
entrusted with/the task of deciding the concent of-profit sharing 
bonus and 'recommend' a formula for the various industries referred to 
it. I also understand that the said Commission will not be fettered 
by any settled concent or formula and that.the scope and jurisdiction 

itf the; Bohus Commission would be wide enough to go beyond the concent 
on which is based the full Bench Formula of L.A.T., 1 of 1950.

-S'. I am informed that the Government has decided to refer to the 
Commission all the .important industries, together with all the public 
Sector Commercial undertakings, excluding, however, specified public

■ utility’services.^1 ' ' •• .r • • rili ; odT

4. I wish to draw your attention that the Government of India, by 
an Order No. SO-2384 dated 22nd September, i960 referred the Bon us 
dispute in the Banking Industry to the National Industrial Tribunal and 
the terms of Reference road as under :' ir. i i‘^rv.1 ■< xx,

"BONUS,PRINCIPLES AND CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH PAYABLE,
1. ^'^UALI FI CATION FOR ELIGIBILITY AND METHOD OF COMPUTATION,

AFTER MAKING PROVISION FOR ALL MATTERS FDR WHICH 
PROVISION IS NECESSARY BY OR UNDER ANY OF THE ACTS • ' 
APPLICABLE TO THE-BANKS OR WHICH ARE ‘USUALLY'PROVIDED 
BY THE BANKS." ' ' •' nn - -

However, the State Bank of India and the State Subsidiary 
Banks have not been included in the said Reference before the National 

• Industri al", tribunal V

5. My Organization, the All India Bank Employees Association, 
annroached your Ministry for inclusion in the said Reference to the 
National Tribunal'^'the state Bank of India and the State Subsidiary 
Banks by their letter No,53(V)/60/5623 dated 8th November, 1960.
In reply, we were informed by the Government by their letter No.10/153/ 
60-LRIV dated 17th Anril 1961 that the Government was unable to accede 
to the request of referring the issue of profit sharing bonus of any 
Public Sector undertaking. ,

p. t.o
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6. \e You will,/agree, that the. scope of the?.pr,esent adjudication . 
is circumscribed, by, the J decided concept of profit- sharing- bonus on O 
which'is’ based the Full .Bench Ebrwl’a--as anpzove'd, and ..settledTby |g 
the’ supreme Court. I fail to understand why the .porkers ..in rthe 
'Banking Industry should/Jbe." subjected to the. limitation, of the;concept 
of profit -sharing bonus’ and thus be' deprived of the benefit by the .. 

all other industries
r . ( ! .» IrBhS»E*

emergence; of any new concept which ,the workers/of 
would .be. entitled to.. ... .

- . * - - - ■ ’ ’ ' . ■ - -
7. /./.'/.I draw .your, attention to another peculiar'.situation-that 
will'arise in Banking Industry as a result of'.your, decision-to 
incorporate the public Sector Commercial Establishments before the 
Bonus. .Commission.The private sector Banking Companies, would.^be befor 
the National Tribunal having limited jurisdiction. All-other indus- ■ 
tries and other public Sector commercial establishments will be . V;. 1 
before-’the Bonus Commission having a wider jurisdictfdn'i’/ .1 $

7,01

8. But the state Bank of India and. the,. State. Subsidiary Banks
/ will, remain excluded-from both:the forums. Now the -.Government.^having 

decided to: ■ afford the ^workers of. the public ■-••■Sect or*;iC6
Establishments, an opportunity to agitate the is sueof profit .sharing 

nr BonusT before-the-Bonus Commission, the exclusion of{'the St ate" Bank of
India and the State Subsidiary Banks should nor •.arj.se. In case you 
decide /to..include only the State 'Bank and State^Slibai^i.ary Banks in 

vjthe Reference ^before/the Bonus Commission, another/’anomoly will arise.
Whilst the wage structure and service conditions’;of the employees in 
both the Public and private Sectors ip the .Banking Industry will be 
decided by'one adjudicating machinery,; in respect .of .Bonus., there 
willi emerge two forums’with different sco^'

I > '■ '?• ■ 1V' • I ■ ' • /' . ' ' - „ .' C.I 1 . yl- f

I

H 
Qi

hi:

9. / Under...these:-ciroumstances,:;so -aSJ nofr.d;o' ^ to
i any- section of the-Bank employees, the Banking Industry including 

its public . sector, should be referred, to, the .Bonus/^CommissiQ.n, I-may 
inform you .that the 1 hearing on the’Boniis Issue pending before the 
National Industrial Tribunal (Bank Disputes) has. not yet started.

■< \ . ■ ' . - .
will very kindly; acce.dekto my /, 
Banking' Industry includixig its Publi c

;; f :;,10. ; rI.-Idam confident that 
.. 5 . request ;fo.r the inclusion of

Sector the Bonus Commission. 

' '! > jWith kind regards^: ’

you 
the

IK.

. p-xuo oi d; i '
. -..rp . TjosG

|Yours >$’ruly, . k- <
i1 << . - j »

Sd: ‘ prabhat Kar

general secretary "

s
I

J.L

To nr»iv? ■ TV ( 1 08
Shri Qulzarl Lal Nanda, 5
Hon1ble^Minister for Labour &
Government of India 
Ngw Delhi.
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710, Ballimoran, 
Chandni Cliowk

DELHI - 6.
Camp: BLNGhLORE.

7th Oct.1961. V * l >
NOTE GN jmjs DISPUTE bl Bj.NKING INDUSTRY.

The Lil India Bank Employees1 Lssociation has demanded in
clusion of the Banking Industry, including its public sector in 
the terms of reference before the Bonus Commission. We have al
ready made representation to the Government of India.

2. The Bonus dispute in the Banking Industry has not yet 
been adjudicated upon, although this issue was referred to various 
Tribunals since 1949. The Labour Appellate Tribunal which discus- 
•sed this matter in the year 1953 came to the conclusion that:

-’’The claims to the Bonus made for the reinvent 
years have not been adjudicated upon."

3. The Banks challenged the right of the employees’ claim 
for Bonus in view of the then wordings of Section 10(b)(ii) of the 
Banking Companies net 1949 before the Supreme Court of India. The. 
Supreme Court held in favour of the Banks. In the meantime, on 
our demand, the said section of the Banking Companies Let was amend
ed, by the Government of India in the year 1956. Thus all the 
claims of bonus up to 1956.were negatived by the Supreme Court’s de
cision.’ Since:then the Lil India Dank Employees’ Lssociation was

1 demanding a reference of the Bonus dispute in respect of claims for 
the years from 1957 onwards.

4. The Government of India on 22nd September 1960 referred 
the Borus disoute in the Banking Industry to the National ’ Iniustr- 
ial Tribunal (Bauk Disputes) in the following terms:

"BONUS - Principles and conditions under 
which payable, qualification for eligibi
lity and method of computation after mak
ing provision for all matters for which 
provision is necessary by or under any of 
the Lets applicable to the Banks or which 
are usually provided by the Banks."

While referring the said dispute to the National Tribunal, the 
Government of India excluded the Kescrl/e Bank of India, State Bank 
of India and State Subsidiary Banks from its scope. On our re
presentation, we were informed by the Government of India that the 
Government was unable to accede to the request of referring the 
issue of profit sharing bonus of any public sector undertakings 
and also to include the specific demand of Bonus for specific years. 
The Government did not think it necessary to refer the disputes - 
which remained unudjudicated for such a long time.

. 5. It will be seen that the above terms of reference is 
meant to lay down certain principles regarding payment of Bonus 
in the Banking Industry. The National Industrial Tribunal (Bank v
disputes) will be bound by the full bench formulea as approved

■ ■. f.
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and settled by the Supreme Court of India. • In this connection
we have to inform that in the meantime the Government has amend- . 
ed the Banking Companies het and Section 34-h of the.said het, v ' 
r. s amended debars the Tribunal to recast or to recalculate the 
Balance She-et, which is imperative to implement the Labour Ap
pellate' ’Tribunal’ s full bench formulea.

d* • r;
6., The proceedings before the said Tribunal has not yet 

. started. In the meantime the Government of India'decided to ap-T 
point a Bonus.Commission and has also decided to. include within 
its terms, some public sector undertakings. In view of this, - 
there cannot be'any reason why the Banking Industry should be dis- 
creminated and should’ be left to the National Tribunal; for the de- i 
termination of the principles and conditions of the profit sharing 
Bonus, while all other Industrial workers will have the benefit of

■

the Bonus'Commission with much wider jurisdiction. .While the 
Government’ has changed its stand and has agreed to include public 
.sector before the Bonus Commission under no circumstance the employees 
of the Reserve Bank of India, State Bank of India and. the ei"h+‘ 
State Subsidiary Banks should bo loft out. There cannot aloo he
any reason to include only public sector of the Banking Industry 
in the terms of reference before the Commission and leave private 
sector before the National IndustrialTribunal (Bank Disputes). 
Therefore both the private and public sectors in tlie Banking In- 
histry should bo included .in. tin terms of reference before the - 

B Anu s Co nun i s s i o n.

r

• 7. 
will not

The present x reference before the National Tribunal
entitle the Bank Employees to get any Bonus whatsoever

Tribunal will again
i /> o n n n n n 4* i •) m n I* D /o 11 n

The .principles, as will be laid down by thi§ '
have to be referred to another Tribunal to decide quantum of Bonus 
for different Banks in different years. Therefore, there is no
reason why simultaneously two forum should decide the same issue

in
8. ’We hope that all efforts will bo made by all the Cent 

ral Trade Union organisetions to include the Banking Industry 
the terms of reference before the Bonus Commission.

GENERAL SECRETARY.

MSG/-.



Uo.l72/K/61(BC)
October 1G, 1961

Dr. 13. R. Goth,
Deputy Seerotary,
Min 1 s try of ’ Labour <1 Employe ont, 
Now Delhi.

Sub: Terms of Reference - bonus Corr'lssion

Dear Sir,

In the meeting on Bonus Commission which the 
sub-corarJ ttoe had nt Bangalore on 7th. October 1961, I 
on behalf of the AITUC had raised the following points 
amongst ethers regarding Iter 1 of the draft terms 
of reference:

1) That the terms of reference should cover nil 
workmen as defined under the Industrial Disputes Act, 
both in the Private and Public lectors;

xX 'Che Chairman had assured in the meeting that 
it was tho intention and therefore necessary changes had 
to bo made in Section 1 of tho terms of refer n^^.

However I find that tho present terminology 
in tho later draft terms of reference of Bonus Commission 
does not exactly clarify the position.

A categorical and express statement that those 
undertakings and establish: onts in tho Public Joetor 
which are not covered by the torrs of reference, o.g., 
LIC, Kolar Gold Fields, Fazgaon and Garden Reach docks, 
o:u., etc., which have been nationalised and where 
bonus has boon paid will continue paying the sure 
irrespective of the Commission'is very necessary. There* 
is a possibility of misunderstanding on this. This was 
also raised in tho sub-committee meeting and tho 
Chairman was pleased to give this assurance which is 
not found in the decision.

I hope that the decision of the 7th October 
meeting will bo corrected before tho next meeting of 
the sub-corrittoc.

Yours faithfully, 
(Ad

( K ♦ G. Sr iwas tu va)
Secretary
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<aOAN G. PHADNIS

ADVOCATE, 
High Court, Bombay.,'

Home Address :

TEL. No. 26 1 007

Office Address : 
Khandelwal Bha'"”-' VZ r 
106, Dadabhai Nnwroii P.oo 

Fort, Bombay 1.

NGA

BOMBAY 19.
V)bt 9 Date 19th October ,96 1.

Dear Com K.GoShrivastav

I am sending herewith a note on Bonus prepared 
* by me. The same note is prepared for discussion in the 
proposed Bonus Conference which our M.R.T»U.C. is 
thinking to hold in the next month.

J think that, at Benglore reference terms 
must have been finalised and shortly you will have to 
submit your statement before the Bonus Commission.

Considering the divergent view points 
expressed by several delegates on Bonus in our A.I.T.U.C 
conference at Coimbtore, I humbly propose that for some- 
time you may start ..an _ops.n.. forum ln_.pur_Trade_Union 
Record~.'1" t will be a good material for the A.I.T.U.C. 
to 'prepare its final statement before the Bonus Commission

As a second part of the note attached, I have 
prepared’ a digest of various decisions on this issue from 
the judgements of the Supreme Court, High Courts and 
Industrial Tribunals., So far as Bombay City is concerned, 
an attempt is being made to collect Balance Sheets and 
Profit and Loss accounts of various Public Ltd. companies 
which can give us factual data about the rehabilitation 
position of various industries.,

. With greetings,

Yours comradely,

(Madan Phadnis)
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A I 
LUTE BY COM. MADAN PHADNIS. ------ I

THE__BONUS PROBLEM /

• Introduction
( No other issue in the field of industrial relations has been 

the subject matter, of such severe scrutiny as the question of Bonns 
by the Highest Tribunal in this country.} The Bonus problem 
only considered by, the Full Bench of the Labour Appellate Tribunal consisting of five members but also the Supreme Court had to consti
tute a Bench comprising five judges to consider the issue in all its 
aspects. Despite these efforts the problem could not be solved to 
the satisfaction of the working class. The history of the labour 
movement in this country also will show that during the last three 
years there were more disputes on Bonus than on any other aspect. 
E^en the record of struggles will show they were more as regards 
Bonus, than for any other issues. After the verdict by the1Full Bench 
of the Supreme Court interpreting the va-rious issues involving the 
question of Bonus, the question was not set at rest, on the contrary 
many more problems.cropped up which gave.ris^ to further discontent 
in the working class and precisely for this reason the Government 
of India thought it fit to institute an enquiry on this question by . 
the Bonus Commission.

In its Note on the Supreme Court Judgements on the working 
of the Full Bench Formula the Planning Commission (Labour and Employ
ment Division) states "There is no doubt that judgements have been 
reported which have.sometimes reversed the previous decisions of 
the L.A.T. or the principles have been so interpreted as to sound a 
note of conservatism resulting in narrowing down the benefits 
awarded to workers in the matter of granting-bonus...."

• \ For__a Fresh Approach
* --^The Bonus’ Commission will have to consider the entire problem 

not through the perspective of the various judgments, decisions and 
observations of the Supreme Court but it will have to hold de novo 
enquiry on this issue. If the Bonus Commission decides to base its 
enquiry and restricts its findings circumscribed by the judgments : 
of the Supreme Court, the very purpose of the Commission will be 
defeated and discontent in the working class on.this issue will not 
subside. The Supreme Court itself has observed: " It may also be 
possible to have the question comprehensively considered by a high 
powered commission which may be asked to examine the pros and cons 
of the problem in all its aspects by taking evidence from all indu
stries and all bodies of workmen. The plea for the revision of 
the formula raises an issue which affects all industries; and before 
any change is made in it, all industries and their workmen will have 
to be heard and their pleas carefully considered.... "(1959 I Labow 
Law Journal at pp,644),^

The Present Concept . 1 :

That.Bonus is not a deferred wage is.the concept on which 
the decisions are given either by the Labour Appellate Tribunal or by 
the Supreme Court. In its First decision the Supreme Court laid 
down that Bonus is not a deferred wage, but one which arises out 
of profits of a year. Again on this concept the Supreme Court 
approved the formula of the Labour Appellate Tribunal which laid 
down that Bonus can be available out of profits to fill partly the 
cap between, the living wage and the existing wage, if there is 
available surplus after meeting all prior charges. The entire 
litigation is, therefore, restricted as to what the surplus is, what 
the prior charges are and-to what extent they should be allowed.

The Bonus Commission should take upon itself to lay down 
the basic concept .of Bonus and investigate into the real nature of 
Lonus. Unless this is done, no material change can be envisaged 
in the present state of affairs,

' ' ' . P.T.O.



e dlt|uli‘ies by Lliu valloU wa^e-ilxihg ail.. n „ j ---------- —D- ^^LlioHuied sUchas Wage Boards. Industrial Tribunals, Labour Courts and Labour 
Enquiry Committees, none could quantify what is a minimum wage, a 
fair wage and a living wage. The result is as stated by Barbara 
Woolten "attempts have been made to. find out the relationship 
between wages and profits in industry; however, in spite of the 
awareness of some relationship between these two most important 
shares of the-industry-output, the correlation has so far remained 
unexplained."

As stated by Dr. S.D.Punekar "when wage claims are referred 
to arbitrators, adjudicators, tribunals, labour courts and wage 
boards in*India, the rates are laid down on a social and ethical, 
rather than a purely economic, plane."

A glance over wage-trends prevailing in the country even where 
the wages are fixed by judicial or quasi-judicial authorities will 
reveal that jin the whole of India, barring a few cases, workers 
are denied even bare minimum wage. The wages fixed under the 
Minimum Wages Act are still worst. Since our country became Inde
pendent, the question of fair wage and the relationship between 
wage, price and profit became more important and especially since 
cur country pledged to the living wage, two important Committees 
^er«_ constituted viz., Fair Wages Committee and Profit-Sharing , 
Committee. The Fair Wages Committee while deciding what is fair 
wage recommended that while the lower limit of the fair wage must 
obviously be the minimum wage, the upper limit is se/t by the 
capacity of the industry to pay. Between these two limits the 
actual wages will d'epend upon productivity of labour, prevailing 
rates of wages, the level of national income and its distribution 
and the place of the industry in the economy of the country, The 
frofit-Sharing Committee observed the general economic policy of 
the Government is to prevent excessive profits by such measures 
as fixation of fair wages, regulation of prices and a suitable 
taxation policy. It further observed a fair wage to labour must 
be the first charge on the industrial production; wages must be 
paid whether jthe profits are made or not. After wages are paid, 
provision must be made: for reasonable reserves for maintenance 
and expansion and for a fair return on capital employed in the 
industry. These can1 only be the first charge on profit after 
taxation, ■ : ■ •

In spite of the acceptance cf these recommendations nothing 
las been done to actually pay fair wages, check rise in prices 
aid halt excessive profits; on the contrary, wages have not moved 
beyond the subsistence level. As a matter of* fact till Mr.Justice 
Gajendragadkar decided in his judgement in the Stanvdc Refinery 
Appeal that Rs. 50/- to Rs. 55/- represented nothing more than 
the minimum wage at the pre-war level, this quantity of Rs.50/- 
to Rs.55/- in many cases was.not accepted even as the floor 
level of the minimum wage.

The Second Plan is silent about profits while it admits 
failure- in respect of fair wages.

BONUS - A DEFERRED WAGE.I, —......... .... ,1. I.......» .1

^Workers-’ demand for bonus, as it stands to-day, is, in fact, 
a demand for deferred wage. In no industry workers have been 
able to get fair minimum wages, not to talk of living wage. This 
together with the ever rising cost of living which constantly 
reduce the value of money wage gave rise to the demand' for bonus 
from the profits. Becuase of this the Bonus' issue has become 
important in industrial disputes and it must be viewed from this 
concept alone. The Supreme Court refused to accept this concept 
only for the reason that Bonus cannot take precedent over



over dividends. In fact this should not be a ground for changing 
the concept of Bonus and placing it on a lower footing than the 
deferred wage. So long as living wage is not achieved in an 
industry, employer of Thai industry mus? Try~to fill up"the gap 
f roil'hls profits_oT_TEaT_year_By paying sBare oT~Bls profits by 
why ^t_Ionus._ The approach to this problem must Ie made basing 
tRaVIt Is the liability of an employer Io"pay living wage to nis 
employee and anything that Is paid shorter than this living wage ' 
must be compensated by prior charges on the pro?its of a year and 
this compensation wHlcK~~Is in Tact bonus musV not depend on 
TavaHable surplus’1* as at present an'3 It should be second to no 
other prior charges'^ The Bonus Commission should, therefore, view tl.L 
this issue from the angle that now more than 14 years have passed 
since our country gave to itself a Constitution of a Welfare State 
pledging therein attainment of living wage (Article 43) and the 
lapt decade could not fetch even a fair minimum wage to the workers 
and till^it becomes a permanent contractual liability of an employer 
to pay a living wage he should not be absolved of the liability 
of paying a deferred wage by way of bonus as a prior charge from 
his profits of a year.

However, instead of treating it as deferred wage various 
authorities have interpreted the nature -of bonus in different ways. 
Prior to the evolution of the L.A.T.formula bonus was treated as 
a wage payment in addition to contractual wages as a stimulus to 
extra effort arising out of profits, on an equitable claim of 
labour in the pfofit. For the first time the Labour Appellate 
Tribunal in the case of Bombay Textile Labour gave a rigid appli
cation to the bonus claim. Thereafter Industrial Tribunals being 
bound by the decision of the L.A.T. were compelled to follow rigi
dly the formula. Since the abolition of the L.A.T., Industrial 
Tribunals resorted to free tendencies of interpreting claims of 
bonus and its place in the industrial 'relations according to their 
own concepts of social welfare. When the Supreme Court was left 
to consider the plate of bonus in industrial relations giving its 
first thought to the problem held that there are, however, two 
conditions that are to be satisfied before a demand for bonus can 
be justified and they are:

1) when wages fall short of living standard and
il) the industry makes large profits part of which 

arc due to the contribution which the workmen 
make in increasing production.

The demand for bonus becomes an industrial claim when
cither or both these conditions are satisfied. --—

But subsequently this decision of the Supreme Court was 
interpreted by stressing that both the conditions must be satis- 
r< d I* ■, I 11 HI H"i|| I : hit IP Pili L nil | Hl'id |T'| lip! 1 II1 j’1 ill
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and not for giving a temporary relief to workers for a year out of 
profits for that year to fill up the gap between the living wage 
;nd existing wage. An employer who is able to pay dividends to his 
shareholders, set off depreciation as per law, get an interest on 
reserves used as working capital, -pay government taxeswhether in 
fact he is required to pay or not and set off rehabilitation fuhd ’ 
rr modernisation and replacement, why should he be called, upon 
to pay merely bonus from the surplus arising, out of his profits 
after meeting all the abovesaid charges, he should be made to pay 
living wage to his employees. If it is found on an enquiry that 
his Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Account shows a surplus after 
meeting all these charges .including; that of replacement and moder- 
nisation such an employer must be made liable to pay straightaway 
living wage arid not merely bonus. , ’ ’ - ■ i

- “i ’ • “ ■. JU
This is no way means that there should be no principles or 

formula for bonus nor does this mean that payment of bonus should 
y arbitrary. A formula or some principles must be applied to । . 
maintain .uniformity and not leave employers to their whims and 
fancies. ■ But any formula which may be evolved must be suitable and 
practicable. .. . '

•' .• ; The present__ formula__ defective. ....

^The Formula.now in practice suffers from several lapses, 
difficulties(and is impractical. It sets forth that bonus is pay
able out of profits which are due to the efforts of the employees 
if there is available surplus after meeting the following prior 
charges: as- r-i ' 1

1, Notional-‘Normal Depre£iation(which in fact, . ;
is statutory depreciation)

2. Income-tax at the statutory rate (whether 
payable or not) ‘ ■

3. 6^ return on' paid up capital . *•

4. 4^ return on.working capital

5. Rehabilitation by adopting suitable » ;
multiplier and devisor

It is common knowledge now that by applying this formula 
except few commercial concerns in whose case the question of 
rehabilitation and depreciation(on machinery) does not arise, no _ • 
Industrial concern is required to pay bonus to its employees.^

Some Balance Gheet Manipulations.

Before dealing with the various aspects of the formula, the 
Sonus Commission should not lose sight of some of the important in
stances of the manipulation of Balance Sheets and -the way in which 
the industries are run.

(Very recently the’ Government of Maharashtra which has under 
taken to run the Seksaria Mills has declared a profit of 42 lakhs 
in one year. It is well known that the Seksaria Mills was running 
on losses and ultimately liquidation proceedings were taken against 
it in the High Court of Bombay, . Similarly Nursinjee Mills of Shcb- 
i'tpur which went into liquidation was taken over by the Government

Saharashtradhas declared a profit of 13 lakhs for the financial
yv-ar 1959. These two glaring examples show that how the industries 
are run by the private employers. Mundhra episode is another well- 
.nown instance. Some years ago Greaves Cotton & Co.Ltd. which is 
. public limited company had appointed Karamchand Thapar as the

.... Ing Agents of that Company and within 14 months of the office
i tne Managing Agents, the Company terminated the Managing Agency 

•. 1th a compensation of 18 lakhs to Shri Kara’mchand Thapar. ' ” . A. 
aaramchand Thapar is holding more, than 50^ shares in Greaves Cotton. 
Jais means Shri Karamchand Thapar sitting as a shareholder appointed t
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himself as the Managing Agent on a yearly remuneration of Rs.2 
and after 14 months again sitting as a shareholder terminated th«. said Agency taking to himself compensation of 48 lakh rupees.

When Dalmia purchased Bennett Coleman & Co.Ltd,, the said 
Company was making good profits and it had a building of its own 
worta Rs.100 lakhs. After some time Dalmia sold this building be- 
jon-ilnf to Bennett Coleman & Co.Ltd. to another company in the 
b Iola complex and Bennqtt Coleman & Co.Ltd. was made to pay rent 
to Dalmia’s said Company. Again after a few years, Bennett Coleman 

Co.Ltd. was made to repurchase that building at a higher price. 
Thus in that dubious transaction only Dalmia controlling the vendor 
and vendee Companies was benefittod, Recently when the Government 
of India purchased Mazagaon Dock Ltd. a private limited company, 
which till recently was making profits, showed a loss of Rs.20-lnkh 
when it handed over the Company to the Government of India. In the case of the East Asiatic Co.(India)Private Ltd,, a foreign^ 
concern in bonus adjudications for the years 1858 and 1959 contends 
tint no bonus was payable by the strict application of the L.A.T. 
Formula and on the face of the accounts shown in the Profit & Loss 
ccount the said contention was not incorrect. However, when the 

Huron filed an affidavit stating therein the ways in which the 
Conpany was depreciating its stock-in-trade the very Company came 
forward with a settlement of Bonus of 21- months for each 
are only a few examples of 
sector. Serious attention 
by the Bonus Commission. J

Criticism of

year. Thes 
the privat 
of affair..

how the industries are run in 
should be given to this state

the L A T Formula in detail.

This formula has received the seal of approval of the Su; r 
Court and has become a law of the land so far as Bonus is concern^ 
The Appellate Tribunal as well as the Supreme Court had time and
again said that the formula i
ids flexibility never

not a rigid one but flexible. But 
to have ken used in favour of the labour

finder this formula, the entire onus of proving that there 
a surplus is put on the workmen. Not only are workmen required

but theyto prove the gap between the living wage and actual wage, 
must also prove that there is available surplus after meeting all 
prior charges.

On Rehabilitation

Its rigidity is actitely felt when the cost of rehabilita
tion is considered as a prior charge. Nobody will deny that in a 
untry like ours question of replacement and modernisation must be 

I Lven serious thought. However it is fantastic to expect that the 
- -’tire cost of replacement and modernisation can be realised from 
Jic profits. Even in advanced countries like England and America, 
industries have never depended on profits for the purpose of repla
cement and modernisation. However the Bonus formula of the Labour 
Appellate Tribunal has insisted that replacement and rehabilitation 
must be treated as a prior charge on profits before employees could 
claim bonus. This, in other words, means that the entire burden 
of replacement and modernisation must be shouldered by the present 
generation of employees.

[Since the Supreme Court approved rehabilitation as a pries 
charge on profits before workers could claim bonus, very fantastic, 
inflated and exhorbitant claims are made by employers towards reha
bilitation with the sole object to deprive bonus to their employees. 
By now there are certain industries which have had adjudications 
from year to year in respect of bonus and in each adjudication they 
have been allowed certain rehabilitation for each year but a ver^ 
few of them (and it may not be an exaggeration to say that none 
of them) have utilised the rehabilitation allowance given to them 
by the Industrial Tribunals for replacement or modernisation. This 
clearly indicates that when employer makes a claim for rehabili
tation he does so only with the intention of depriving bonus to 
his employees^ In this respect reference must be made to the 
observations made by Shri M.R. Maher, the Industrial Tribunal and
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'.nd the Chairman of the Bonus Commission in the case of Indian 
■xygen & Acetylene Co., Ltd., in .Bonus' adjudication as follows:

" 11, I now proceed to develop the point made above, 
that to treat deduction of charges for rehabilita
tion, replacement and modernisation as a first charge 
on the profits does not accord with; the facts of 
industrial finance and involves, with respect, 
assumptions which are erroneous......
" 12. Now, it is undeniable that plant and machinery 
must be kept continuously in good working order 
both in the interests of capital and labour. The 
Income Tax Act and Rules give liberal provisions 
for inducing businessmen to plough back profits 
for replacement and for purchasing new plant and 
machinery, but these have been found inadequate 
for purposes of rehabilitation and modernisation 
because of the spiral rising prices of machinery 
in the whole of the post-war period.....
" 14. If in a country which is industrially much 
more advanced than India it is recognised that 
the gap between the original costs of machinery, 
etc,, and replacement costs (let alone modern!- 
sat loin) may be too big to.be bridged by making annual 
provisions from profits, it is too much to expect 
with all respect to the Labour Appellate Tribunal, 
which gave the Full bench decision referred to above, ■ 
that in this country the costs not only for repla
cement but of modernisation also must come out of » 
profits before the available surplus can be 
ascertained......

" The Committee (the Working Party for the 
Cotton Textile Industry) is of the opinion that 
the money to be found Tor such replacement and 
renovation can only be found by a loan being 
granted by the Government and not by any outright 
grant either through a surcharge or otherwise. 
The Committee would, however, strongly recommend 
that the loan which we propose should be- given 
by Government for such rehabilitation, should 
carry a low rate of interest not exceeding 4 
per cent. The Committee would like to emphasise 
the need for rehabilitation of the Industry and 
therefore the need for making available such 
amoufnt as is required by the Industry by way of 
loan. The process of rehabilitation oi* renovation, 
like the process of rationalisation, must be 
spread over a fairly long, period; and by a long 
period the Committee means from 10 to 15 years."

" If in an industry, which has been 
established for a hundred ^uars and in which >
more capital has been invested than in any other 
individual Industry it has not been possible to 
finance requirements for rehabilitation,.repla
cement and modernisation from the profits, can 
it be expected thit in every industrial concern, 
the entire amount required for rehabilitation, 
replacement and modernisation must be deducted 
from the profits by equal annual instalments, 
as a prior-charge before the available surplus 
is arrived at?

" 15. Now let us come to the sugar industry 
which has enjoyed prosperity for many years. 
Has it been able to provide from its profits 
for funds for 11 rehabilitation,replacement and 
modernisation of.machinery?".....

"... 7.



" 16....Therefore if in such industries rehabili
tation charges are deducted as a prior charge from 
the profits, in many cases the bonus formula would 
not work at all and the workmen would get no bonus, 

. eyen if a concern has made good profits,
"17 In the Full Bench formula of the Labour 
Appellate Tribunal the reasons given for providing 
from the profits .a 'prior charge for rehabilitation, 

.replacement and modernisation of machinery is that 
depreciation is only a percentage of the written 
down value, the fund set apart yearly for deprecia
tion and designated under that head would not be 
sufficient for these purposes. It seems to me that 
the reason why depreciation allowances have not 
sufficed for the purpose of replacement is not 
because depreciation by the income Tax Department 
is allowed only on the basis of a percentage of 
the written down value, but because of the.circum
stances detailed in paragraph 12 to 15 above...
" So it is again evident that industries have found 
it difficult to finance replacement costs not . 
because of inadequacy of depreciation allowances, 
but largely because of the great and growling incre
ase in the prices-of plant and machinery in the •
last 15 years.,.
"ISz* . . . . (1952 L.A.O.p.273 at p.275) in which the 
Labour Appellate Tribunal, clearly laid down:-

" For the purposes of our formula we are not 
concerned with what the Company docs with its 
money; we are only concerned to see whether 

. by applying certain facts and figures in terms 
of' our formula, an available surplus can be 
found out o.f which bonus might be paid to the 

• . • • workmen"
.. " With respept it is difficult to see why a Tribunal 

should'not take into account realities and why the 
■ Tribunal is not concerned with whether the Company 

spends or intends to spend the amount claimed by it 
for rehabilitation or whether it gives away the 
amount in the shape of dividends to shareholders... 
If it is not feasible for a Tribunal to take an 
undertaking from a Company that the amount that it 
claims and is allowed for rehabilitation would be 
spent for that purpose in a reasonable time, I do 
not see why it should not be open to a Tribunal 
to reduce the allocation for rehabilitation, repla
cement and modernisation, if the estimated costs 
far exceed the amount that can reasonably be 
provided out of profits.",

.Though the decision of the. Tribunal was quashed by the Supr-'* 
Court, the strength and the soundness of the views have an important 
bearing in the context of the Bonus Commission.

These observations of the Chairman of the Bonus Commission 
.ire not unfounded. It is experienced that the allowed claims 
of rehabilitation in many cases were never used fof replacement 
and modernisation. On the contrary it is experienced that many 
Companies have wiped out their reserves without replacing and 
rehabilitating.their machinery and have ultimately become loss, 
making units.

It also.must not be forgotten that if the question of re
habilitation were of supreme importance, why it should be tackled



miy while dealing with the workers’ claim for bonus? Why should 
it be considered as a prior charge over Bonus? Why should it not b 
treated as a prior charge over Income-tax? As a matter of fact if 
the question of replacement and rehabilitation of the old plant is 
sc important from the point of view of the'development of the Indus' 
Parliament should consider this aspect while dealing with the Financ 
Acts and a rebate or allowance should be considered for the replace
ment cost in Income-tape payable by an industry, and so long.as this 
aspect is not considered for the replacement cost in Income-tax 
payable by an industry, and so long as this aspect is not conside
red while dealing with* the Finance Acts, rehabilitation cannot be
considered as a prior charge. In fact the provisions of Income-Tax 

Act dealing with depreciation was amended in the post-war period 
and thv Legislature had given some thought to the aspect of. adeuacy . 
of depreciation and allowed initial and additional depreciation as 
a rebatable- allowance for Income-tax.

That amendment was made after considering the aspect of 
replacement cost mainly* and if the legislature had felt that a 
replacement and rehabilitation cost should have, been' a prior charge-, 

nothing would have prevented it from legislating accordingly. But 
as the legislature has not taken any step to treat replacement 
cost.as a prior charge, it should not be treated so only for the 
purpose of Bonus.- ;

(As observed by the Chairman of the Bonus Commission that it 
is undeniable- that plant and machinery must be kept continuously in 
good condition. However, Bonus fixing authorities have given undue 
importance to the replacement cost. If replacement cost is to bp 
treated as a prior charge on the profits of an industry it should 
be treated as a rebitable allowance for the purpose of computing 
Income-tax.

Howelver, the matter does not end there. The way in which 
rehabilitation cost is computed by the Tribunals and the principles 
laid down by the Labour Appellate Tribuhal are defective? Rehabi
litation co it computations ultimately impose the entire burden of 
replacement cost on the present generation. The whole scheme unu‘i 

the Formula lays down that the entire Block of pre-war and the 
Block of the warperiod should be replaced in a period from 15 to 
25 years and the entire burden is put on the present workmen.]

Calculations of the replacement cost is equally faulty. 
Since the Labour Appellate- Tribunal laid down the replacement 
cost as a prior charge, there- was a sudden spurt of rehabilitation
consciousness among the employers and they started making fantastic, 
exaggerated and inflated claims under this item, and in order to 
grove their claims, they lead evidence of their engineers before 
the- Tribunals. Their evidence in many cases goes unchallenged. 
Trude Uniorks1 are not in a position to rebutt the evidence of the 
employers because of lack of technical assistance and knowledge.

While computing rehabilitation cost, it is generally consi
dered that the prices of the pre-war block have gone up by 3.5; • 
of the block between 1540-44 by 2.40; of the block between 1945-47 
by 1.50. The life of the plant and machinery is generally taken 
to bo 25 years and that of buildings between 25 to 40 years. 
Employers always try to show th.it the prices of the machinery have 
gone up by 400 to 500% while the life of the plant is tried to be 
shown to be very short. The experience has proved that irr’the 

Textile industry which is the oldest industry in our country, 
machinery of 30 to 40 years old is still in working condition and 
is likely to be so for a considerable time. Similarly, the 
buildings of the textile mills are standing for more than 50 years. 
Even then in the Labour Appellate Tribunal Formula the life of th* 
textile machinery was taken.to be 25 years only and that of the ( 
buildings 35 years.

Recently in the case of the Associated Cement Companies Ltd 
Industrial Tribunal in bonus adjudication relying on the evidence



of the Company, laid down the life of the machinery as 25 years 
only. The Associated Cement Companies Ltd., is a pioneer in the 
cement industry. Some of its factories are in existence since 1913. 
J'h ]}onus adjudication before Shri S.Taki Bilgrami, the Union proved 
from the history Sheets of each machine maintained by the Company 
: iut nearly 65 to 80 per cent of the old machinery of the pre-war 
Block is still in working condition. • Some of the information about 
the life of the machinery of that Company is produced in the Award 
of Shri Bilgrami (The award is published in Maharashtra Government 
Gazette, Part I-L dated 24th August 2061 at pages 1995) and the 
spme 1$ reproduced here;-

* Manufacturing of cement stopped

Name of the 
the year in

factory with 
which started.

Percentage 
nery still.

of machi- 
in use.

Porbunder - 1913 81 per cent
• Katni - 1915 * 26 per cent
Lakheri - 1917 77 per cent
Mehgaon - 1920 • • * 7 per cent
Dwarka - 1921 57 per cent
Banmore - 1922 83 per cent
Kymore - 1923 63 per cent
Wah - 1923 ■•• 65 per cent
Shahabad - 1925 39 per cent
Hadukarai - 1934 87 per cent
Khalari - 1936 97 per cent
Rohri - 1938 • 96 per cent
Kistna - 1939 97 per cent

In this Award the Tribunal, however, held that the useful 
Lfe of the machinery is only 25 years and spread over 'the replace

ment cost for that period only. •■
In all adjudications wherever rehabilitation claims of the 

employers are allowed they are mainly on the basis of the evidences 
tendered on behalf of the employers and the trade unions are un?2< 
.o lead expert evidence to rebutt the evidence of the employers, 
ff an expert is available to the trade unions, 'he has no access to 
Lull inspection of the machinery and plant, and in such state of 
iffairs his evidence would not be taken as correct. These diffi
culties of the workers are never considered or realised uptill 
cow and the employers, therefore, stand to gain in this respect^

The Bonus Commission will have to take this aspect also 
into, consideration while dealing with the question of rehabilitation

But for bonus purposes employers themselves are not serious 
at all to provide for the replacement and rehabilitation of their 
machinery. A major portion of the profits is spent on fabulous 
iividends to shareholders. Though in the Formula of L.A.T., 6% 
return is allowed on the paid-up capital which is adequate and 
reasonable return on the investment, no industry keeps its dividend 
payment^, at that level. In many cases, in order to satisfy the 
reed for dividends, general reserves .are tapped and ultimately 
whey are wiped out. In the Balance Sheet of the A.C.C. for 
1959-60, Rs. 84,'5O lakhs were taken from the General Reserves 
for the payment of dividends under the plea of inadequacy of 
profits. Messrs.Bennett Coleman & Company for the year 1960 has 
declared an interim dividend of 30%. The trend of dividends in 
leading business enterprises is as follows:-
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1. Hindustan Spinning 5 or
o Arvind Mills 45T
3. Century Spg. A Wvg. ... 31T
4. Shorock Spg. ... 30T
5. Glaxo Laboratories 27^
6. Hindustan Lever 24

7. Tata Oil Mills ... 23T
8. National Rayon 22T

9. Gold Mohur 21|
10. Morarjee Gokuldas ... 21.5T

11. Dawn Mills 20
12. Burmah-Shell 20
13. Tata Mills 20T

14. Ahmedabad Mfg. & Calico 16T
15. Jaymes Finlay 1G

16. Standard Batteries 15

17. Bombay Dyeing 14T

Bonns Commission should not consider rehabilitation as a prior 
Barre at all. On the contrary it should recommend that the question 
i rehabilitation should be considered by Government by amending 
inance Act and Income Tax Act after going into all the aspects of 
he question of rehabilitation.

RETURN ON RESERVES •
Qmotiher item of prior charge in the Formula of the Labour 

Agpcxia-te Tribunal is of return on reserves used as wprking capital. 
This is another exaggerated claim of employers - a claim not consi
dered in the principles of accountancy. It is not even recognised 
.■ n the Income-tax or Company Law. Nor is it found in the Balance 
sheet and Profit 6 Loss appropriation accounts, A claim for Return 
>n reserves used as working capital is not even a Commercial 
practice. It is only brought into practice in the Bonus matter so 
s to reduce the available surplus for distribution as Bonus. This 

charge on profit is brought into practice on the plea that if an 
.mployer does not use his reserves as working capital, he- will 
nave to^pjay interest on such borrowings. This is no justification 
for charging a return on the reserves used as working capital^) In 
Commercial practice, part of the reserves such as capital reserves 
.re meant for being used as working capital and that is the purpose 
of such a reserve. When utilising reserve as working capital is 

commercial practice no question of any return arises .on such 
serves. If such reserve, according to Bonus deciding authorities 

pi ays an important part as that of borrowings, why such reserves 
should not get any relief from taxation. It is inequitable and unjust 
to workers' claim to charge the profit on this count only for the 
.urposes of bonus and not for the purposes of taxation. If these 
r serves play an important part when it is utilised as working 
c pital, it would be more equitable that a due share must be boriu 
Ly the State also by giving tax relief.

$ borrow money from the banks and will have to 
/ ' i
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Apart from the maintainability of this item as a prior chan-, 

ihother aspect of.this item is that there is no uniformity about 
the rate of return. If bonus formula.of the Full Bench of the 
Labour Appellate Tribunal is to be applied, the rate as laid down 
by the L.AiT., was 2%. Thereafter some Tribunals followed that 
rate but subsequently it was enhanced to 4%. It is finally sugge
sted that the Bonus Commission should not treat return on reserves 
used as working capital as a prior charge at all.

Depreciation.
^Yot another item in the Formula is Depreciation. There is 

no uniformity in calculating depreciation. A Full Bench of the 
Labour Appellate Tribunal once held that only normal depreciation 
should be allowed as a prior charge^ Section 10(2)(vi) of the 
Income-tax Act provides that only normal depreciation should be 
written down from the Books. The Full Bench of the L.A.T., was, 
therefore,‘right in holding that only normal depreciation should 
be allowed as a prior charge. This.was upheld by the Supreme 
Court in Shri Meenakshi Mills case. Subsequently, another Bench 
of the L.A.T,, in Surat Electricity’s case held that not only 
normal depreciation should be allowed as prior charge, but notio
nal normal depreciation should be allowed as a prior charge. 
This decision of the L.A.T. changed the nature of depreciation. 
Instead of allowing only written down value (normal depreciation) 
as a prior -charge the L.A.T. allowed Initial, additional and shift 
allowance also-, as a prior charge. This decision of the L.A.T, 
also was subsequently upheld by the Supreme Court. This change in 
the depreciation further affected workers claim to Bonus. This 
decision of the L.A.T.’ approved by the Supreme Court results in that 
Chat a claim of initial, additional and shift allo^ancej which is 
not even admitted for the purposes of written down value* in, the * 
Income-tax Act, is allowed only for the purposes of BohusTQlt is 

suggested that normal depreciation alone be a prior 
charge if any. and not the notional normal depreciation as 
suggested by rhe Supreme Court in its later decisions A

“Profits” for the purpose of the Formula,

(Another feature of the bonus formula of the L.A.T. is that 
it starts with the enquiry as to what are profits, what items 
from the revenue are to be added back or to be subtracted to 
arrive at a gross profit for the purpose of bonus. This has ariser 
because the Supreme Court in the case of Muir Mills while laying 
down two conditions for the receipt of bonus held that profits 
must be due to the efforts of the workers concerned J In other 
words, the 'Supreme Court held that profits should not be extrane' ::. 
In their enquiry as to what are profits, industrial tribunals an. 
not consistent and there is no uniformity. Sometimes it is held 
that a balance sheet‘cannot be split up, it is also maintained tb 
capital invested which.yields extraneous k® income is a part of 
the Company's capital and therefore totality of the profit shoul- 
be taken into consideration. While on the other hand it is said 
that capital invested for such extraneous income is from the 
•userves of the Company and the workers cannot have any claim 
on that reserve and therefore if the income is not due to the 
efforts of the workmen it must be treated as extraneous income; 
and whenever such-income is treated as extraneous income, it 
escapes every liability and charges on the profit. It does not 
take on the burden of any depreciation, ’ rehabilitation charge, 
income tax, proportionate burden of dividends or a burden of 
return on working capital. All the prior charges in the industry 
are charged in such cases only-on the profits which are due. to 
the efforts of the employees and no proportionate burden pf these. ; 
charges is left to be. borne by such extraneous income. The 
industry therefore ' gets the entire income without., any charge •
n it. If such income is a part of the financial reserves of -the 

Company it must bear proportionate burden on the prior charges. 
The. practice followed, by the. industrial 'tribunals.-: is that at‘the.

• ' • ’ ' 1 ■ ’ ' ' P.T.O.
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first stroke such income is deducted from the net profit shown-j in 
the Profit and Loss Account and then they proceed to put prior 
charges on the remaining profit. This ultimately amounts to workers 
not being entitx^d to the entire profits earned by a a‘Company but 
arc subjected- to the entire burden of the liability of the industry.

£A consistency in this respect can be that if profits are to be 
divided under two heads viz. profits due to the efforts of the 
..workers and profits hot due to the efforts of the workers, then the 
entire burden of the industry must be proportionately shared by 
both the categories of profits or otherwise the entire profits 
should be taken into account for the purpose of bonus, irrespective 
of whether they are due to the efforts of the workers or not and 
charge the burden of the. industry to them?) .

bonus Share in the Available Surplus

Though the formula has specifically laid down all the prior 
charges, it is silent on ttye question of what percentage of surplus 
in the profit after allowing all the admitted prior charges should 
be allowed as bonus. On this point too there is no clarity and 
uniformity. Each Industrial Tribunal administers his own discre
tion in this respect. In the first judgment of the L.A.T. which 
for the first time laid down bonus formula in the case of Bombay 
Textile Workers distributed practically the entire surplus left 
after allowing the prior charges. But instead of keeping in line 
with that decision the Industrial Tribunals subsequently started 
reducing the Bonus quantum from the. available surplus. In the 
case of Tata Oil Mill, Supreme Court held that there are three 
shares in the available surplus, namely, the industry, shareholders 
mi labour. This decision, in fact, means that though the industry 
was given all prior charges including that of rehabilitation and 
replacement charges an additional share is reserved to it from the 
available surplus. Similarly though a shareholder is paid 6^ 
return he is also assured of a further share. Thus slowly and 
gradually bonus from the available surplus is reduced to 1/3.

There is a growing trend of putting a ceiling on the quantum 
of bonus and the trend is rather allergic to the number of months 
rather than to actual amount to be received by the workmen. The 
trends in the tribunals show that whatever may be the surplus, 
however wide may' be the gap. generally bonus awarded from five to 
six months irrespective of the money content of it. In the case 
Firestone Tyre and' Rubber Co., Industrial Tribunal, in a bonus 
reference for the year 1957, awarded bonus equivalent to 5 months 
basic earnings (1959 II LLJ p.124)., Against that decision of the 
Tribunal the workmen as well as the Company appealed to the Supreme 
Court. The Supreme Court in deciding the appeals observed.: 
“It is possible that if we were dealing with the question of quantum 
of bonus ourselves, for the first time, we may have been inclined 
to afford the workmen’s claim for 6 months basic wages for the 
relevant year.1’ In an adjudication for the subsequent year it was 
an undisputed fact that the Company had made higher profits, even 
then the Tribunal refused to award higher bonus than five months. 
The- same Tribunal in the case, of Goodyear Tyre Co. howeger awarded 
bonus equal to 2| months total earnings(basic plus dearness allo
wance). The money receipt of this 2-1 months bonus in Goodyear Tyre 
Company is more than the quantum of six months basic wages awarded 
to Firestone workers.

/Bonus is paid from the available surplus after- meeting all 
the prior charges and as the law stands today, it is paid conditio
nally in cases where there is a gap between living wage and the 
actual wage. If this is the true concepts of bonus then the 
ceiling is illogical and inequitable^ In other words it means that 
if an employer is in a position after taking his share in profits, 
after meeting all the legal, equitable and fantastic charges on 
the profits he is not called upon to fill up the gap.^Thls further 
m^ans when living wage is possible in an industry, if not permane
ntly but for a year or some years then also it is denied to them/} 
Ceiling on bonus therefore is a most unjust and inequitable and

...13.



and there should be no ceiling at all.

One more thing will have to be considered by the Bonus 
Commission in this respect and that is who are entitled to Bonus. 
When a workman raises a dispute he is called upon to eatablis'h a 
claim by fulfilling two conditions (a) there is a gap betwe-en livin 
wage and existing wage and (b) to fill up the gap there is availabl 
surplus. When once he does that, he is not entitled to the entire 
available surplus. Then the Industry intervenes in the name of 
officers and claim bonus on the plea that the officers supply 
brains to the Industry, with the result the bonus quantum is 
reduced to that extent for the. sake of persons supplying ’brain’ 
to the industry who also must have their prior charges. That 

, brain may not languish from pverty. So far as an officer is con
cerned, his claim for bonus rests merely on the intellect, while: 
th^ claim of worker does not depend only on his labour.,.

; . INCOME-TAX .:;y, ..
....... » . . , . ; :7 . .:c; ••

(^Another item of prior charge is.of income-tax. Income:.tax 
is generally allowed at a. uniform rate for the.purpose of the. 1 i x:. 
formula. Income-tax is a state’s share in the profits and is.payable 
as per statute and not in every case. Incoma-rtax thus is not a J , 
notional payment. It can be-ascertained and.4? payable at- different 
pates applicable to the assessee. Income-tax-in fact is. exempted 
in certain cases. For instance if the statutory depreciation 1 s-1 not 
provided in the past years income-tax is not payable till the-1 
Accumulated/depreciation are provided. Similarly. tillnthe.-past ••• j i 
losses are not wiped out Income-tax is-not payable . by.rian\asSessee.; ■' 
However,.for the purpose of bonus ■calculations income-tax ^±s treated 
a^a pri.qr ••charge, } Whiles dealing. with this- .aspect the. Supreme Court 
his -held, that the entire calculations of the formula are notional 
and. income-tax ; al so is calculated notionally. The Bonus •.Commission

• will have ,tp:.go. into, this aspect to find- out whether it is- e-quitdbj.c 
and :iust. tp..allow income-tax at a .uniform, rate as a prior: charge : 
when,-, ihi.f act;, different rates cf .-Income-tax. are payable by an ;•••; 
as.s’es-sep, .and ithe payment is governed -by certain otheut £aotors. Trie 
^ppuSjrCo'mrai^sipn should, in fact; not,allow, income-tax as a prior ,.■• . 
chp-rge, tiil.L bonus., is,- paid to the,-.employees out of the profits of 
th^t y^ar-j ..'^his^yiew,.of treating Bonus as: a first, charge before- - 
thppincpp^ was, taken by the L.A.T., In its* first decision evol

... • .vipg. thp..^ormula dnd even by the Supreme’Court calculations were- mu-lh. 
' accordingly. But/ subsequently that mode* :pf ..calculation-:-was. dropped

, ,..aud principle.^ .were lal^ down that incpmo-taX-must be charged first: 
t'pp.thtu profits' before, bonus is paidThis-, decision of the Supremo. .

■ .? HC1Qurt‘f;l.s a. deviation, from tjhe. Appellate Tribunal’s formula, and this 
has-.. resulted ultimately into.-, a- loss to the working class.. . There, are 

. marginal casep where: after, allowing/prior charges such- as -deprecia'-/.
tion,. return on ,’p,aid-up.capital;, return;on working. capital-., and re-; 
Jriabilitation charges,’-there is-;.Available , surplus to ^distribute bonus 
before income-tax is chargedi | ;. But in such cases if•income-tax is 
charged first no surplus will,be apparent for the purposes of boiv ..

•In such marginal cases the.original formula of the Appellate Tribun.l 
was beneficial to some extent'but‘Since that was modified by the . 
Supreme . Court, bonus iq..:l,o.st to the , employees.. Under the inepme-tak 
Act bonus is . an .allowable .item of expenditure and Income-tax there--- 
fore 'cannot precede.bonus• especially if bonus is.in fact a deferred 
wage :income-tux nanriot ana shOiild. not,precede the ’bonus but it must 
follow bonus.' Ev<£n though ih’law incdmeitax'cannot precede over' 
bonus it is given a .precedent .in. the bonus formula, - c i.’

For a long , time no . return was alloWed on depreciation‘ fund. 
This was so for the reason that the depreciation .fund Iq meant fur 
the purposes of replacement and rehabilitation a»nd - is not meant for 
being used as forking capital,. However,‘.'.subsequently return was 

. allowed on this fund, too thereby providing .additional‘relief to an 
employer and depriving bonus to the; workers tp that extent.



{Thus slowly and gradually-the original formula of the L.A.T. 
has been modified making it liberal towards the employers. Features 
favourable to the workers in the original formula were subsequently 
Removed and liberal Interpretations in favour of the employers were 
given with the result that day by day the quantum of bonus is being 
reduced. On the one hand the number of items under ’prior charges’ 
are being increased under the formula ciR and are liberalised, the 
inflated claims of the employers are allowed and on the other hand 
the features favourable to the workers are removed under the one or 
the other plea.} • .

BONUS BOTH ON INDUSTRY-CUM-REGIONWISE AND UNITWISE

( History of bonus also reveals that not only it has taken 
different shape from time to time but certain conditions prevailing 
at the beginning have changeed. Textile industry In Bombay and 
Ahmedabad which are standardised Industries were once upon a time 
paying bonus- at one rate for all the units in the industry. For 
some time Industrial Courts have awarded one quantum of bonus to all 
the units irrespective of the financial position of the individual 
units,} However, subsequently that practice was changed by Industrial 
Courts and though at both the places, viz;, Ahmedabad and Bombay and 
the entire industry with all the units therein were the subject t
matter of common reference, different rates were awarded which >
practice was further followed by the two famous five-year agreements 
entered into by the Bombay Textile Labour and Ahmedabad Textile Labour 
'Zith Employers’ Associations. The. textile industry is one industry 
In our country which is a standardised industry in. all its aspects.
The working In all units is common, machinery used is the same, 
service conditions are the same, tne wages paid in the industry are 
the same and such features will not be found in any other Industry, 
Apart from the Textile Industry, in no other Industry service condi
tions are yet standardised. Except the Textile industry there hao 
not been common enquiry in respect of all the service conditions, of 
all the employees in one industry. Only Recently the Government of 
India appointed a Wage Board for certain industry and for the first 
time such enquiry was instituted. However, this was in respect of 
exceptionally few industries, barge number of industries are yet out 
of the fold of such enquiry. Under such conditions it will not be 
proper for the bonus commission to consider the bonus claim on an 
Industry-cum-regionwise. (A suitable method will be that industries 
in the country should be classified on the basis of Industry-cum-region . 
and iee which are the Industries in which all the service conditions 
including wages are standardised. Only in such industries bonus should 
be determined on the basis of industry-cum-region. In other industries 
where service conditions are not common in two units of the same industry, 
determination of bonus should be unitvise and not on the basis of 
industry-cum-region. While considering the claim the industry of the 
first type, question of prior charges, if any, should be determined 
on the basis of industry-cum-reglon, while in the case of the latter, 
prior charges, If any, to be on the unit basis*}

J - 'MODE OF PAYMENT ' ■

(Whether bonus beyond a particular quantum should be paid in 
terms of money or in National Savings Certificates, or in any other 
form, is another problem.) No doubt any compulsory saving by workers 
will ultimately be beneficial to them and to their families especially 
in a country like ours where there is yet no security of service, no 
provision for pension and adequate old age benefits, but that is only 
one aspect of the matter. Ultimately with all profound theories bonus /

that is paid Jchx Is in limited quantity which hardly fills up the gap 
between the living wage and existing wage. In the case of large number 
of employees and particularly employees in the sweated industries, even 
with the additional bonus they are unable to satisfy their dire 
necessities. Number of such workmen in our country is much larger 
than employees who are in a position to save from their monthly or 
annual income. In respect of employees of the- first category will it 
be just and reasonable to put in their hands a bond of compulsory 
saving telling him the importance of old age provision. Such employee..

....15



*
wi±l prefer to i’ight for a suitable legislation for old age provi
sion than to keep his money blocked in Reserve Bank and suffer froi:. 
want of necessities.

Primarily it is the responsibility of the State, much more 
o,f a State which claims to be a welfare State to provide for the 
old a£e. (It is -t-herefore favoured to pay the entire bonus in cash. 
No doubt it can be argued that in good many cases there Is likeli
hood of misuse of the extra money by the workers. For that social 
conditions in the State are responsible. Evils in the society 
should be eradicated and such evils cannot be checked by refusing 
money to a needy person simply because’he is likely to misuse it J

BONUS TO BE FOR BOTH PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTORS

^Another aspect of the bonus issue which the Bonus Commission 
will have to consider whether the workers in the Private Sector- 
should alone be entitled to Bonus or if the workers in the Public 
Sector too should get bonus.J No doubt bonus is payable out of pro
fits in a year. If that is so, the question will arise how the 
question of bonus in respect of public sector can be determined'; 
Public Sector can be divided into two categories. There are indu
stries and the departments of the Government which are profit
making and there are others which are only revenue collecting 
departments or departments which are of secretarial or administra
tive or executive type. In the case of the latter the question 
of profit does not arise. However, departments which are trading 
departments do make profits and good profits too. In such depart
ments there will be no difficulty in straightaway answering the 
question in the affirmative. But the question will arise for those 
departments of the public sector which do not make any profit 
or in whose case the question of profit does not arise. But 
that should not be the way of looking at these departments. Even 
in the private sector such departments can be found in any 
industry - a publicity department, establishment department, legal 
departments, accounts departments do not make profits. These 
departments are either revenue collecting, administrative or 
executive. But these departments in private sector are never 
considered in water-tight compartment from the profit-making 
departments.. These departments are the limbs of the same organ. 
If they are the limbs of the same organ and if they are entitled 
to bonus, there is nothing unreasonable or undue to consider 
administrative, secretarial and exerutive departments of the 
Government as rhe limbs of the same organ and they should also be 
entitled to a bonus share from the gross revenue collected by 
the Government.

In these days of sky-rocketing of prices, real value of the 
wages has been constantly steeply falling down, giving rise to 
a wide gap between money wage and real wage. With all tail-talk 
of welfare state, categorical advocacy of living wage in the 
Constitution and even after unanimous resolutions in the Tripartite 
Labour Conferences, the trend of wage-rise is not satisfactory. 
Under such conditions workers look to bonus as an interim relief 
but due to the rigid formula bonus has become scarce to the 
workers. The formula was evolved to guarantee bonus to the 
working class on the basis of uniformity and security. However, 
instead of taking the place of well-founded principles of uni
formity, the formula has become a positive obstacle in the way 
of workers to their right to bonus. Bonus has become as scarce 
as living wage.

WHAT SHOULD BE THE NEW FORMULA ?

This does not mean that there should be no formula evolved 
for the fixation of bonus. But any formula to be evolved should 
be such as to fetch bonus to the workers when there are profits 

basis of a direct jink bet//-. 
bonua-ajad pro£Xts wlthout_. hr Xngixir tn ti^e questl-Qn pt prior

P.T.C ,
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charges fof the purposes of minimum bonus. No prior charge which 
has statutory’ sanction should be treated as a prior charge only 
for the purposes of bonus.

^The formula that may be evolved by the Bonus Commission •■will 
not be"practised in a Court of Law, as Law relating to Bonus has 
already been sealed by the Supreme Court and that is still th^ last' 
word on the question. Thus the Government will have to come vflth 
a statute in respect of the favourable recommendations of the Co
mmission. ' ‘ '

'In a year, non-payment of return on working capital may not 
affect the industry, neither non-payment of,rehabilitation charges 
nor non-provision or the depreciation fund is equally going to affect 
the industry. But postponment of bonus to the workers till the 
industry is able to meet the replacement costs, is certainly going 
to effect not only the working class butt the economic conditions 
in the country also.

The Bonus Commission therefore mijst evolve a formula which 
will guarantee minimum bohus to the workers as the first prior 
charge before allowing any other prior charges to employers:

(1) We suggest one month’s bonus should be considered
• as the first charge among prior changes on the 

profits.

(2) Bonus equivalent to above one month but up to three 
months should be treated as a prior charge after 
normal depreciation.

(3) Bonus equivalent to three but not more'than four 
- months should be considered as a prior charge

after allowing normal depreciation ^nd 0% return 
on paid-up capital. ’ '

(4) Bonus above 4 months should be treated as a prior 
charge after, allowing normal depreciation, 6% 
return on paid-up capital. 2# return on working 
capital and 1/30# of the depreciated cost of the 
plant and machinery as rehabilitation cost. * I

------oooooOooooo-------



October 21, 1961

Dear Com.Phadn.is,
4

Thank you for your letter of 19th 

Octbber and the note on bonus prepared ,by you* 

• The terms of reference of the Commission ixxtac 

are to be finalised in a meeting to be held 

hero on 28th inst.

Your idea of initiating a discussion on 

tliis issue in the TUR is welcome and we shall 

examine possibilities considering the question 

of space.

With greetings,

Yours fraternally, 
l/U. o, 

(K. G. Sriwast ava )

Com•Madan G.Phadni s, 
Pombay«
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Indian Coffee Board Employees Association 
( Ue^istered under Indian trade Union Act)

B A N G A L O L< E___________

UeJ, 1-0^ *’■ j T* U* C' ...
I. R.N 8 0CJJ.§6|! >

The Chalrnjan, N"'..... ••.•'■••<' .i™............... I /
Bonus Commlssioh, .......... .......... ........ ' /
C/0 The Ministry of Labour & Employment, /

, Government of India, * /

Subject: Inclusion of "Coffee Board" In 
the purview of the Bonus Cojamls- 
sion*

Sir,

As per the Report of the various newspapers, 
we have come to know that the Tripartite Sub-Cocmitte® 
of the Bonus Commission is Meeting at Delhi, on the 
28th October, 1961, under the Chairmanship of Srl* 
G. L. Nanda, Hon’ble Minister for Labour & Employment.

2. On behalf of the Coffee Board Employees’ Asso
ciation, we are submitting the following few linos for 
tour kind consideration and to include the Coffee Board 
also in the purview of the Bonus Commission.

3. The Coffee Board is a statutory body constituted 
by an Act of Parliament under the Ministry of Commerce 
& Industry* Our Association, i*e*« the Indian Coffee 
Board Employees’ Association, Bangalore, is registered 
under the ’Indian Trade Union Act’, bearing No.104.

4* The profits derived by the Coffee Board is not 
shown as profits, but it Is distributed to the Planters 
as Bonus* But, the same benefit of bonus is not extended 
to the Employees of the Coffee Board*

6* A Basic Minimum Price for eoffee has been fixed



and the Planters get their return according to the value 
realised* This is over and above the Minimum Release 
Price fixed by the Board* The Minimum return to tho grower 
is always based upon the Cost of Production and thus it always 
constitutes a fair and adequate return to the grower. Whatever 
payments are declared over and above the Minimum return, may be 
taken as surplus or profits to the grower on his deliveries(of 
coffee) to the Board.

In the above circumstances, we request you kindly to 
consider to include our Industry, i.e., The Coffee Board, 
also in the Bonus Commission.

I

A detailed Memorandum will be submitted in due course.
Thanking you,

vCopy, 
No.4,

Yours faithfully,
/Li'H' - C V 7

SECRETARY. v

with compliments, to the General Secretary, A.I.T.U.C., 
Asoka Road, Now Delhi.

Copy,-with compliments, to the President, Indian Coffee Board, 
^unployees* Association, Campt Chikmagalur.

_____ » „ •



NO.184-A/W61
October 27, 1961 

IMMEDIATE

Dr.B.R.Seth,
Deputy Secretary to the Govt of India, 
Ministry of Labour & Employment, 
New Delhi.

Sub: Meeting of the Sub-Committee to 
, finalise composition and terms of

reference of the Bonus Commission

Dear Sir,

With reference to your letter No.WB-20(8)/61 

dated 21st October 1961 on the above subject, we 

may inform you that Dr.M.K.Pandhe would represent 

our organistion at the.meeting of the Sub-Committee 

to finalise the composition .and towns of reference 

of the Bonus Commission. Dr.Pandhe’s address is 

given below:

Dr.M.K.Pandhe,
All-India Trade Union Congress, 
4 Ashok Road, 
New Delhi 1

Yours faithfully, 
p-l 

for Secretary



Ho. ,'B-20(8)/61
GOV j J-L-SHT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY GF LABOUR fit EMPLOYMENT

Imrcedi ate

Dr. 3. R. Seth, • '
De:ity Secretary to the Govt, of India.

To

1. /.11 State Governments and Union Territories.
2• All India Organinations of Employers and T7or?cers.
3. The Secretary, The Bombay Exchange Banks’ 

AjcocYction, C/0 The Chartered Bank, P.O. 
Box-556, Bombay*!. - ;r. •- •' .

4. 'Too Secretary, Indian Banks Association,
!'• , Eornlman Circle, Bombay^!,

5. The General Secretary, All Indio Bank Employees’ 
Association, 710, Ballinaran, Chandui Chowk, 
Dol.hi, t .. •>> , . ' »

6; Tho General Secretary, A.11 India Bank Employees’
* Federation, 26/104, Birhnna Road, Kanpur,

• ’ . Datod Now Delhi, the 9^1.6

Subject:- Composition and toms of reference of the Bonur 
Commission - Finalisation of.

Sir,
I an directed to forward herewith a cony of the 

conclusions reached nt tho meeting of the Sub-Committoo held 
at Now Delhi on the 28th October, 1961 to finalise the 
composition and torrid of reference of tho Bonus Commission 
for information.

Yours faithfully,

Dojuty Secretary.

Cony, with a copy of the conclusions referred to above 
is for”vrdod t >:— .

1. All Ernpl <ying Ministries of tho Govt, of India, and 
Planning Co-mission,

2. The Chief Labour Commissioner (Central), New Delhi.

3. The Director, Labour Bureau, Simla.

4. The Press Information Officer ( Shri J. C. Tcwari ) ,
Now Delhi. /

for Deputy Secretary,
Copy, with enclosure, also forwarded to:-

~ . T . 01. LC. Section. 2. RD, 3, LRIV Section, LR—II Section. •
5. ?.s. to L.M.. a- .S. to D,L .M., z.S. to DLM(E), ?. S.. to Sccy.

P.A. to JS(G); P.A. to JS(E), T.A. to LE^*; D.A. to DS(L)
and P.A. to DS(a) . ) f. __

' • for -Deohty Secretary. I
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November 10, 1961

The Secretary, /
India Coffee board Employees’ Association, / 
Bangalore. /

Dear Friend,

Thank yon for your letter of 25th 

inst. ' As per the Terms of Deference of the 

Bonus Comniissioa just finalised, it has been 

agreed tha L the- Commission ’ s terms would 

cover all industries and employments, except 

those employees in the public sector which do not 

compete with the private sector.

W i th g r c e t in g s,

Yours fraternally,

I I ' -. .
(K.G.SrIwastava) 

Secretary



No.WB-20(9)/61
Government of India 

Ministry -of Labour & Employmen

• From Jdl
Dr. B.R. Seth, 
deputy Secretary to the Govt, of India

1. The General Secretary,
Indian National Triade Union Congress, 
17, J^npa th, New Jlelhl-1.

2. The General Secretary,
*11 India Trade Union Congress, 
4, Ashoka Ro-^d, New Delhi.

Dated New Delhi, the

Subject:- Bonus Commission.

fir,
I am directed to enclose a copy of the conclusions 

reached at the meeting held on the 28th October, 1961, 
to finalise the terms of reference and composition of 
the Bonus Commission,.' It was agreed that, besides the 
Chairmen and two independent members, the Commission 
will include two representatives of workers and two 
representatives of employers. It has been decided 
that one of the two members to represent tne workers 
on th^ Commission may be appointed on .the recommendation 
of yobr organisation. I rm. therefore, to request 
tn t Ilie name and address of your nominee may kindly

I be communicated to this Ministry t a very early date, 
after obtaining the consent of the person concerned.

2. No remuneration is nay'bl e to the members 
of the Commission.- They will, however, be entitled 
to travelling allowance as admissible to non-orficials 
appointed as members of Comm!ssions/Commjttecs set up 
by the Government of India.

’.REED.TO* 
J.S.10/11/61.



No.172/A/61(BC)
November 14, 1961

Shri G.L.Nanda, 
Minister for Labour ft Employment 
Goveinment of India, 
New Delhi.

Sub: Composition and terms of reference of 
the Bonus Commission - Finalisation of

Dear Sir,

• We are writing this with reference to the 
copy of the conclusions reached at the meeting of the 
Sub-Committee held at New Delhi on the 28th October 
to finalise the composition and terms of reference 
of the Bonus Commission, circulated under cover of Union 
Labour Ministry T'To.WB-20(8)/61 dated November 9, 1961.

In para 4, it has been stated: "With reference to 
the first term of reference, it was mentioned by 
workers’ representatives that there are certain under
takings, particularly under the State Governments, 
which though run depar tn. on tally compete with similar 
undertakings in the private sector. The Chairman 
mentioned that the question of Bonus in such under
takings as wore not covered by the terms of reference 
could be considered separately if necessary . ..." 
The last two words, "if necessary" do not seer: to 
be in line with the quite categorical statement made 
by you on this subject. As you will remember, the 
workers’ representatives attach a good deal of importance 
to this question and appreciating our position, 
you were good enough to give a clear assurance, and 
you had made no reservations in your statement.
We would therefore request that the words "if necessary" 
should be deleted from para 4 of the Conclusion*,

Yours faithfully,

(tf.K.Pandhe) 
for Secretary



'zarni
Adviser

Joi., -etcry,
L'.P. ,
UlTUC).

Phone : 78072
BLOCK NO. 9. 
MOSHION MANSION. 
SANKHAL1 STREET 
BOMBAY’S.

19-11-1961

The Editor,ccret/vy , 
Trade Union pecord, 
II S 77 p E 'L H I.

Sub:- Bonus discussion.

Dear .Comrade,

I am attrcling herewith a copy of 

my note » on Bonus* for bonus discussion in

Trade Union accord.

’.'Zi.th greetings,



Trade Union Legal /
90 CT

NOTE__ 0_N__ B 0 N U S.

by Com. R.S.Kulkarni,

Bomba?/- ♦
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1) Concentrated, concerted and Timely Action 
by T.U. Movement.

2) K'lninium Statutory Ronns.

3) Balance Sheets v/v Family Budgets.

4) Bonus Linked with Profit.

5) Economics of Bonus - Class Approach.

a) Nature and source of Profit.

b) Ambekar’s Dangerous Theory of 
Unearned Profits.

c) Price and value o-c Labour Power.

6) Spirit and ‘scope of Enquiry.

a) Second Ilan

b) Supreme Court.

1 c) Union Labour minister.

Scrutiny of present formula.

7) Profit for Bonus Calculation.

8) Prior Charges.

a) Depreciation.

b) Rehabilitation

c) Return on FP id-up-Cap 1 tai

d) Return on *orking Capital

e) Income Tax.

9) New C'rder cf Prior Charges.

10) Balance-Sheets.
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I• Need for concentrated, Concerted and T5mely 
Action byT.tt, Movement.

^'ihge.rise and Price reduction are the two 

ways of maintaining and improving the standard of 

living. The present organised strength has nroved 

to be insufficient to achieve both o^ these objec

tives. 7e have got viage increases no doubt, as a 

result of Awards or 'Tage hoards, but they are insig

nificant for aiprec table or substantial improvement of 

standard of living. heol wages have increased 

negligibly^ This wage level v/hich is settled by Second 

Pay Cor; mission and Cotton, foment and Sugar tage r cards, i 

likely to rule for a 1. least the neriod of Third ^ive 

Year Plan, unless there is sudden turn or change in 

corelation a rd balance of forces. As far as trend of 

prices is concerned w° rre no wher0 to match ir. the 

r.- ce. Cur only aohieveme't on this front is the slid

ing scale T-.A. linked up with the cost of living index 

only in major ard organised industries. It is well I 
settle-d and welknown that the Im or oveme ^t in standard 

of living is not com"ensurate with ihe increase in 

National Wealth or Production.

T’nder these circumstances the only front on 

which a battle for this nun nose can immediately be 

fought, is U0THT3. Hence the need for concentrated, con

certed and timely action by T.ll. Movement. It may be 

noted that ever after the Pay Commission and '"age hoards 

have rejected neeubased wage, Shri nanda, bnion Labour 

Minister, while inaguroting the 19th Session of Indian 

Labour Conference reiterated the r^ed ror givinr first 

priority to ensure need based standard.

. . . . rb
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11. A case for Minimum Statutory po n ug.

^In the context of the industrial relations 

as obtaining to-day in our country, bonus is related to 

profits, whether we like it or not. Since it is 

one of our targets to see that.-the ^onus Commission 

takes up the be Nov® inquiry into the question.of 

,bonus and does hot r strict^ the same to the present 

narro’.v o’rblt, the first task will be to detach 

minimum bonus from nr of it. j Cpr wage level being 

very low, s ub-normal since need based ware accord

ing to 15th labour Conference ig denied, th^re is 

every justification for minimum statutofy bonus to 

fill in the gap between the actual wages and the 

need based wages. Just as employer has to nay 

Leave .’bges, Provident ?und contribution or 3.3.1. 

contribution irrespective of capacity to oay or Profit 

or loss, he n ust be compelled to nay a minimum 

bonus to the workers. As a result of this even the 

workers in loss making concern or in loss years will 

be entitled to minimum bonus. Moreover since 

workers are not responsible for lossess , there is no 

justification for penalising them by way of denying 

any bohus to them for rone of their faults, excent 

perhaps that they are employed with defa”lting 

employers. Thus minimum statutory bonus can be said 

to be the first task in the fight for adequate bonus J

... PC
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TII. Family Budgets v/s. Palance Sheets .

The main justification for this is not to 

be found from balance-sheets of the companies , but 

from I! e family budgets of t^e workers. Tf bonus 

linked up with profit, is justified to fill in the 

gap between actual wage and living wage, statutory 

minin urn bonus is more no justified to ^ill the pan 

between actual wage and neodlased wage. ^he 

priority for need based wage in the present scheme 

of social justice is prime consideration for the 

j us t i f i c; t ion of this claim for minimum statutory 

bonus. Thus it is to be supported on social, 

n’orel and ethical rather than economical and 

financial considerations. Tt may ’ e noted in this 

respect thrt. ahr i G.L. Vanda, TTniou Labour ’"iMater 

.has reiterated as late as on 9-10-1901 the n^ed for 

giving Priority to need based minimum wage evolved 

by li th Tripartite Conference -even after the same 

has been rejected by Fby Commission and oth or wage 

Boards .

Chri ’anda says, "The first nr loritvshould 

be to ensure the need-based minimum standard as 

envisaged in a recomrendation of the lbth Session 

of the Indian Labour Congererce" (Inaugeral Address 

of tie 19th Indian Labour Conference, Times of 

India, da ted 10-10-1901).

It may also be noted in this connection +-v” + 

statutory bonus is not altogether a new element. At 

presort there is , anart from its merit, a scheme of 

staturoty bonus in force in Coal fines, under which 

4 months (basic wage) annual bonus is given com

pulsorily, on certain minimum attendence.

....P7
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IV. Bonus Linked with Profit.

Apart from the minimum statutory bonus 
’*** 

workers right a-ml--titl-a to tha bonus as share in 

profit is recognised. Tt is no more considered as 

ex-gratia oi^fiUP^tis or-bakshis e te. i.e. a 

voluntary gift of the employers based on humanitarian 

considerations. Cone are those days by nows', ^Tow 

the ernloyers have adooted an ’enlightened annroach’ 

of satisfying workers as a satisfied worker icf an 

asset to them. They have reconciled to the nosition 

that profits are the product of joint efforts 

capital and labour. Here-before according to them the 

workers had nothing to do with the profits, they are 

none of his concern and th.e only source of profit 

is capital, rack or skill of m^ragene-t and 

organisation. "orkerr were entitled to a wa^e 

actually earned and nothing beyond that. The wages 

-were settled by shtffA force of authority, individual 

contract or supply ard demand on labour force.1' But wilt 

the hard won righty of- organiser* into trade unions 

ard collective bargaini"" the workorn* contribution 

to profits slowly dawned on authorities and emnloyers.) « I*"
As a result of this such charges on profits, as leave 

♦ 
wages, provident fund contributions, E.S.I. contributions 

retrenchment compensation, lay-ff compensation were 

admitted. So also bonus as of right,atthough not as 

deferred wage, was recognised. How since, it is 

related to profits we must understand the nature, 

causes and source of profits.

....P8



V., hco nomica of Bonus - Class Approach. 

a ) Nature and source of prpfit.

’That is a profit? ’’/hat is the source of it? 

Profit is wealth (value) Produced minus wealth (value) 

spent on its production. Now how this additional wealth 

(value) is produced and who Produces this added wealth? 

Ihese are the key questionsof Economics. According to 

the Economics of working class i.e. Marxist Economics 

the sole source of profit is the surplus labour (value) 

whish is mis-appropriated by the capitalist. According

-to capitalist economics, it is the fortune, capital, skill 

oi* nack of management and organisation that yields nrofit 

for them and the worker has no contribution in it. Tt is 

none o*1 his concern. This ame.ct reouires thorough and 

detailed discussion and education. Here, the two funda

mentally opposite concents are only stated although they 

can be elaborately developed. ; It is due to the stark 

reality of life and working class struggles that the moa-t 

trusted g-uamdian and ou^-todian.-of the»«private nroD«*t>y 

r-lghts, namely Supreme Court of T^dia, has admitted of 

late that the capital and labour both jointly contribute 

to the profits. Thus the Supreme Court observes

"It is, therefore, clear that the claim for 

bonus can be made only if as a result of joint contri

bution of capital and labour t’e industrial concern has 

earned profit". <L .1 .J. 1955-T - oara.l at page 4).

Earlier on the same rage it approvingly ouotes 

from L .A.T. decision as folio was- 

"As both labour and capital contribute to the 

earnings of the industrial concern, it is fair that 

labour should derive some benefit, if there is a 

surplus after meeting prior or necessary charges".J

.............P9



b) Ambakar*s Dangerous Theory of 
Unearned profits .

The working class could bring home this reality 

at least partially to the Supreme Court. Put it is yet 

to be downed on I.N.T.U.C, or Ambekar. According to him 

substantial profits are P^QFJ.^S. Workers have

no contribution in these profits.

Thus in his note on Ponus he observes J-

“As a matter of fact the nature of Profit fr 

such that a substantial portion of it accrues not as 

a result of contribution of labour or industry, but due 

to extraneous factors like Government policy, market 

conditions, law of supply and demand, etc. The profits 

accrued as a result of operation of latter factors are 

in the nature of unearned profits on which industry 

should not have a claim.” (T.T7.R. February 5, 1961).

According to him workers’ claim for bonus out
• r 

of these profits is based only on considerations of 

social justice and unfair price of labour. Tn the 

components of cost of production only the labour is 

paid unfair price. 3o the right of bonus is restricted 

to the difference between wages actually paid and 

the fair wage. He says, 
I 

"Besides among the components of cost only the * 4
worker is not given his fair irice for his labour and 

thus the profits accrue." (T.H.R. February 5, 1961).

* Now he claims bonus only because fair price is

not given to labour. He does not base his claim on 

the Values added by the Labour.

If this approach' is accepted the bonus claim 

is. nipped in the bud. '-Vorkers-contribution in Profits 

is flately denied by a trade union leader/ Addition 
in wealth is denied. According to him substantial 

profits are unearned and fortuitous profits. Even the

PIO
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achievements so far made in bonus struggles are com

pletely negated by this propos ition We -must do oui* 

best to see that none of the sections of the working 

-claoe adopt this approach before Bonus Commission** 

c) Price and Value of Labour Boyer.

In case of all the commodities the nrice may be 

monetary expression of value, or else there may he a 

little difference in the nrice and value. P.ut in case 

of labour power the price of it is mush less than the 

value created by it (excluding that part which is con

tributed by constant or fixed assets). Living wage may 

be at best the fair nrice of labour power. put even 

then'the labour’s contribution is much bigger than living 

wage in the wealth created by it. labour has a right 

over-that part of it also and rot merely the difference 

between the actual wage naid and the fa ir nrice of it. 

Similarly this part of additional surplus wealth is a 

profit. It is not an unearned or fortuitous nrofit to 

which labour has not contributed. It is a real and 

material additional wealth on which bonus is rightfully 

cla imed.

There was a time when workers’ contribution in 

profits was totally denied. ife is partially recog

nised. ’"e have to a-dva nee further the theory of surplus 

value as the source of profit and base our claim of 

bonus on this.

Thus the positions of T.N.T.U.C. and A.T.T.U.C. 

can only be poles anart, fundamentally opposed to each 

o the r.

Cur basis of claim fo^bonus is that the surplus 

value which we have created with our blood ard toil is . 

the oource of profit. 'Hie fruits of our labour are mis
appropriated by the employers becase of the capitalist 

system of production based on’private property rights

. ....Pll
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on means of production. It is not. a matter of mercy, 

grace or any thing like that. It is a question of 

establishing a right to the possible extent under the 

present capitalist structure. Vith this perspective 

only we must scrutinize each and every item of L.A.T. 

Bonus formula and change the order of priority o^ the 

prior charges. The assistances of other forceful 

arguments against the present priority order should 

be Uken only as a second line of defence.

To cut short this discussion an illustration is 

given.

( To be inserted on Pf'ge. lijvf yljL •)

02 course this does nob mo--n thrt the rite, si^c, end volume 

of surplus vrluo is u.iform «t : 11 the times in all the 

industries. It is bou^d to differ industriwise end unitwisc 

too depending upon the extrevenous circumstances such es govt.

olicy, Market conditions supply End demand etc. ?/e will have to' 

Mike this aspect into consideration while pressing for £ 

definite lumtity of share in profits inxrxxiara £s bonus in 

various industries, fhis io the matter of further End detailed 

study. Hone the loss one tiling is certain that eg a result 

of the working of hose factors or the variations in profits 

the substcntifl portions of the present dry profits ere not 

transformed into UNEARNED PROFITS r? is mf.de out by Shri. Ck D. 

Ambekflr, Teis is r matter of relationship between price and 

Value of the hdded wealth or surplus value in different branches 

f-nd spheres of production. But it does not alter the fact of 
in

addition/vriues by labour power actually spent on production 

of til cm.

mf.de
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V1. 3pirit and scone of Enquiry.

i The emphasis on social policy aspects of the 

Five Year Flans has got to be forcefully brought home 

to the Bonus Commission. Unless the Commission is 

imbibed with that spirit there will be little nrogress.

'Ze have to gee that the Bonus Commission iden

tifies itself with the Bollowirr spirit displayed by the 

Second Five Year Flan.

a) Second Flan.

"The task before an under-develoned country is 

not n.e rely to get Fetter results within the existing 

framework of economic and social institutions, but to 

4mould and re-fashion these so that they contribute 

effectively to the relisa1;ion of wider and deener social 

values.z

"These values or basic objectives have recently 

been summed up in the phrase 'socialistic pattern of 

society'. Essentially this means that the basic crite

rion for determining the lines of advance must not be 

private profit but social gain, and that the pattern o °

development and the structure of socio-economic rela

tions should be so planned that they result not only 

in appreciable increases in national income and 

employment but also in greater equality in the incomes 

and wealth. fajor decisions regarding Production, dis

tribution, consumption and investment and in fact all

socio-economic relationships must be made by age nc ies

Informed by social purpose The benefits economico f

development must accrue more and more to relatively

less privileged classes of society and there should be 

progressive reduction of the concentration of income, 

wealth and economic power. The problem is to create 

a mileau in which the small man who had so far had little 

opportunity of pereceiving and nerticipating in the

....P13
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immenoe possibilities of growth through organised effort 

is enabled to put in his best in the interest of a higher 

standard of life for himself and increased Prosperity 

for the country. Tn the process he rises in economic 

and social status. Vertical mobility of labour is thus 

no less important than horizontal mobility for nothing 

is more destructive of hope and more inhibitive of 

effort than a feeling that the accident of birth or of 

a poor start in life is likely to come in the way of a 

capable person rising in life in terms of economic and 

social status." (page 22, 2nd Five Year Plan.)

"Within this broad approach the 2nd •‘’’ive vear 

Plan has been formulated with reference to the following 

principle objectives *-

(a) a sizeable increase in national income so 

as to raise the level of living in the country;

(b) rapid industrialisation with particular 

emphasis on the development of basic and heavy industries 

(c) a large expansion of employment opportunities; 

and (d) reduction of inequalities in income and wealth 

and more even distribution of economic power.

These objectives are inter-related." (pare 24, 

2nd Fi/e Year Plan).

Elaborating the fourth objective, viz., reduc

tion of inequalities, Planning Commission says: "Economic 

development has in the past often been associated with 

growijg inequalities of income and wealth. The gains 

of development accrue in the early stages tp a 

class of businessmen and manufacturers whereas the 

immediate impact of the application of new techniques 

in agriculture and in traditional industry has often 

meant growing unemployment or under-employment among 

large number of people. Tn course of time this trend

....P14



countervaling power of trade unions and partly through 

the ufate action undertaken in response to the growth 

of democratic idea. The problem before underdeveloped 

country embarking upon development at this later stage 

i's so to plan the alignment of oroductive forces and tff 

class relationships as to combine DEVELOPMENT 'TTTH 

REDUCTION IN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INQPALTTY; the process 

and the oat tern of develonment has in e s nance to be 

socialised. There are existing inequalities of income 

and wealth which need to be corrected and care has to be 

taken to secure that develonment does not create further 

inequalities and widen the existing disparities."

■4 kt -x-€» eO 
(page 14 )o

"It mSv be conceded that there is some force in 

some of the arguments urged in support of the plea that 

the formula should be revised and its priorities should 

be rearranged and redefined

all industries; and before any change is made in it, 

all industries and their workmen will have to be heard 

and their pleas carefully considered."

(1959 I Labour Law Journal at pp.644).

G) Onion Labour Minister.

Lore over 3hri Nanda, i«nion Labour Minister 

has given the idea of scone of the enquiry:- "'Hie 

conclusion reached was that we may have a Sonus 

Commission, a Commission which will go into this 

question, try to evolve some norms so that what one 

expects in a particular industry and under particular
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conditions could be anticipated and there may not he 

any great deal of bickerings about it or conflicts 

developing”. (LoX~:>abha Debates - 10th Spas ion.

p.11070: Speech on 11th April 12P0).

Thus it is clear that the emphasis is on 

evolving new norm? of bonus.
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VII. Profit for Bonus Calculation.

'Now let us examine the broad aspects of 

present formula J

The first step is to acertain the profit for 

bonus calculation.

At present only those profits are taken for 

bonus calculation to.which workers efforts are directly 

related. There is a wide snread tendency to exclude 

the profits derived from alleged extranous incomes. 

Jince the whole mechanism is indivisible and integral 

one this practice should he put an end to. The division 

of profits on that basis is imnossible and unreal also. 

J-t leads only to reduce the quanturm of profits to be 

taken for bonus nurpose and provides a device to deflate 

them.

It is therefore necessary that all the income 

a rd profit of a concern should be taken into account 

for the purpose of Bonus. Nothing should be left out 

as extraneous income and pn any other ground. Moreover 

the saving on account of reserves used as working capital 

by way Interest should be added beck to the Profits for 

the purposes of bonus.

...........P17
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VIII. PzloiiJIhax2es.

a) Pcprecistion.
Half of the statutory normal depreciation should 

be allowed as first charged on profit. Actual wear and 

tear is not to the extent or full normal depreciation, as

Q • (pag* 17).

In fact there is a recent finding by Tarrif 

Commission on Sugar Industry that this industry has 

sufficient internal resources to meet the requirements 

for rehabilitation end there is no necessity of any 

further provision. The Commission observes - 

"It is therefore, beyond dbohbt that the 

industry had resources which could have been 

utilised for rehabilitation and modernisation of 

the old plant and equipment. The regionwise 

analysis of accounts has shown that s^ys 

factories in North Bihar and East U. P., most 

factories in Western U. P. and almost all units 

in Southern and Bombay State have the necessary 

resources to carry out rehabilitation of their 

plant and equipment."

At the same time the nresent workers who have worked 

hard and gave Profit, will not only face, come ine

vitable «nloy»ent bat will t«t forth* dlM»U«W«4 in 

consequence of due and proper Bonus being denied to 

them because of the Industry's requirement o f rehabilition 

...P18
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being taken wholly z'rom the nrofits of the Industry and 

nothing being left for (the future generation which is to 

reap the benefits of the rehabilitation.)

The reasons for disallowing rehabilitation as 

a priior charge are given by Chri F.R. J'ehar in his award 

in Bonus adjudication in Indian Oxygen and Acetylene Op 

Limited are as follows:

"11. I now proceed to develop the point made 

above, that to tract deduction of charges for reha bi] i tr■ 

replacement and modernisation as a first charge on the 

profits does not accord with the facts of industrial 

finance and involves, with respect, assumptions which 

are erroneous...

"12. Low, it is undeniable that nlant and machinery 

must be kept continounly in good working order both in the 

interests of capital and labour. The Income Tax Act and 

Pules given liberal provisions for inducing businessmen 

to plough back profits for replacement and for purchasing 

new plant and machinery, but these have been found 

inadequate for purposes o'* rehabilitation and moderanisa- 

tion because of the spiral rising nrices of machinery in 

the whole of the post-war period.

"14. If in a country which is industrially much 

more advanced than India it is recognised that the gan * *
between the original costs of machinery, etc., and replace

ment costs (let alone modernisation) may be too big to be 

bridged by making annual provisions from nrorits, it is 

too much to expect with all respect to the Labour ^npellate 

* Tribunal, which gave the Full Bench decision referred to 

above, that in this country the tfosts not only for replace

ment but of modernisation also must come out of profits 

before the available snrolus can be ascertained.

"The Committee (the ’Vorking Party for the Cotton 

Textile Industry) is of the opinion that the monery to 

be found for such replacement and renovation can only be

...Pl 9
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found by a loan being granted by the Government and not 

by any outright grant either through a surcharge or 

otherwise. The Committee would, however, strongly recommend 

that the loan which we propose srhould be given by Govt, 

for such rehabilitation, should carry a low re te of 

interest not exceeding 4 per cent. The Committee "'mUi 

like to emphasise the need for rehabilitation of the 

Industry and therefore tie need for making available such 

amount as is required by the Industry by way of loan. The 

process of rehabilitation or renovation, like the orocesS 

of re t-io nablsa 1.1 on , must be soread over a fairly long 

period; and by a long neri.od the Committee means prom 

10 to 15 years.

"If in an industry, which has been established 

for a hundred years and in which more capital has been 

-invested than in any other individual industry it has not 

been possible to finance renuirerents for rehabilitation, 

replacement and modernisation "rom the profits, can it 

be exnected that in very industrial concern, the entire 

amount reonired for rehabilitation, replacement a rd moder

nisation must be deducted from tie Profits by equal 
♦ 
instalments, as a prior charge before the available 

surplus is arrived at?

"15. Now let us come to the sugar industry which 

has enjoyed prosperity for ‘many veers. ”as it been able 

to provide from its nrofits for ^unds for "rehabilitation, 

replacements nd modernisation of machinery?".

"16.... Therefore if in such industries rehabi

litation charges are deducted as a prior charge from the 

profits, in many cases the bonus formula would not work 

at all and the workmen would get no bonus, even if a 

concrn has made good nrofits.

"17. Tn the ^ull Bench formula of the Labour 

Appellate Tribunal the reasons given for providing

.... P20
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From t)ie profits a prior charge for rehabilitation, re pl ce

ment and modernisation of machinery is that denreciation 

is only a oercenta'e of the written down value, the fund 

set apart yearly for denreciation and designation under the 
> « 
head would not be sufficient for these nurnoses. Tt seems 

to me that the reason why depreciation allowance have not 

sufficied for the Purpose of replacement is not because 

depreciation by the Income Tax Department is al] ovzed only 

on the basis of a Percentage of the written dowr value, 

but because of tie c incur stances detailed in paragraph 

12 to 15 above.

"3o it is again evident that industries have 
I 

found it difficult to finance replacement costs not 

bee-use of inadequacy of deprecation ellov^nce, but 

largely because of the great and growing increase in the 

prices of plant and machinery in the last 15 years.

"18............. (1952 L.A.O. p.273 at p.275) in which

the Labour Appellate Tribunal clearly laid down:-

"For the T'urnos es of’ our formula we are not 
concerned w'th what the Company does with its 
money: we are only concerned to see whether 
by applying certain facts and figures in terms 
of our formula, an available surnlus can be 
found out of which bonus might be naid to the 
workme n".

"7/ith respect it is difficult to see why a Tribune!, should 

not take into account realities and why the Tribunel is 

not concerned with v/hether the Company spends or Intends 

to spend tue amount claimed by it for rehabilitation or 

whether it gives away the amount in the shape of 

dividends to shareholders............ Tf it is not feasible 

for a Tribunal to take an undertaking from a Company 

that the amount that is. claims and is allowed for 

rehabilitation v/oulo be spent for that purpose in a 

reasonable tip?e, I do not see why it should not be onen 

to a Tribunal to reduce the allocation for Rehabilitation,

.... P21
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replacement and modernisation, if the estimated costs 

far exceed the amount that can reasonably be provided 

oUt of profits." (I.C.R.1957 n. 466 at p.472 to 478.) 
• I *

^In this respect it. should be brought forth that 

the working class is not oonosed to extended or expanded 

reprod iction or is conservative or orthodox in that 

respect. The question is who is to bear the cost of 

jgxpanded and extended reproduction of wealth. The 

burden should not be on the ill-naid and ill-fed 

worker: but on employers who hove reaped huge nrofits in 

the past on the machinery which is to be rehabilitated.} 

c) Beturn on Taid-up-f?pita 1.

Now coming to the return on paid-un-caoital, 

it shold be paid only on actually na id un carital and 

ncton I onus shares also. Bonus share itself is a very 

big am disproportionate rr.ultip61. dividend. Further 

return on it would mean dividend on multinul dividend. 

Io return, therefore, should he allowed on ^onus shares.

As far as return on na id-un-caoital is concerned 

tl.^t same should be allowed only after depreciation 

allowance both for machinery and human body is allowed. 

That is to say only the gap between the actual wage 

and need-based wage is filled. After these two charges 

are met with if any available surplus remains it should 

be equally distributed beU-een labour and canital subject 

of course to taxation i.e. actually Payable income tax, 

and ceiling at 6% return, on actually paid-up-capital only^

/ d) Return on Vorkiry- Canital.

Under the present formula in general 4^ return 

on reserve, used as working capital is allowed. The 
* 

reason given is that if these reserves were not used
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they would have earned interest. . nut then there would 

have been borrowings for the purpose of working capital 

which would have carried higher rate of interest. Tn 

fact because the reserves are used there is actual 

saving. This asoect has been over-looked by the L.A.T. 

formula and on the contrary return is allowed on working 

capital used from seserves on erroneous assumptions. 

In fact there is a case for adding back this saving to 

the profit. So the difference between interest that 

would hive been earned by the reserves used as 

workin capital and the . inters st on that such amount of 

loan should be added back to the nrofit for the nurpeses 

of bonus, y

a ) JBo om e Ta x.

Allowance for taxation should be made only 

to the extent of actual Income Tax payable on profits 

and it should not be allowed even when it is not 

actually payable. loreover, no taxation should’be 

allowed on dividends from the Company's orofits for I 
shareholders.

. . . .P23



I X. 1 lr6W Order of Prior Charges .

From the discussion of the present L.A.T, formula 

an entire new scheme and order of prior charges is 

emerge d.

It can be enumerated as followss-

1) Statutory Finlmur. Bonus.

2) Depreciation - A of* statutory normal.

3) Bonus linked with profit.

4) Income Tax - actually payable.

5) Return on actually pa id-up-can Itai, <Lxc-(u3.\^ 

X. I A word about Balance-Sheets.

•For working out the Bonus the audited Balance- 

Sheets should rot be takers a basis. The tTnions 

be allowed to go behind them. A number of cages of 

balance-sheet manupilations came to the light in bonus 

disputes can be cited. Only an authoritative view is 

sufficient to throw light on it. Whenever the Fnlons 

have doubt about the genuineness of the balance-sheets, 

even if they are audited ones, TTnions should be allowed 

to go to behind then and the managements must be 

compelled to open all the cards.

Bills is what T.’r. FigaiVi has to observe in this 

respect, 4

".... The student of accounting will know best 

how far the or of Its or the Balance-Sheet is a true 

index of company's position as there are various means 

by which real position may be observed. Th Tn certain 

cases, perhaps, ircome-tax authorities may well explain 

the unscruplous practices of employers to lower their 

profits artificially. The devices of watered capital,
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the issue of bonus shares, the investment of gross 

profits in the capital Improvement of the Company, 

etc. are some of the devicas to lower the amount of 

net-profit. Where a Company is Jointly controlled 

with other allied countries, the shifting of 

profits from one to another is also a common and 

easy way of escape . There are thus numerous ways 

to deflate his profits and obtain a decrease in 

wages if the profit and loss test is adopted'.'. (State 

Regulation of Minimum '.'&ges - by S.B.L.Nigam page 156) J



There ere some observatloos of ths Labour 

Appellate Tribunal on genuiness of Balance-Sheets - 

"In my opinion, the contention o^ labcur, 
though not entirely correct, Is nearer the 
truth. If there are some Individual mills which 
ate not working with profit, it is more due to 
the mismanagement and greed of the managing 
agencies than to the inherent unsoundness of the 
industry. It is,the refore, not safe to 
base -env conclusion, especially where losses 

\ are shown in the balance sheets, on• account?, of 
'the working of the sugar mills submitted by 
those mills."
(L.L,Jo-1951-I, p, S1S-S23 478 to 484.
Blha-r-Ind*u atrial -Irl-bun^t, Sugar Mills of \ 
Bihar v/s. their workmen).

\ x \

"If it were possible to rely on the balance 
sheets submitted bv the- factories before us, 
we should have preferred to base our con
clusions on them and should have decided the 
question of bonus unit-wi^e, But so far as 
the sugar industrv is concerned it does not 
appear to be possible to relv on the balance 
sheets as depicting a true picture of the 
season’s working under the prevailing system 
of accounts".

"We are, therefore, constrained to hold that 
the question of bonus in the sugar industry 
is not capable of being decided uhlt-wise 
under the existing conditions and the rule of 
linking bonus with profits as shown in the 
balance sheets can not be adopted."

(L.L.J.1952-1 p, 615-623, U. P. Sugar Mills 
v/s. their workmen.



No.l84-A/(N)/61
November 20, 1J61

Dr.B.R.Seth,
Deputy Secretary to the Govt of India, 
LLnistry of Labour Employment,

iL.'W Delhi

Sub: Bonus Commission

Dear Sir,

,'/e acknowledge receipt of your letter 
Ho.2/B-20(9)/61 dated November 14, lybi, on the 
above sub.joct. Our organisation desires 
that the Government aa^' nominate Shri S.A. Dant/' 
li.P., General Secretary, All’UC, us a Member 
of the Bonus Commission.

The address of Shri Diin^o is Given below:

Shri S.A. Dmse , i»l.P., 
General Secretary, AirUC 
4 Ashok Road, 
Now dHolhi 1

Your s f ai th f u1ly

(K. G. S>riwast ava) 
Secretary



CQ, S. ^Cullzarni
Trade Union Legal Adviser

Joint Secretary,
M.R.T.U.C.
(A.I.T.U.C,)
The Editor,
Trade Union Record, 
Now Delhi.

Dear Comrade,

Phvtic : 7 8072

BLOCK NO. 9.
MOSHION MANSION. 
SANKHALI STREET 
BOMUZs i -a.

21st November 1961.

I have sent a note on bonus for bonus
discussion in T.U.R. Kindly insert the para 
attached herewith at the end of the slip pasted 
on page 11 of the same. That means this will 
bo last para under sub-heading Price & Value 
of Labour Power.

Hoping to bo excused for the troubles.
W‘th greetings,

Yours fraternally,



In this "aspect there, still another aspect of tlx? 

matter which is more important for practical solution of 

bonus problem. A. part of added wealth or surplus value 
i 

created in one industry is more often than not carried to 

other industries. It ficus from industry to industry. It is 

distributed not only on productive activity’s and also non

productive ones. This flow depends again upon the same 

extennal factors such as Govt, policy, supyly and demand, 

market conditions etc.

' cv e //

sty J ^^Z^



"c .’TV-JoC SV51
Gc vcirrp’.'nt of 

Ministry of Labour
In 1 la
H”,n] cy ont

Fr om
Dr . D. R. Sdth,
Da nuty Secretary tc the Govt . of India, 

I
To . *

Tlio Secretary,
All In Ha Tree iJaicii Caigress, .
4, Ashok Ruel, Dow Dulhi-1 . 1 3 DL1 H61

Da tod few Delhi, the

Subject ;-Ctiiclusions reached :ii the meeting hold cn the 
d3tu Oct., 1)61 to finalize terms of r_i'.jrjiCG and 
compcsitiGii of th.i Bonus Commiesion ,

T an directed U refer your letter rc.17S/A/61(BC), 
dated thi 14th Bov., 1)61, on the- above subject. ■Vaile 
de ling "Hth the workers 1 point re .arding bonus in 
departmentally run nubile sector undrtaklngs which 
r orrp- tv 4- Hth similar n: i jr tak J r y.s in the nrivata sector, 
!;’Ta LM our Minister said that th : un st j err c culd bo 
cons id?’" i r-onarutnly. It -jcuM net bn correct to say 
that a c: to orical -issuranc^ to cersi.*i?r vhe '"attar ms 
given by * h? Labour T'i-is’-cr. i^trnticr. was ^hat 
the ratt . r could Rp on si do” ad senu'■•ate ly if such .ntir* 
•?us cUnmei -•ocr-a • ”y ;n,: or th'-* merits of each cmc.

words "if n. cJt’- vry" Ir r!’.s ^rrclusicns cn.b' cla”lf'r thi 
n os i t i cn .

Yours falthfuj I”,

' \r-ii-A |
( B. R. S^th ) 
D^nutjr Secretary,

d.a.ail.
kam-7 ..<li



No. WB-2 0(9)/61 
Government of India 

Ministry of Labour & Employment

From
Dr, B.R. Seth,
Deputy Secretary to the Government of India,

1, All State Governments and Union Territories,
2. All India Organisation of Employers and wn-^kera,.

Dated New Delhi, the 14.12,61.
Subject:- Appointment of the Bonus Commission.

x !

Sir,

I am directed to enclose, for information a copy of the
Government of India’s Resolution No,WB~20(9)/61, dated the 6th 
December, 1961, constituting the Bonus Commission.

! KA.Refd.to" 
. , <DAYAL* Deputy Secretary,



Copy, with a copy of the Resolution forwarded to : -

' , All Ministries of the Government of India;
Planning Commission;' Px'ograrame Evaluation 
Organisation; Committee on Plan Projects; and 
The Cabinet Secretariat.

2. Director, Labour Bureau, Simla.

J. Chief Labour Commissioner, Nw-/ Delhi.

4. Research Division: and LR-II and LR-IV Sections,

/ — J >
f-err Deputy Secretary,

’’D.A.Refd. to”
*DAYAL*
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( To be published in the Gazette of India, / |
Part-I, Section I /

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
MINISTRY OF LABOUR Ar EMPLOYMENT 

____  I

New Delhi, the gth December, 1°61.

R g S 0 L U T ION

Np A WB«>20(9) /61: The Government of India have decidei

to not up a Commission to study the question of bonv.= 

to workers in industrial employments and to make 

suitable recommendations. The composition of the

‘ Commission will be as follows

OH AIRM AN

Shri M. R. Meher.

; TNDEPEWDE.r VENBERS

1) Shri N. Govinda Reddy, M.P.

• ’ . 2) Dr. E. N. Ganguli,
* : Director, 'Delhi School of Economics.

- ' MEM BERS RdPRE3dNTING NORKSR3

1) Shri S. R. Vasavada.

2) Shri S. A. Danpe, M.P.

'' ' MEMBERS. REPRESENTING EM PL CIE RS

1) Shri N. Dan lek ar.

i j 2) Shri D. Sandilyn,

2. The terms of reference of the Commission will 

be as follows :-

(1) To define the concept of bonus and to 
consider, in relation to industrial 
employments, the question of payment 
of bonus based on profits and recommend 
principles for computation of such 
bonus and methods of payment.

P. T. 0.

I ?' L
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*

NOTE- The term ’’industrial employments” will include 
employment in the private sector an i in establi
shments in the public sector not departmentally 
run and which compete with establishments in 
the private sector.

(2) To determine the' extent to which the quantum of bonus 
should be influenced by the prevailing level of 
remuneration.

(3) (a) To determine what the prior charges shouli
be in different circumstances and how they should 
be calculated,

( b) To determine conditions under which bonus 
payments should be made unit wise, industry 
wise and industry-cum-region wise.

(4) To consider whether the bonus due to workers, 
beyond a spoc?.fied amount, should be paid in 
the form of National Saving Certificates or in 
any other formo

(5) To consider whether there should bo lower limits 
irrespective of losses in particular establish
ments, and .upper limits for distribution,, in one 
year and, if so, the manner of carrying forward 
profits and losses over a prescribed period.

*
(6) To suggest an appropriate machinery and method 

for the settlement of bonus disputes.

(7) To make such other recommendations regarding 
matters concern Ing Bonus that might be placed 
before the Commission on an agreed basis by the • 
employers' (including the public sector) and 
t^he workers' representatives.

3, The headquarters of the Commission will be. located nu

Bombay. Correspondence xacended for the Commission may be 

addressed to Chairman Bonus Commission, Old Secretariat

Building, Bombay-1. ,

Sd/- K. N. Subramanian, 
Joint Secretary to the Government of India.

No.WB~20(9)/61 dated New Delhi, the Gth December,1961.

ORDER: Ordered chat a copy of the Resolution be
communicated to :-
(i) All State Governments and Union Territories’ 

(it) All Ministries of the Govt.of India.Planning 
Commission, Programme Evaluation Organisation 
and the Committee on Plan'Projects,

(iii) All India Organisations of Employers and 
Workers.

Ordered also that the Resolution be published 
in the Gazette of India for general information.

Sd /- K . N, Su hr am an 1 an
Joint Secretary to the Government of India.



datescommission

(Fa^e 27B> Column & 3 of Commerce, - 13th February 19G1.)

So mven has been said and written about the chairmanship of 
the proposed Bonns Co Mission t iat any further com-ient on it would be 
regarded as just another voice in the chorus. But, in view of the 
developments that have taken place since vre last wrote on the subject, 
it is necessary to review the situation, as it obtains at present, so 
as to provide a backgrn -ind to the understanding of further developments 
that are in the offing.

As the employers had made known, in no uncertain terms, thoir 
disapproval of the ;reposed chairman of the Commission, the Standing 
Labour Committee to ascertain the views of the parties concerned, 
explain to them the Government’s stand, and t o finalise the Commission’s 
terms of r< fereace. T!u Com-nil, loo. which is a tripart Ito body, met ir 
how Delhi on the 10th Inst. Apart from mutual exchange of views, 
nothing tangible has resulted from the meeting. Mr. Gulzarilal Nanda 
made clear tee Government’s stand on the question and sought to 

justify am convince the employers mat Mr. M.H. Meher, President of id 

the Indust.lai Court, Bombay, was a good choice for the chairmanship 

of the Commission. He is understood to have urged the employers not 

to be obsessed with the issue of the composition of the Commission, as 

the latter was not a tribunal asked to give an award which was binding 
on the par’.les but only an advis ry body called upon to study the bonu 
question and make recommendations. Ke also assured the employers tLa- 
the Commission’s recommendations would be accepted, only if they were 
unanimous or tnat only such recommendations as were unanimous would be 
imp1ementea.

The Minister had no objection to making the Commission 
Tripartite in charactor by giving representation on it to employers 
and workers alike. But he firmly turned town the demand that 
Mr. Mehro should not bo the chairman. Mr. Nanda pointed quo uaat it 
was not possible to get a sitting judge of the Supreme Court to 
prosier over the Coinmission and ho was not in favour’ of appointing 
judge of the Supremo Court to preside over tiie Commission and he was 
not in favour of appointing a retired judge of that Court. The 
question vf finding a suitable jud .e of a 1'igh Court was presumably 

no t examined.

Employers’ representatives are reported to have asked for 
sone more Lime to give an answer whether a trxpartite Commission woult 
be acceptable to them. They are understood to have pointed 

out that they had no mandate to commit themselves either way and 
could do so only after consultation with the constituent members of 
the organisations which they represented. Accordingly, time-limit

2
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of six weeks has been iven to them. The three central organisations 
of employers, namely, the Employers’ Federation of India, the 
All-India Organisation of Industrial Employers and the All India 

Manufaciurcrs’ Organisation, ar e expected to consider the entire 
issue di-novo some time next wook. It would appear that a section 
of employers is now o inoscd to the idea of boycotting the Commission, 
as it ^eis that Such a course would only serve to antagonise both 
the Go’ormont and trade unions.

The workers’ representatives have fully approved of the 
ehoiemade by the Government. The spokesmen of the I.H.T.U.C. said 

• at th aforesaid meeting that their organisation strongly objected to 
the <nloyor.s starting a controversy over an appointment which the 

Govodnont had a right to make. They argued that Mr. Meher was a 

man £ considerable experience on the issue pertaining to the complex 

qnajion of norms, the chairman of the Commission simply bGcau^ kx 

.hadecided bonus disputes, then even Supreme Court judges, who had 

hared bonus cases, would have to bo ruled out for this post. They 

moctho further point that, if the Government were to cuangc its mind 

inoforonce to the wishes of employers, the trace unions might have 

to <ango tin Ir attitude to the question.

The. subject figured in Parliament on Wednesday this week 
duig question hour. Mr. Manda disclosed that the terms of 
ra'oncu oi the Co imlssion would, be finalised only after the q 

qition of personnel was settled. A meeting of the representatives 

omp.loyors and workers had been convened for April to consider the 

bs of reference. An indication of all. the Issues the Commission 

vd be asked to examine was also ,iven by Mr. Nanda. He stated 

1 it- would be open to the Commission even to suggest the 

iiinatlon of bonus and its replacement by some otner system. It 

Id also be open to it, according to Mr. Nanda, to relate bonus to 

Ltional prxdnx production or other factors. Asked whether the 

arnmont proposed to bring legislation to enforce the decisions of 

Bonus Commission. Mr. Nunda said that, If the pa ties agreed 
I 

implement Xhu decision, there would be no need for legislation.

he said that legislation could not oe ruled out altogether* This ; 

ark seems to contradict the assurances reported to have been given 

him to employers’ representatives to the effect that only the 

nimous recommendations of the Commission would be enforced.



WIDE SCOPE FOR BONUS BODY v

(Page No.11, Column No,6 o? Tim s of India, February 16, 1961) 

NandaOn Terras Of Reference^ (New Delhi? February 15)

”Mr. G.L. Nanda, Labour Minister, told the Lok Sabha today, 

in reply to question.’;, that it would be open to the recently *
announced Bonns Commission to suggest the elimination of bonus and 

its payment in some other form to the workers.

In fixing the norms for tie calculation of bonus it was 

also upon to the Commission to relate bonus to additional production 

of oth^r factors.

Mr. Nanda, who was replying to Mr. Barcocha and Mr. 
BrajraJ Singh, said that both the employers arid the employees had 

held that the method of rating bonus created confusion and tension. 

They were trying to find out whether there could not be a better 

way df rev a ding the workers thanx than by payment of bonus. It 

was open to the Commission to deal with that matter.

LEGIGLjVfION POSSIBLE

Mr. S.M. Banerjee asked whether the Government proposed / 

to bring legislation to enforce the decision of the Bonus 

Commission and whether the Commission would go into the question of 

bonus to workers in public sector enterprises.

Mr. Nanda replied that the question of legislation would 

arise letor depending on the situation then. If all the parties 

agreed to implement the decisions there might be no need for 

legislation but legislation could not be ruled out altogether.

The question of payment of bonus In public sector 
\ 

undertakings had been raised by some trade unions and States. It 
would be discussed first by the tripartite Standing Labour 

Committee.

Earlier, Mr. Nanda said that the employers had asked for \ 

six week’s time to state their position as regards the Committee’s 

terras of reference.”



Cewx. S- !>■ . x

A NOx'E Qi) TuB 4U;.iCI0H (J? Bonus:

This note is confined only to criticism of the 
Bonus Formula of the Full Bench of the Labour Appellate 
Tribunal as finally approved by the Supreme Court. Other 
aspects of the bonus question will be dealt with after some 
more study and discussions.

The bonus formula was first laid down by the full 
bench of the Labour Appellate Tribunla in October 1950. 
Since then the Tribunals have generally followed•this 
formula although there were some instances where the formula 
was departed from. Since, however, the Supreme Court has 
also endorsed this formula, it has now become manadatory 
on all Tribunals to follow this formula strictly in all 
Bonus disputes. During these last ten years, the formula 
has been interpreted and re-interpreted in such a way as 
to make it more and more unfair to the workers and advantageous 
to. the employers. The Supreme Court itself has played a 
big part in interpretation which is prejudicial to the 
interests of the workers. These subsequent explanations, 
elaborations and interpretations of the original formula 
have made it worsts than what it was in its original form 
and today it has become extremely difficult to secure a 
fair quantum of bonus forthe workers.

The main conclusions of the Full Bench of the 
Labour Appellate Tribunal ( 1950) are as follows:-

(1) . ’‘Now, Bonus is cash payment made to employees 
in addition to wages. It can no longer be 
regarded as an Ex-Gratia payment for it has 
been recognised that a claim for bonus, if 
resisted, gives rise to an industrial dispute. 
It differs from wages in that it does not rest 
on contract but still payments for bonus are 
made, because legally due but which the parties 
did not contemplate to continue indefinitely. 
Where the goal of living wages has been attained, 
bonus, like profit sharing would represent more 
as the cash incentive to greater efficiency and 
production...................................... ................
put where the industry has not that capacity or 
its capacity varies or is expected to vary from 
year to year, so that the industry cannot 
afford to pay ’living wages’, bonus must be 
looked upon as a temporary satisfaction, wholly 
or in part of the needs of the employee.M

(2) . ”As both capital and labour contribute to the 
earnings of the industrial concerns, it is 
fair that labour, should derive .ther same benefit, 
if there is a surplus after meeting prior or 
necessary charges. M

^ontd..
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(3) . ’’The gross profits are arrived at after payment 
of wages and Dearness Allowance to the employees 
and other items of expenditure which are not 
necessary for our present purposes to enumerate 
in detail .............................................. the first
charge on the gross profits should be the amount 
of money that would be necessary for rehabilitation 
replacement and modernisation of the machinery.
As depreciation ratiliwixitajaLX allowed by the 
income-tax authorities is only a percentage of 
the written down value,' the fund set apart yearly 
for depreciation and designated under that head 
would not be sufficient for these purposes. An 
extra amount would have to be annually set 
apart under the heading of "reserves" to make 
up that deficit. "

(4) . "So far there can be no dispute, nor can it be 
denied that the paid up capital is entitled to 
a fair return. It is common ground that the 
fair return on paid up capital in this case 
should be 6 per cent. The Millowners’ claim 
in addition a fair return on the reserves 
employed as working capital. The employees, 
however, dispute the right of the Millowners 
to any return on the reserve employed as 
working capital. This is a question of 
principle, and requires a decision.*

(5) . ’’The reserves which arc carried over from year 
to year in law belong to the Company* and in 
our view the Company is entitled to some 
return for the money employed as working capital. 
The Company is entitled to deal with this return 
as it chooses, and neither the shareholders 
individually nor the employees con as of right 
claim any direct benefit accruing out of the 
employed capital; therefore this amount has to 
be credited to the Company. There cannot be 
any doubt that the employment of the reserves 
as working capital obviates the borrowing of 
money pro tanto from outside sources for the 
same purpose, and may be at higher rates of 
interest. The payment of higher interest 
would necessarily reduce the gross profits; to 
the extent the employment of reserve as working 
capital would be beneficial to the employees."

(6) . "The paid-up capital, however, runs a double risk, 
via. (1) normal trade risks and (2) risks 
incidental to trade cycles; whereas in the case 
of reserves employed as working capital which is 
KDdsjmuxi more liquid than fixed capital the 
incidence of risk to which it Is subject is 
rather small. So the fair return on reserves 
employed as working capital must necessarily 
be much lower than the fair return on paid-up 
capital. This has been recognised by the 
Tarrif Board in its Report on the Cotton Yarn 
and Cloth Prices in Bombay (1948)• "

Although the L.A.T. did not discuss the question 
of income-tax in detail in their conclusions, they provided 
for income-tax at annas per rupee on the balance left 
after the deduction of statutory depreciation and reserve 
for rehabilitation etc. from the gross profits. After 
providing for 6% return on paid-up capital and 2^ return

on reserves that have en e^P-^-oyed as working capital.
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/ After working out the residuary surplus in this 
manner, the L.A. T. discussed how to determine the quantum 
of bonus. The Full Bench stated as follows:-

"After the aforesaid deductions there remains a 
surplus and the issue is Mother the employees 
are entitled to any and, if so, to what bonus. 
The answer to this issue is not easy, for we 
have to consider in this context the needs of 
the employees, the claims of the shareholders, 
and the requirements of the industry. The 
subject is not readily responsive to any rigid 
principle or precise formula, and so far we have 
been unable to discover a general formula. This 
does not, however, mean that the answer to this 
issue is in any way fortuitous? nor ns are we in 
any doubt as to the considerations which must 
prevail in deciding what the amount of bonus should 
be. Essentially the quantum of bonus must depend 
upon the relative prosperity of the oonoern during 
the year under review, and that prosperity is 
probably best reflected in the amount of the 
residuary surplus? the needs of labour at existing 
wages is also a consideration of importance? but 
we should make it plain that these are not 
necessarily the only considerations? for instance, 
no scheme of allocation of bonus could be complete 
if the amount out of which a bonus is to be paid 
is unrelated to employees’ efforts? and even when 
we have mentioned all these considerations we must 
not be deemed to have exhausted the subject. Our 
approach Im to this problem is motivated by the 
requirement that we should ensure and achieve 
industrial peaue which is essential for the 
development and expansion of industry. This can 
be achieved by having a contented labour force on 
the one hand, and on the other hand an investing 
public who would be attracted to the industry by 
a steady and progressive return on capital vhich 
the industry may be able to offer. It goes without 
saying -that if the residuary surplus is appreciably 
larger in any particular year it should be possible 
for the company to give a more liberal bonus to the 
employees.”

It may be noted that out of an available surplus 
of 2.61 crores, the L.A. T. upheld the distribution of 
2. 16 crores as bonus, leaving a balance of 0.45 crores 
with the industry, i.e. the. L.A.T. distributed roughly 
83% of the available surplus as bonus to the workmen, 
leaving only 17% with the industry.

Since then, the formula has been considerably 
distorted. To give only some instances, the usual return 
allowed on reserves used as working capital is 4% instead 
of 2% in the original decision of the L.A.T, and out of 
the available surplus, not more than 50% is allowed to be 
distributed as bonus to the workmen and the other 50% is 
retained for the industry and shareholders. Of course, 
there are many other instances-where the original formula 

has been distorted and made far more prejudicial to the 
workers’ claim for bonus. These will be discussed under 

each heading separately.
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The prior charges under the bonus formula as 
standing today are

1, Statutory Depreciation
2. Income-tax, Wealth Tax and Dividend Tax
3. Claim for rehabilitation
4. 6# return on paid-up capital
5. Return on reserves employed as working 

capital which varies from 2% to 4% but 
is in most oases 4%.

DEPRECIATION - INCOME-TAX ETC.

As depreciation is a well recognised item of 
oost, it is to be deduoted from the gross profits- In 
the past, however, there have been numerous disputes 
regarding the rate of depreciation to be deducted as a 
prior charge. The employers have for a long time claimed 
that full statutory depreciation including initial or 
additional depreciation as development rebate should be 
allowed as a prior charge. This wase successfully resisted 
by the Unions, and the Full Bench of the Labour Appellate 
Tribunal decided that only normal depreciation should be 
allowed. This decision was further’ modified and interpreted 
as meaning notional normal depreciation which had the 
effect of spreading the additional and initial depreciation 
or devlopment rebate over the entire life of the assets.

' It may be stated that it will be very difficult
to evolve any other basis for calculating depreciation, 

-axp/et the rate provided under the Income-Tax Act. If 

this item is left to be determined by the Tribunals on the 
basis of normal 'wear and tear of machinery, the chances 
are that tire employers will succeed in getting in most 
oases a hi^er rate than the provision under the Income-Tax 
Act, In actual pome practice, it is found that the life 
of machine and buildings is much longer than what is 
visualised by law and a lower rate of depreciation would 
be sufficient. But this is a matter vhioh should be taken 
up in relation to the provisions of the income-tax law. 
In any case, however, an employer should not be allowed 
a claim for depreciation for an amount higher than what 
is charged in the profit & loss account. In other words, 
where the actual depreciation charged to the profit & loss 
account is lower than the statutory normal depreciation, 
only the forme i' should be allowed to be deducted from 
the gross profits.

After deducting the notional normal depreciation 
from the gross profits, the Tribunals deduct various types



of taxes, such aa Income-Tax, Wealth Tax and Dividend 
Tax etc, on a notional basis. This deduction of taxes 
is open to most serious objections on the following 
grounds!- 1

The tax is calculated on a notional basin rr.d 
has no relation whatsoever to the actual tax liability 
of a concern. It is a common knowledge that taxes are 
levied on nett profits and not on gross profit figures. 
Bonus is a legitimate item of expenditure and is allowed 
by the Income-Tax authorities. There is no earthly reason 
why tax should be calculated on a figure from which Bonus 
is yet to be paid. This deduction of tax as a very first 
prior charge, after depreciation, is a very big obstacle 
in the way of workers’ claim for bonus. In the case of 
most of the concerns, the rate of income-tax has worked 
out to 51.5^ for the rupee companies and a little over 
60% for the non-rupee companies. Although in the original 
formula of the Labour Appellate Tribunal, tax was calculated 
only after deducting not only depreciation but also .ae 
claim for rehabilitation, bttt the present day practice 
followed by the supreme Court and the Tribunals is to 
calculate tax on the au^ount of gross profits left over 
after statutory depreciation is deducted. In order to 
inflate ‘the amount of tax as a prior charge, even the 
bonus which might have been already paid by the employer 
and which may have already been dautnuxix debited to the i 
profit & loss account and on vhiah no tax is payable in 
any case is algo, added back to the figures of gross profits. 
Even in the case of charitable trusts which may be free 
from payment of income-tax or in oases where no income-tax 
is payable due to looses in previous years, this notional 
deduction of income-tax and other taxes.is made. It 
should be noted that the return on paid-up capital at 
a rate of 6% is deducted after taxes have already been 
deducted. This has the effect pf more than doubling the 
actual return on capital.. The same applies to the return 
on reserves uaed as working capital. In other words, 
these return become a tax-free return of 6% and 4%. The 
Tribunals and even the Supremb Court are very fond of 
arguing that a 6% return on capital or a 4% return on 
reserves used as working capital is very fair in view of 
bank rate or the rate of interest payable on fixed deposits 
and chargeable on overdraft. They argued like this that 
if a concern were not to use its own reserves in business, 
it will have to borrow funds from the banks and pay a rate 
of interest which may be 5% or &#x 5J# or oonversly a
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concern could put its reaonos in Government Securities 
or fixed dopo;3its and earn a rato of interest from 44% 
to 5%. So, why should a return be not allowed on reserves 
used as working capital. Thus, they justify the 6% return 
on capital and 4% return on reserves by comparison with 
market rates of interest. But this sort of comparison 
ignores the fact that the return on capital and reserves 
allowed under the Bonus Formula is an income-tax free 
return as it is deducted after the deduction of notional 
income-tax. This point can be further illustrate? by 

(1 
making actual calculations in hypothetical case.

In tliis connection, the Reports of the Tarrif 
Commissions should be looked into. For instance, the 
Tarrif Commission on rubber and tyre industry considered 
a 10% gross return on capital as quite liberal. The 6% 
return on paid-up capital under the bonus formula works 
out to a gross return of more than 12% in the case of 
rupee companies and over 13% in the case of non-rupee 
companies. Jill this clearly allows that taxes should not 
be deducted as a prior charge and in no case should a 
deduction of tax get priority ovoi' a deduction of return 
on capital and reserves. The L^x should be taken into 
consideration only as a factor to be borne in mind while 
determining the quantum of bonus in the light of the 
available surplus.

There is no justification for deducting dividend 
tax as a prior charge. This tax is the result of declaring 
dividends at a rate higher than 5% and the policy of declaring 
high dividends should not be allowed to reduce the workers’ 
share to the available surplus. The dividend tax should 
legitimately be paid out of the return on capital and 
reserves.

REHABILITATION:

Provision of rehabilitation claim as a prior charge 
is the worst feature of the present bonus formula. Ulis 
item has always been abused by the employers and continues 
to be so abused. The decisions of the Supreme Court on 
this item have made the matters worst; By a whole aeries 
Of decisions, the Supreme Court has made it extremely easy 
for the employers to make .inflated claims for rehabilitation 
and div±dKj[ii defeat the •workers’ demand for bonus.

Ths Trade Unions are not technically or financially 
equipped to ejqpooe the bogus claims made by the employers 
in tliis behalf. There is manipulation of the balance sheets 
and ito schedules in such a way as to keep old blocks of 

machinery in the books ionS after these have been discarded
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in actual practice. Engineers And Architects in. the service 
of the Company are brought to give evidence before the 
Tribunals as ’Experts’ and it is not easy to disprove viiat 
they soy. A bull di ng" ml ^it be good for the next 30 years 
is proved by the so-called experts to be good only for say, 
5 years with the result that a claim for its replacement 
reserve is to be ^brteTro^ five years instead of
the next 30 years. In the same wt>y about the machluvrj . 
Quotations are procured from Indian and foreign concerns 
for supply of machinery at prices which it is difficult 
to challenge or refute. Even speculation by the so-called 
experts about the likely prices of a particular type of 
machinery is accepted by the Tribunals as fully reliable 
evidence. The Unions have no resources to get the services /vi
of such exports and even if they may -be resources, it is 
doubtful if Architects, Engineero and firms of machinery 
suppliers would agree to give evidence for the workmen. 
The whole problem of the multiplier and the deviser in 
determining the amount of rehabilitation claim of a 
concern became entirely artificial and subject to 
manipulation according to the suitability of the employers 
(many actual illustrations can be given). 1/ The L.A. T. 
used to take into account the existing accumulated 
reserves of a concern, either depreciation reserves or 
general reserves etc., for the purposes of determining 
the claim for rehabilitation. Out of the total claim 
established for rehabilitation by the employer, the 
reserves already with him used to be deducted. Now in 
a judgment given recently, the Supreme Court has decided 
that the existing reserves should be ignored if these 
are already being used as working funds and the same is 
not allowed to be deducted from the amount claimed ns 
rehabilitation reserve. The result of this decision hao 
been that even if the industry has huge accumulated 
reserves, these cannot be used' defeat its fiotit/ous 
and inflated claim for rehabilitation reserve. It is 
very easy to prove that all the existing reserves are 
used as working capital because even the amount lying 
in a current account with the Bank is now-a~days treated 
as working capital. It is'next to impossible to prove 
that any industry keeps its reserves in an idle state 

* t
and does not use them as working funds in some form or 
the other. Numerous other instances of such wrong 
decision can be given. It will be interesting to note 
that even where the employers on their own pay 3 or 4 
months bonud, the Tribunals come to the conclusion, that
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even one month’s bonus is not payable according to 
"the Full Bench'Formula. This is due to the fact that 
highly inflated and fictitous claims are made in the 
name of rehabilitation with the result that even when 
there are enormous profits, it oan be shown that there 
is no residuary surplus. There oan be only one solution 
of this problem and this is that no claim whatsoever for 
rehabilitation be allowed beyond the provision of iqdxx 
normal statutory depreciation. If the State is_not 
prepared to allow such a claim under its Income-Tax Laws, 
there is no reason why the workmen’s bonus should be 
denied by making suoh claims. If the statutory depreciation 
is inadequate to provide for replacement and rehabilitation 
of plant and maohiner/and buildings, there may be a case 
for re-examination of the rate of statutory depreciation. 
But if the State considers a particular rate of depreciation to 
be adequate, the same rate should be considered adequate 
for the purposes of workmen’s bonus also. If rehabilitation 
remains a prior charge, bonks will become more and more 
rare. It may be stated that in almost all oases, the 
Supreme Court has set aside bonus awards of Tribunals on 
account of rehabilitation claims.

RETURN ON PAID-UP CAPITAL;

6 per cent oan be accepted as a fair return on 
paid-up capital, but it should a return subject to income- 
tax and not a inoome-tax free return, as is being allowed 
at present.

RETURN ON RESERVES USED AS WOKING CAPITAL;

There should be no return allowed on reserves used 
as working capital. The most important reason for this is 
that suoh reserves are built up out of the past profile 
earned by the workers. Denial of return on reserves used 
as working capital may lead to attempt to issue bonus 
shares. It, therefore, becomes necessary to insist that 
bonus shares must be treated on the same basis as

Ab it is very unlikely that such a proposition 
will be acceptable, we must insist that a return of 2% only 
is allowed on the reserves as was done in the original 
L. A. T. formula.

It is important to -laid down the nature of 

reserves on which a return can be claimed. Today the 
Tribunals and the Supreme Court have lost si^it of very 
important principles on this question. For instance, 
return is allowed on depreciation reserves which is an 
absurd proposition. Even when the depreciation amount 

has not been funded and not shown in the balance sheet
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as a reserve, return is allowed on the total amount of 
depreciation which may have been deduoted ever since 
the assets came into existence. The position has become 
anamolous that j^n order to claim a teturn on the total 
amount of depreciation, charged from the very beginning 
of the concern, the employer states on oath that all the 
amounts charged as depreciation are being used as working 
capital and Any replacement of assets in the meantime has 
been done from borrowings* To allow a return on the amount 
of depreciation reserve is to allow a double return on 

I
paid-up capital and other reserves. After all, depreciation 
reserve is not a new addition to the reserves of a business 
is is only an account to offset the wear and tear of the 
assets. To allow a return on such an account is against 
all principles of accountancy and finance. But strangely 
enough, return is being allowed on depreciation reserves 
not oiply vdien it is shown as a reserve but even when it 
is not shown in the balance sheet and the figure is 
ascertained from the schedule of assets attached to the 
balance sheet.

Now return is allowed on all sorts of reserves, 
such as Taxes Reserve, Contingency Reserve, Bad Debts 
Reserve eto. etc. Theoretically, the employer is supposed 
to prove that all reserves have been used as working capital 
but such a statement is always made by the Chief Accountant 
or the MxKttiiacx Director of a concern and in absence of 
access 'to the account books, it is very difficult to 
disprove such statements even when the»e are false. It 
should, therefore, be laid down that even if any return is 
to be allowed on reserves used as working capital, it should 
be only on such reserves oxa as are clearly cystalised, 
such as General Reserve which does not fluctuate from

|'|l * j III |b J |l || II I 11 m |b qip|
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Ben so many prior charges are deducted as is the ca~c 
at present, there is no justification for reserving a 
further share for the shareholders and for the industry, 
for the shareholders have been given a return not only on 
the paid-up capital, but also on accumulated reserves,, and 
this in most cases is more than enou^i for a dividend rate 
of 15% to 30% free of income-tax. In way, all the 
needs of the industry for depreciation and modernisation 
etc. have been provided fox'. ¥/hy then this further clamour 
for a share for the industry and the shareholders in the 
residuary surplus. The question of distribution of 
residuary surplus should be determined on the basis of 
the•wage level of the workers. Till the living wage is 
reached, the workers should be entitled to the whole of 
this residuary surplus. After a living wage level having 
been attained, a portion can be kept for the industry. 
It may be recalled that the Tull Bench of the L.A.T. 
distributed 83% of the residuary surplus as bonus to the 
workers.

The above are some of the points for discussions 
which may help to evolve an appropriate formula to be 
put forward by us.



Bonus discussion. - V *
Jewout look to Bonus.

(M^Xen^aSa^^
Secretary, Salem-Erode nlectnoity 

Distribution Co.,Ltd.,Emplo
yees Union) •

x Thanks to T.U.Record for having started a discus- 
aion on bonus particularly at a time wh?n it go \ 
that the Bonus Commission isxappoint^d by the Gove^nme^t.

The present L.A.T. formula which has got its appro- 
) I

val from the Supreme Court i^p<rely theoretical. It 
gives rise to all sorts of interpretations when it 14 put 
to test before the Labour Courts on bonus disputes.

It is due to persistent struggle of the working class, 
the old conception of regarding bonus as exgrctia 
payment has vanished though not it is accepted as deferred 
wage. If an industry has shown good trading results in 
the bonus year, then the worker gets something as bonus. 
For loss year, for which the worker was not responsible, 
no bonus is payable and he has to go away with the big 
gap between the actual wage and the living wage unfilled.

Wage freeze and the price increase are the order 
of the day. Lakhs and lakhs of workers are yet to get 
the fruit of need-based minimum wage. Before approach
ing the question of bonus all these things should be borne 
in mind in order to get a new out look to Bonus.

L.A.T.ZorauU.
The present L.A.T.Formula is defective in many 

respects.

First of all the balance sheet is to be relied upon



to determine the net profit. After all_the balance 
sheets are prepared by the company for the company and 
to the company. Of course the balance sheets are audi
ted by the Company’s auditors. There has always been 
attempts to reduce the profit. If the workers have any 
reasonable doubt to suspect the bonafide of the balance 
sheet, the books must be thrown open and the workers 
must have the right to scrutinise the accounts. If any 
such item of expenditure wrongly credited to Revenue is 
unearthed then that sum should be added back to the profit.

Depreciation.*

The first prior charge is depreciation. Under the 
L. A.T. formula notional normal depreciation as per burst 
formula is allowed as the first prior charge. Deprecia
tion should be determined independent of what is allowed 
by the Incometax authorities as normal depreciation. That 
depreciation should have no bearing for bonus formula. 
Suppose the actual life of a machinery is thirty years 
it will be in good condition for another fifteen i.e. 
half of the actual determined life period. Actual wear 
and tear do not have any relation to the depreciation 
allowed under the Incometax Act. Most of the machinaries 
are allowed 10# depreciation. In ten years the actual 
cost of the machinery will be realised by way of depre
ciation. Hence the basis of calculating the deprecia
tion should have some reality as to the actual life period 
of the machinery.



Income tax.

Next charge on the profit is NOTIONAL income tat* It 
is calculated at 45^ of the available profit after deduct
ing the normal depreciation. Hera also the formula is 
erro/neous. It should not be forgotten that it is no
tional inoometax which itself means it is unreal. Nearly 
half of the surplus is taken away from the hands of the 
workers under the plea of inoometax. -actually a higher 
amount of tax is set apart under the formula whereas the 
Company is not called upon to pay. Only the actual in
cometax paid or payable by the company should be deduct
ed as prior charge. ‘

Return on paid up Capital.

Six per cent return on the actual subscribed share 
capital excluding bonus shares will meet the end of jus
tice.

Heturn on working capital.
L.A.T. formula allows 4 per cent return on working 

capital. Tribunals have viewed that reserves which are 
ploughed back into the industry must have a fair return. 
This proposition may not be correct because retaiM re
serves are created from the previous years profit. That 
profit was made possible by the hard labour put in by 
the workers on low wages. If the management is entitled 
to a fair return on working capital then the workers also 
are entitled equally for their share. The 4 per cent 
should be divided half and half and not more than 2 per 
cent should be allowed as return on working capital.



Rehabilitation Reserve.

This is a vast subject. The managements use this 
as their trump card to deny the workers ^for their full 

4 
share of bonus. As observed by many labour courts, the 
managements are becoming more and more rehabilitation 
conoious to deny bonus to workers. The Companies keep 
pre 1945 machinaries alive purposely to demand a higher 
multiplier and a lower divisor. They can swallow any 
amount of available surplus and bonus could be easily - 
denied. There is one major lacuna in the formula, tees 
net us see what it is.

Suppose the bonus year is 1960. Net value of assets 
are arrived at as follows:- 
f

Value of assets multiplied by the multiplier less 
break down value and the balance deducted by the depre
ciation fund accrued up to 1959. -after dividing the 
net value by the devisor comes the actual amount required 
to be set apart for the year in question. From that amount 
depreciation written off in the books for the bonus year 
is deducted and the balance is allowed as Rehabilitation 
Reserve.

For example if the devisor is 10 in 1960 it means 
the life of the machinery is up to 1970. The Company is
going to get depreciation also till 1970. Rut that is ... 
not taken into account in this formula.K The Company has 
the advantage of rehabilitation and depreciation for the 
future, 

on
Just, past depreciation is taken ipto account,future 

depreciation also should be taken into account.



Rehabilitation replacement and modernisation 
of machinery means to the management rationalisation 
and retrenchment. A modern machine does more ba 

♦ 

production than the old one with lass men. Under the 
formula the worker gives rehabilitation and he remains 
to be rehabilitated elsewhere. hence bonus should 

have priority over rehabilitation reserve.

^fter awarding adequate bonus from the
available surplus whatever is left may be allowed as re
habilitation reserve.

These are the naw out look on the L.A.T. formula. 
The bonus commission will be doing a good service to the 
nation if all the aspects are discussed thread-bear and 
a new practical formula is evolved without giving cry 
room for unnecessary complications and interpretations.

( H ■ kA L'/^ k, Mvn v HR ft ) 

signature.
To

The Editor,
Trade Onion Record,
4, Ashok Road,
New Delhi.•



BONUS PROPOSAL FOR THE WORKERS IN NORTH EVJT INDIA.

. The workers representatives feel that so long as wages do not 

attain the living wage standard, Bonus must be regarded as a 
payment to enable a worker to make up for, at least to some 
extent, the gap between the wages actually paid and the living 
wage. In view of this and also from the point of view of the 
necessity of keeping the workers contented for industrial peace, 
bonus to- plantation workers is to be justifiably regarded as a 
deferred wage which should have precedence over all other claims 

I
• Keeping the above points in view the workers representatives 

first suggested for a minimum guaranteed bonus equivalent to 
one months1s wages to each worker irrespective of profit or 
loaa'Kjf a concern. This suggestion did not receive considera
tion from the Industry’s representatives; although it was 
accepted by a section of the Industry. The second suggestion 
put forward by the worker’s representatives was for the creation 
of a pool with profits earned by a group of Companies in a 
particular area from which a uniform rate of payment was pro
posed under the supervision and control of a Special Committee. 
This suggestion was made in order to obviate wide variations in 
payment of bonus on the basis of individual company’s profits, 
which might defeat the purpose of payment of bonus. This was 
also not entertained by the Industry’s representatives. Subsequ. 
tly, the workers’ representatives suggested that from the profit 
earned by individual Companies' 20% should be distributed to the 
workers as bonus and 5% contributed to create a company-wise 
pool for making minimum payments to workers in yeays of loss or 
inadequate profits. The industry's representatives however put 
up proposal basing on- the last suggestion of th>_ workers repress 
tatives, but-it was worked out in a manner in which it was found 
wholly unacceptable to the workers. The following proposal is 
made in the hope that the Industry’s representatives will realis 
the necessity of the amendments suggested in the proposal in 
order to make it acceptable to workers.

5. This proposal known as North East India Bonus proposal covers 
workers employed in the Tea Industry in the Zone. The proposal, 
if accepted, will have force for three years namely 195% I960 
and 1961, but by mutual consent of the parties the period can 
be further extended.

Contd. . 2. .



The terms embodied in the proposal are defined as follows:- 
"Area11 means the area of respective States.

1,1 Company” means a Tea Company or a Company's gardens within a 
Sr:;te and includes Tc- estate proprietors where there is no 
Cvunpany.

"Wr, ea" .uumm the total cash earnings of an individual worker.

"Worker11 means members of clerical, medical, technical, super
visory, sub-staff, schoolmasters, and daily wage earners whether 
directly or indirectly employed in a C. rnpany for more than six 
months including domestic servants. Supervisors belonging to 
the Executive St if are however excluded from the definition 
of workers.

"Prefits" mull be gross profits of a Ct m/rmy minus depreciation 
but before deduction of T; x, Capital Expen iture, expenditure 
of capital nature, or any payment of bonus/comissibn in respect 
of any-year in tile past.

N.B. When a company has interests in more than one State the 
allocation of statewisc profits together with statement of 
a/cs of each group of gardens should be supplied to the 
workers together with a copy of the published Balance Shu-1 
of the Company.

"Working Capital" means the difference between the Current Assets 
and Current Liabilities -and Provisions which is actually employe- 
in running a company in the year in question, <•
"fear" , means the year to which the bonus related and not the 
year of payment.

5: Out of the profits of a Company a sum equivalent to 20% shall
be distributed to workers after reserving a return of 4% on pare 
up capital and 2% on working capital.

6. If the provisions made for paid up capital and working capital 
reduce the workers percentage of bonus, such reduced percentage 
shall be distributed, but in no case the payment in any one year 
shall fall below the minimum stipulated in paragraph 13 below.

7. The amount ,of bonus shall bo distribute^ in proportion tv w-igo^ 
earned by each worker in the year. The workers’ share of bonus 
shall be divided between monthly and daily paid workers* at the 
rate of 5% and 15% respectively. If for reasons stated in para
graph 6, the percentage is reduced, such r .duced percentage 
shall be distributed between the categories proportionately.

8. If any worker leaves the services of a company either before 
or after the acceptance of the proposal/shall be paid his due 
bonus in preferring a claim either by himself or by his legal 
heirs. »
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9. ,.If any -worker, previous to acceptance of the proposal, is paid 
any bonus or advance in lieu of bonug in r spect of the year of 
bonus under this proposal such payments shall be deducted from 
his dues, but advance bonus paid in respect of any of the previot ; 
years shall be adjusted against the 'Bonus Fund mentioned in 
paragraph 12 below.

10. If any worker dies his bonus shall be paid to his heirs upon 

identification.

11. The proposal shall not in anyway effect the customary payment 
of bonus in respect of Fagua and Durga Fuja where it is used to 
be paid. It may however be adjusted against bonus payment or 
bonus Fund as the case may be.

12. For making payments to workers in years of loss or inadequate 
profits, each Company shall set aside in respect of each year 
of profit a sum equivalent to 5% of its profits, which shall 
constitute a Bonus Fund. But contributions to the Fund shall be 
made only after reserving returns to the paid up and 
capital and meeting the dues of workers in r- spect of bonus in 
the year in question.

13* A minimum bonus nt the following rates shall be paid from the 
Bonus Fund iq years of loss or inadequate profits.

(a) To daily paid workers - not^more than Rs. 10/- to each adult 
worker whose wages do not fall below Rs. 250/- in the year, 
with proportionately less payment with lower wages.

(b) To monthly paid workers - a sum equivalent to months 
wages of each individual employee.

14* If and when the amount in the Bonus Fund reaches a total equi
valent to Rs.20/- for each daily paid and one month's wages for 
each monthly paid worker, further contribution to the Fund shall 
cease. Any amount left in the Fund after the expiry of the agrq^u 
period shall revert to the management, if it is not extended by 
mutual agreement.

15. In all cAses before■payment of bonus is made a company shall ♦ 5
declare its profits, ouch a declaration bearing the signature nf 
the Manager shall be supplied to workers.

Contd..4..



In the event of workers asking for a copy of the published 
Balance Sheet with break-down figures of any items appearing in 
the Balance Sheets the company shall supply it to its workers 
within a reasonable time, preferably before payment is made.

16. Minors will receive half the amount to which an adult worker^ 
is entitled.

17. Worker who has not put in at least six months service in a 
Company shall not be entitled to receive any bonus.

18. For the resolutions of houbts and the removal of difficulties 
the interpretation of the Agreement shall be referred to a 
comulttee consisting of the Regional Labour CommissionPnlcu 
and the two oanh from the employers and the
workers►

/ *

INTUC .....................................................  .

INTUC..................................................................

HMS ..................................................................

^ITUC»-4>................................. ..........................

*db*



■M E M 0 R A N I) U M.

Summary of Submissions on behalf of the Indian 
Banks' Association having a membership of 38 
scheduled Banks including all the major Indian 
Banks (except the State Bank of India) repre
senting the great majority of Banking business 
in India and the Exchange Banks' Associations 
representing all foreign Banks operating in 
India (except the National Bank of Pakistan).

• The Associations have already represented to the Govern
ment of India (’letter dated 9th January, 1961) that the Banks 
and the banking business should not be included in the proposed 
Reference to the Bonus Commission set up by Government. /
2. It is proposed to summarise in this Memorandum the reasons 
which would be advanced orally before the Sub-Committee and which 
impel the Banks to request that they be excluded from the purview 
of the deliberations of the Bonus Commission.
3. To the best of the J a formation cf tho Associations, there 
have been no bonus adjudications between individual Banks and their 
employees except one before the Central Government Industrial 
Tribunal, Madras between the Indian Bank Limited and its workmen, 
which is still pending.
4. After the (abortive) Award of the All-Indda Industrial
Tribunal presided over by Mr. Justice ICC, Sen which adjudicated 
upon service conditions in Danks, including bonus, a similar 
comprehensive Reference, including bonus, was made by the Govern, 
ment of India to another All-India Industrial Tribunal presided 
over by the late Mr. Justice Panchapagesa Sastry, popularly known 
as the Sastry Tribunal . The reference on bonus to this Tribunal.
read' as follows

" Bonud including the qualifications for eligibility ■ 
and method of payment. "

That Tribunal, in dealing with the bonus reference, expresses 
jurisdictional difficulties in view of Section 10 of the Banking



I 4 \ 'Companies Act referred Co above. Ultimately the jw>isdict ional 
difficulty was confirmed by the Supremo Court which decided that 

Section 10 of J:he banking Companies Act in turn prohibited the 

payment of 'bonus by Banks out of profits (1959 2 L.L,J.p«205) 

Section 10 of the Banking Companies Act was amended in 1956 to 

permit payment of bonus out of profits and on the expiry of the 

period of the operation of the Sastry Award as modified by the 

Labour Appellate Decision and as further modified by the Govern- * 5
ment of India and the Bank Award Commission (which latter 
Commission 'was presided over by the Honourable Mr. Justice P.B. 
Gajendragadkar), the Unions affiliated to the two major Federations 

•of the Bank Unions in the country, namely, the All India Bank

Employees' Association and the All India Bank Employees’ Federation, 

submitted Charters of Demands on the Banks. It is significant 

to note that in these Charters of Demands the demand for bonus was 

expressed thus
Unions affiliated to the All India Bank Employees 
 ____ Assoc iat ion.

All employees should be paid bonus at the following rates 
for the years 1957 and 1958 j-

i) A Class Banksi An adequate Bonus with a minimum of 4 months pay.

ii) B Class Banks -do- 3 "
iii) C Class Banks -do- 2 11

Unions affiliated to the All India Bank Employees 
  Federation» __ 

” ‘ It is to be linked with the dividend declared by the 11 

"Bank every year as follows "

"Upto 3 percent dividend of the Bank concerned, one month's " 

"salary including all allowances and thereafter with every " 

"increase of in tb.- dividend. of ihc Bank concerned, "
"five days salary inclusive of all allowances should be paid." 

"Every Employee should be paid minimum one bonus inclusive 11 

"of all allowances every year. "
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p. Thus it will be observed that those organisations'demanded 

a common quantum of bonus in the first case in accordance with 

the classification of the various Banks made by the Sastry 
Tribunal but in the second case linked to dividend.
6. The Government of India made three References of Disputes 

between Banks and their workmen, to a National Industrial Tribunal 
presided over by the present Chief Justice of the High Court of 

Gujerat, the Honourable Shri K.T. Desai. The first ■Reference being 
Reference No.l of I960 related to disputes between all Banks in 
India having offices or branches in more than one State and their 
workmen in respect of certain specified matters excluding bonus 5 

the second Reference being Reference No.2 of I960 dealing with 

disputes between the Reserve Bank of India and their workmen and 

the third Reference being Reference No.3 of I960 relating to 

disputes between all Banks in India having offices or branches in 
more than one State (excluding the Reserve Bank of India, the State 

Bank of India and the eight Subsidiaries of the State Bank of I ...t 

and their workmen. This third Reference was on the question of 
bonus and was made on find Septernbar,id30 and the Reference reads 
as follows

" Bonus - Principles and conditions under which payable, 
> qualifications for eligibility ’and method of computation, 

after nJaking provision for all matters for which 

provision is necessary by or under any of the Acts 
applicable to banks or which are usually provided for- 
by banks."

7. It must bo borne in mind that this Reference was made after 

it had been decided at the 18th Sessions of the Standing Labour 

Committee (about April I960) that a Bonus Commission be .set up 

and after the announcement on 11th April 1930 of the Honourable 
the Labour Minister in the Lok Sabha of the decision to set up a 

Bonus Co mm i s s i on.



The National I nciustriaJ. Tribunal (Bank Disputes) has

n respect of Reference No.l of I960 after about

195 days of hearing and the hearing of the Bonus Reference 

(Reference No.3 of 19^0) is expected to be taken up in a fortnight's 
time. It should’be obvious (a) from the terms of reference (copy » 5
enclosed) (b) from the lengthy pleadings and the number of exhibits 
in all over four hundred and (c) the length of time involved that 

an extremely thorough and detailed examination has been made by 
the National Industrial Tribunal of the wage structure and other 

service- conditions in the banks before .that Tribunal, which banks 
handle about 95% of banking business in India. One of the important 

points of difference between the parties is in connection with the 
classification of banks. The Sastry Tribunal had classified banks 
iinto "A'1 and "B" and "C" and "D" classes depending upon the quantum 

qf working funds. The banks have insisted on retention, of this 

classification whereas the All-India Bank Employees' Association 

have demanded abolition of the "D" Class and the All-India Bank 

Employeos Federation have demanded that the Banks should be classi

fied only? into "A" and "B" classes. The question of profits made 

by Banks and their dividend paying capacity was also before the 
Tribunal. The resolution of these disputes in respect of which 
very elaborate arguments and materials have- already been placed 

before the National Industrial Tribunal is of extreme importance 
to the bonus.claims mule by the several employees' organisations.
The very same Tribunal which is to resolve those disputes will 

also bo hearing the Bonus Hafurunce and it is best suited so to 
do.

It should be clear from what is stated above that the banks 

wore in the first instance- prohibited from paying profiout of

that on this■prohibition being removed a uniform quantum 
of bonus classwise or linked to dividends was demanded by the 

organisations of bank employees and a comprehensive reference has 

beau made by the Government; of India in terms analogous in the 

main to those proposed in the case of "Industrial employments" to



onus Commission
10. There is a definite and intimate link between the level 

of wag^s and the concept of bonus which link also finds recogni- 

tion ih the proposed turns of reference to the Bonus Commission. 
The Bank Award Commission presided over by the Hon’ble Mr. Justice 
Gajendragadkar also drew attention to a "logical, and if one may 

say so, arithmetical connection between the wage structure and a 

claim for bonus". The wage structure for Banks will be decided 
by the National Industrial Tribunal and that Tribunal will be in 
the best position to consider the "logical" and "arithmetical" 

connection between the wage'structure and the problem of bonus 

in banks.

11. Adverting to the terms of the Bonus Reference to the National 

Industrial Tribunal which have already been quoted, it will be 
boon

noticed.that a reference has/made to the various Acts affecting 

banks and also to the matters usually provided for by banks.

Banks are institutions of credit and the national economy to a very 

large extent will be influenced by confidence or the lack of it in 

such credit institutions. Consistent with banking practice in 
leading countries, banks in India are permitted by legislation 
not to disclose certain reserves and provisions in their published 
balance sheets. (See Companies Act, 1956 Sections 211 and 616 and 

Section 29 and the third Schedule of the Banking Companies Act, 
1949). The most recent Parliamentary Legislation on this topic 

is the introduction of Section 34A, into-the Banking Companies
Act 1949 which permits a bank to claim privilege from disclosure 

of unpublished reserves and provisions in industrial adjudication

proceedings and making it incumbent on an Industrial Tribuna

p
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by bank employees and the' Supreme Court has upheld the validity 

of the said Section after carefully examining the need for such 

provision..
12. In the course of the adjudication in Reference No.l of 
1950 the National Industrial Tribunal, acting pursuant to Section 

34A, requested the Reserve Bank of India to certify how much, 

if any, of the undisclosed reserves and provisions could be taken 

into account by that Tribunal in assessing the financial capacity 

of the banks before that Tribunal. The Reserve Bank of India has 
issued certificates which the Tribunal will take into considera
tion for the purpose of its Award. The National Industrial 

Tribunal having been thus apprised by the Reserve Bank of India of A
the position in connection with the unpublished reserves and 

provisions is best suited to deal with the financial capacity 

of the various classes of Banks in the Bonus reference., 

13. The position therefore is anomalous and embarrassing. On 
the one hand there is a reference to the National Tribunal on 

the matter of bonus, pending since September, 1930 at present on 

the board in which pleadings have been filed and which will be 
taken up for, hearing within 2 or 3 weeks^by the Tribunal best 

suited to deal with the question. The reference cannot be with
drawn, as held by the Supreme Court of India. (State- of Bihar 

versus Ganguli and Others - 1958 II L.L.J. page 634)-. The Award 

of the National Industrial Tribunal on the question of bonus 

will be binding on the parties in terms of the Industrial 
Disputes Act 1947,- subject to the rights of the parties under the 

law. I
14. The submission is that it is this reference No.3 of I960 

which should proceed’-
(a) for reasons of careful scrutiny of the 

affairs of a special business (which 

stands in a class by itself and cannot 

bo mixed up with other businesses)



(b) for- reason of expedition aid ending uncertainty 

(c) for compelling reasons of law.

15. It would bo hsrdly possible for chu proposed Bonus 

Commission to go intro as del riled an investigat Ion of the wage 

structure and t^.e conditions- ei t’hanking Business as has been 

lone by the Nation' L‘ Industrie L Tribunal in Ref xence No.l of 

i960 under a specific provision of ihs Industrial Disputes Act 

1947 in which its award (which is It.golly enforceable) is to 

:ome out shortly.

1.6. Th-? sum* ’iRit L.. r,'. cannot a? Aa.il wiLo by the proposed 

Bonus Commissi.on and t ie Nat tonal Industrial tribunal. The 

possibility of a conflict of decisions cannot be ruled out. If 

the same results arc to be arrived at ,t the time-1 and labour ex

pended by the Bonus Commission and the parties before it will be 
1

of no avail. In fact Lucre will bo rjeat hardship on ’noth ths 

Banks and the emp1oyucs Ln representing before the Bonus 

Commission their ex e-s on th.? wag-.' structure, the terms and 

conditions of ^mpluym*-nt a-.r. u- all hatters relating to the 

business, dealt with iu Rd ...xnc-.. -io.a and hoard by the National 

industrial Tribunal for well over a year as well as their cases on 

the Bonus question which will be dealt with in Reference No.3 of 

1960. Tiie costs incurrou by ch? fzchoquer and the parties will 

bo enormous.

17. There would be uouside re bio delay resulting in uncertainty, 

since? the Bonus Commission would jwiin- i imo to formulate its 

proposals while the Na Lionel Industrial Tribunal which has already 

been seized of all the r-levant matters is at the end of its 

labours. Thu uncorl inty v/oula be ,-ndcd in a short while by the 

National Industrial Tribunal. Ihe Nation.-.;J. Industrial Tribunal's 

award on wagos and terms of eondis ions in Reference No.l as well 

as on Bonus in Rjfei-en' u ho.b would bo made long before the Bonus 

Commission can take up any reference to IL.



DELAY IN SETTING UP BONDS COMMISSION

AIIW CONDEMNS EMPLOYERS’ TACTICS

AND (XWERIIMENT’S INACTION

The AITUC in a communication to the Union Labour 

Minister has demanded that there should be no further 

delay in finalising the terms of reference of the Bonus 

Commission and that the Commission should be constituted 

immediately, laying down a time-limit for submission of 

its report.

The AITUC stated that rartK the employers and their 

organisations are seeking to delay the setting up of the 

Commission. In this, it was contended that the Union Labour 

Ministry is also becoming a party to the delaying tactics 

of the employers by agreeing to all their unreasonable 

demands.

The AITUC demanded that a meeting of the sub-committee 

to .draft the terms of reference of the Bonus Commission should 

be called without any further delay.

4 Following is the text of the letter:



Suggestion: '.'his term should be redrafted lu^include question
of bonus payment in uon-profit making concerns: 
consideration of bonus payment in concerns where 
vomers do not even get minimum wages and other 
incidental quosti on s.

It i.s further suggested that the Commission should 
be called upon to recommend a proper and adequate 
machinery or process through which remedy can be 
had in case of employers refusing to implement any 
decision or recopynon lotion or settlement concerning 
payment of bonus.

■•'or All -India trade Union Congress,

May Ph, Iddl
(K. < d ’riwastava ) 

tec rot ary



Cable : “AJTUCONG** Telephones : 18 7 7 1

ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
T. U. LAW' BUREAU :

R. L. TRUST BUILDING. 
55, GIBGAON HOAD. 
BOMBAY 4 (INDIA)

4. ASHOK ROAD, 
NEW DELHI.



2, The question of banks was also discussed* The
Chairman pointed out that there wore legal di Cf icui*tica 
in> withdrawing the reference already nude to the National 
Tribunal nuking it to lay down principles for grant of 
bonus in banks. At the same time it wool d also not be desirable 
to have the natter considered simultaneously by two different 
bodies. The fact that a reference regarding the principles 
of Bonus dotermination in Banks is pending before the Nation .1 
Tribunal can bo brought t> the notice of the Bonus Commission, 
It was, however, not necessary specifically to exclude 
Banking from the purview of the Bonus Commission and no 
change in the terms of reference to the Commission was necessary 
This was agreed to,

3. As regards tho Commission’s composition, it was 
rgroQd that there should be two representatives of Employers 
(one froc the private sector and the other from the public 
sootojr ) an 1 two representatives of Workers.

4. , .ri th reference to tho first torjn of reference, it was
mentioned by workers’ representatives that there are certain 
undertakings, particulrrly under the State Governments, 
which th ough run departmcntally compete with similar 
undertakings in the private sector, Tho Chairman mentioned 
that the question of Bonus in such undertakings as wore 
not covered by the terms of reference could be considered 
foperately if necessary, but not by this Commission, 
Exclusion of certain classes of public sector undertakings 
from tho purview of tho Commission did not, by itself, 
rule out tho payment of any kind of bonus or similar payment 
in such undertakings.

5. A suggestion was '’.ado by an employers' representative 
that it should bo permissible for the parties to arrive at 
agreements concerning J nus oven if legislation was under-’ 
taken after tho Commission’s recommendations wore received. 
Tho general view was that such agreements are always 
permissible if thair terms arc not less favourable, Tho 
point did not arise in connection with the tore of reference.

****
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